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BASIC DEVI, ITIONS

FAILURE: "unsatisfactory performance," usually representing a judgment

of an operator or a maintenance man. This does not preclude the pos-

sibility of clear-cut failure, such as complete inoperability, in

which case judgment does not enter at all. In this paper, a system/

subsystem is considered to be in either a non-failed state (operating

or capable of operating) or a failed state. If in a failid state,

maintenance is required to return the system/subsystem to a non-failed

state.

MAINTAINABILITY (M): the probability that a system/subsystem will be

restozed to a non-failed state within a given time when the maintenance

action is performed in the prescribed manner. Maintainability is an

equipment design characteristic which determines the logistics re-

sources and the active repair time required to restore an equipment

to a non-failed state. In this paper, maintainability will be expressed

in terms of the system/subsystem mean-time-to-repair (MTTR).

RELIABILITY (R): the probability that a system/subsystem will perform

satisfactorily for at least a given period of time when used under

stated conditions. Reliability is an equipment design characteristic

which determines the frequency with which a system/subsystem is down

(in a failed state) for maintenance. In this paper, reliability will

be expressed in terms of the system/subsystem failure rate where failure

rate, X, is the number of failures of the system/subsystem per unit

time.
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CHAPTER I

# INTRODUCTION

The problem studied in this research is that of d2termining

early in the development of a system, what values of reliability and

I maintainability should be established as system design goals and how

the system qoals should be apportioned to the system's subsystems so
I

as to minimize the life cycle cost of the system. Unlike previously

developed reliability and/or maintainability design decision nodels,

the model developed in this study does explicitly allow for direct

consideration of the technological and cost uncertainties which are

especially prevalent during the early development phase of a system.

The method to be developed will provide a Eolution of the

reliability/maintainability selection and apportionment problem based

on the joint consideration of the following factors: (1) attainable

subsystem reliability, and maintainability levels are not known with

certainty, (2) all iife cycle cost elements (development, investment,

and operating costs) are not known with certainty, (3) limited funds

are available for the development of any particular system, (4) con-

straints on other system characteristics such as availability, weight,

V. etc., may also exist, (5) some of the subsystem reliability and/or

maintainability alternatives may be interdependent (contingent or

mutually-c-clusive), (6) the suitability of selecting any particular

combination of subsystem reliability/maintainability alt~ernatiAves

depends upon both life cycle cost and risk considerations. Although

" ................ .... - .• .
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the presentation will primarily be concerned with a particular system

development situation, the development of a weapon system, the model

and solution technique to be developed should also have applicability

to other military and non-military system developments as well.

aACKGROUND Or THE PROBLEM

A weapon system's features can be divided into performance

and support characteristics, the latter into reliability and main-

tainability. Performance characteristics are all of the weapon

system's features that contribute to its mission accomplishment,

except for reliability and maintainability. Thus, aircraft perform-

ance would include measures of speed, range, payload, etc.; missile

performance would include response time, payload, range accuracy, etc.

Performance also includes operational reliability - the probability

that an operationally ready system will react as required to accomplish

its intended mission or functiun as planned. The support character-

istics, reliability and maintainability, arc all of the weapon system's

features that limit the time the systemr is operationally ready.

Unreliability results in a system being down; and maintainability

determines the length of time the system is down when maintenance or

servicing is required. From the logistics viewpoint, these support

characteristics are the most critical features of a weapon system for IA

together they detrine both the availability of a system and the cost

of the logistical resources (manpower, spares, support equipment, etc.)

needed for keeping the system operationally ready throughout its

useful life.

I
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In the not too distant past, new systems were initiated,

developed, produced, and introduced into the military inventory

without formalized regard for their support characteristics. Our

systems and equipments were designed solely to achieve operational

performance - range, speed, payload, etc. - and the support charac-

teristics - reliability and maintainability, if considered at all,
L

were often considered after the design was so far along that signi-

ficant changes could not be made. The only costs considered in

making decisions were the development and initial system investment

costs and the success of a weapon system development program was

determined primarily on the basis of the achieved performance features.

Little attention was given to the prcblem of supporting the system I
Suntil the system was introduced into the military inventory. At that

time, a determination was made of the resources that would be required

to support the system and actions were then taken to provide those

resources. While this system was quite inefficient, it did suffice

as long as systems and equipments were relatively simple and tech-

nological changu relatively slow.

In recent years, however, there has been an increasing aware-

ness of the need to formally consider a systum's support character-

istics early in the design of the system; that is, during the con-rd
ceptual design phas;. This awareness evolved as a result of the

serious difficulties that were being experienced in trying to support

the increasingly complex weapon systems being introduced into the

operational inventory. Increased equipment complexity, new per-

formance requirements, and extreme environments were resulting in

I
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higher failure rates, greater requirements for maintenance, and

lower availability of curA:Rnt systems. Many svste-ms were proving

to be not only unreliable but also unmaintainable. The combination k.

of these two factors was reflected in either low system availibil itieý;

or extremely high logistics support costs (estimates attribute more

than .. f of a weapon system's life cycle cost to its logistics

support costs (137)), or both.

It is important to distinguish between that case where

high logistics costs for the weapon system in question result from

inefficient logistics planning and management, and that case which

results from ignoring reliability and maintainability during the

system development process. In the first case the problem is to

find more efficient ways of utilizing the resources needed to support

the system given the reliability and maintainability levels designed

and built or to be designed and built into the system. This problem

falls within the realm of what is traditionally called logistics

analyses and is primarily concerned with supportinq the design given

that the design decisions have already been made. In the second case

the problem is to reduce the life cycle cost of a system by placing

a mure reliable and maintainable weapon system in the field, obtainable

thruugh better design and development of the system itself. In this

case we are concerned with the technological, managerial, and

financial considerations involved in designing and building reli-

ability and maintainability into the system itself. The analysis

presented here is relevant to the second case.

dj0
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OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

1. "
The objective of this research is the development of an

optihnizing cost model and solution technique to be used during the

-* early planning stages of system development in the selection of

quantitative system reliability and maintainability goals and the

approtionment of these goals to the subsystem design levels.

SDevelopment of a weapon system is the particular area of investi-

gation.

Development of a Criterion Function

Those reliability and maintainability goals and subsystem

apportionments are desired which will minimize a life cycle cost
I%

criterion function.1 The desired performance characteristics for

the system will be treated as "necessary" to the projected mission

adn therefore, they will be taken as given.

SSince the model to be developed will explicitly treat uncer-

tainty, an assumed certainty or simple expected value cost criterion

function will not be used. Instead, the area of utility theory will a
be investigated in order to obtain a suitable criterion function

that takes into account the military's preferences regarding costs

and risk. Not only must the function reflect the military's aversion

to risk and costs but it also must be operationally practicable for

1 Solution of the model actually provides the system relia-
bility and maintainability goals and the subsystem apportionmeint
simultaneously. The system goals bei.,g determined by the subsystem
alternatives selected.

, 1 'i- -I 1 •i i
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use it. the model. Hence, a mathematical representation of the cri-

ter.Lon function must be obtained.
SJ

Development of a Selection Procedure

When numerous subsystem reliability and maintainability a

alternatives are being considered for selection as design goals, an '.

u uManageable large number of possible alternative combinations may

20
exist ((9) possible combinations for a twenty subsystpn system with

nine reliability and maintainability alternatives possible for each

subsystem). The selection becomes even more complex when variousi 1

constraints must be observed in the seiLction process. The magnitucdo

and complexity of the selection process necessitate development of

a procedure whipch relieves the decision-maker 2 of the need to eval-

uate and establish the feasibility of numerous combinations, Such

a procedure would not have to necessarily determine that a particular '1

combination of alternativea is in any sense best but rather it woulu

place combinations into two categorie.; those that the decision-

maker should consider and those that do not warrant further consi-

deration because at least one other combination of alternatives is

clearly superior. The set of com.-inatiois failing into the first

category censitutes a schedule of efficient combinations.

2in this paper two individuals are referred to - the analyst
and the decision-maker. This clear-cut division does not exist inI
practice; the roles of the analyst and the decision-maker invariably

overlap at least partly. However, this distinction is useful fox
purposes of expositIon.

4 " i
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Use of the procedure developed for finding schedules of

excessively large number of possible subsystem reliability and

maintainability combinations to a small tractable set of suitable

alternative combinations, each of which would be preferred for

certain cost aspirations and risk aversions (as reflected in the

criterion function of the model). A computerized procedure will

be developed to make this reduction by finding the schedule of

efficient combinations. When applied to the twenty subsystems,

example presented in Chapter V1, the procedure eliminated all but
20

31 combinations out of a possible (9) combinations for the least

constrained case studied. Other, more constrained cases, had

smaller nubmers of combinations in the schedule of efficient

combinations

Once tne reduction is made and the small set of efficient

I canbinations is obtained, the final selection is governed by the

decision-maker's preferences regarding costs and risk. Recommendations

to facilitate this final selection will be made.

Properties to be Included

Inputs. The unrealistic assumption will not be made that

attainable subsystem reliability and maintainability alternatives

and the associated future cost flows (development, investment, and

operating costs) are known with certainty. Nor will the analysis

be based on assumed hypothetical functional relationships between

reliability and maintainability and these future cost flows. The

S$



risk associated with a weapons development program is a result of 1'
the non-deterministic nature of these technological and cost factori0 ,

thus, these will be treated as random variables. Contractor

development personnel should be able to provide sueful subjective

probabilistic engineering estimates for the attainable subsystem

reliability and maintainability alternatives and the development

and investment costs associated with them. The required operating

cost estimates could be obtained from presently used contractor or

military logistics planning or life cycle cost models. Recommcndations

to facilitate obtaining the required inputs will be discussed.

ESytem constraints. Any practical design planning model

should be able to accommodate physical limitations, e.g., weight;

desired system specifications, e.g., system availability; and any

budget limitations that rw'ay exist. Furthermore, the constraints

must be probabilistic because of-the random variable treatment of

the technological and cost estiamtes. Therefore, the model will

provide for a chance-constrained 3 formulation of the constraints

considered in the study.

Dependence. The model will accommodate contingent and

mutually--exclusive dependence between reliability and maintainability

alternatives in various subsystems. Dependence between reliability

and maintainability alternatives within a subsystem will bp accounted

3 Criance-constrained programming has been pioneered by Charnc-s
and Cooper (65) and developed by them and others to deaJ with linear
programming under uncertainty.

40-
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fox in the formulation of the input data used in the model.

Problem formulation. Determination of the system reliability

and maintainability goals and the nubsystem apoortio'nments of these

goals requires that one and only one reliability and maintainability

alternative be selected for each subsystem. Fractional alternatives

( are disallowed and a zero or one solution, denoting rejection of

selection cf an alternative, is sought in which each subsystem has

one alternative selected and all others rejected.

Probabilistic considerations in the constraints result in

nonlinear constraints. The probltm is insolvable when formulated

as an integer programming problem with these nonlinear constraints.

- By using certain linear approximations, the constraints are linearlized

permitting solution of the problem as a zero-one programming problem.

Solution Technique

An algorithm by Geoffrion (128) was modified to solve the zero-

one linear programming problems encountered in the selection process.

The original Geoffrion algorithm was suitable for solving problems

involving systeris with a small number of subsystems. However, the

algorithm was too slow when a large twenty subsystem problem was

studied. Therefore, modification to improve the efficiency of the

algorithm had to be developed. The Geoffrion algorithm and the

"modifications that were made to it will be discussed.

Computer Program

A computer program is written in FORTRAN IV for the

<S8
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Honeywell (G.E.) 600 computer which generates schedules of efficient

combinations in accordance with the prescriptions of the model. A

description of the program will be presented, including input require-

ments and output interpretations.

Examples of Use of the Model

The utility of the model will be demonstrated by suing it in

the analysis of a problem involving a "large" system with twenty

subsystems, each of which has nine possible reliability and main-

tainability alternatives Schedules will be generated under cc.n-

ditionr of (1) risk ind•.fferz;cc and detam iLntit *CstiainLL;

(2) consideration of risk and weight and availability chance-

constraints; (3) consideration of risk and weight, availability, and

budget chance-constraints; and (4) consideration of risk and

weight, reliability, and maintainability chance-constraints. The
S(

sensitivity of schedules to various changes in the constraints will

also be investigated.

SORGANIZATION OF THIS REPOWT

This paper is organized into seven chapters an3 three

appendices. Two concepts, system operational capability and system

life cycle cost, which provide the conceptual basis for the model

developed in this study, are discussed in Chapter II. Reliability,

maintainability design decision models and logistics planning models

are also discussed in Chapter iI. In Chapter IlI the basic structure

of the reliability/maintainability model is presented without

I i i , • ... .K . . _-
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consideration of uncertainty. The adjustments required to accommodate

uncertainty are introduced into the model in Chapter IV. The solution

technique developed for solving the model is described in Chapter V.

Chapter VI contains examples of use of the model and solution technique.

The summazy and recommendations are presented in Chapter VII.

The appendices are used for a listing of the solution technique

computer program, a listing of the complete output from a computer

run, and a listing of the input data used for the examples presented

in Chapter VI.

2 il
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CHAPTER I1

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY, LIFE CYCLE COST

AND RELEVANT MODELS

In the first part of this chapter, the relation of reliability

and maintainability to system operational capability4 is discussed.

Niext thb ii iueln~e of titce support cheracterdstics on system life

cycle cost is discussed. The chapter is concluded with a brief

review of existing reliability and/or maintainability design decision

models and logistics support planning models.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

The first stop in the weapons acquisition process is to

define a projected mission. Once defined, the mission yields the

performance characteribtics desired for the system and leads to a

decision either to develop a new weapon system or improve an

existing one. What interests the military is acquiving an

operational capability to meet the projected misbion. In a per-

fectly general sense, the goal of the acquisition is not to devslop

and obtain units of hardware, but a level of operational capability.

The desired level is provided by the existing technology, and any

improvements accompanying the development phase of the acquisition

4 Also referred to as "system effactiveness" in the literature.

.0.
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program. Symbolically, we may define a system's operational

capability as

OC w f(Availability. Dependability, Design Adequacy)

E - where

Availabilitvy is the probability that the system,
r when used under stated conditions in an ideal

Ssupport environment ( that is available manpower,
spares, equipment, etc.) will be ready to perform
its assigned mission when called upon to do so..

Dependability is the conditional probability, given
that a system is available, that the system will
remain in operating condition for the duration of
its mission. In the case of a weapon system,
dependability includes not only operational relia-
bility, but also the factors of survivability or

vulnerability.

Dpesi~n Adequacy is the conditional probability that
a system will achieve its mission objectives, given
that it is available and depo|idable. Design
adequacy probability would have to be derived from
a study of system performance characteristics, such
as, speed, range, maneuverability, etc., as they
relate to the p&rticular mission under consideration.

The most reasonable form of this operational capability function

appears to be a simple multiplication of the three iactors, with

the factors being expressed as the probabilities previously defined.

Sometimes referred to aa Inherent Availability in the
literature. This is the availability level designed into the
system/subsystem. It excludes logistics delay time. In an
actual operational envi:oiunent the level of availability achieved
would be lss than that designed into the system/subsystem because
of logistics delay time encountered in an operational support
environment. This latter level of availability is termed Operational
Availability. Subsequent usa of the term Availability in this
paper will refer tu the design level or Inherent Availability of
a system/subsystem.

Ev
;' , -;'.
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Relation of Reliabilitv and M!aintainability
to System Operational Capabi.My

Breaking the weapon system characteristics down into per-

formance and support characteristics, dependability and design

adequacy would be functions of the performance characteristics,

while availability, would be a function of the support character-

istics, reliability and maintainability.6 These relationships are

illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The general functional relation between operational

capability and a weapon's characteristics; i.e., performance,

reliability, and maintainability, can be depicted as ourfaces of

a three-dimensional vector qace (see Figure 2.2). Each surface

depicts those combinations of performance P, reliability R, and

maintainability M that will provide a particular level of opera-

tional capability. The surfaces slope toward the P axis for higher

values of P, because the partial derivatives of the operational

capability function with respect to P, M, and R, are all positive.

Thus, higher levels of P are associated with lower values of R

and/or M for constant operational capability. This is illustrated

in Figure 2.2 by the points (?l' Rl, M1 ) and (P 0 N 0 , MR) on OC1 .

6Not discussed here are other elements; such as mode of
employment.and the system user's operational, organizational and
logistics support environment, which also affect a system'.
"dependability, design adequacy, and availability. Since the
present study is concerned primarily with system design, these
other elements will not be specifically addreased in this paper.

S. . ,. ' ' , , ,., , •r•... . . . . : • ?4.. . .. . ' ',;. • ,- ,.
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Symbolically then, the acquisition problem is to
minJ~ ÷CP C R + CM

subject to the constraint that

f(P,R,M) Ž 00

where Cp, CR, and CM are costs of performance, reliability and nain-

tainability, respectively, and 0C is the desired level of operational

capability being sought by the military. If the performance level

is taken as given, then the acquisition problem is the choice of

the proper combination of reliability and maintainability. 7

l'or certain problems it is useful to discuss reliability

and maintainability separately, but in achieving operational

capability there is a tradeoff relationship between thenm. Unrelia-

bility results in a weapon system being down; and umaintainabilLty

determines the length of time the system is down because of a

failure and the amount of logistics resources expended to repair

the failure. A system with high reliability generates relatively

few down weapons per unit of operation, therefore maintainability

is of lesser importance. A system that is easily maintained has

7Performance characteristics are typically treated as
"necessary" tu the projected mission in a weapon's acquisition
program. These characteristics are usually stated as requirements
that the system to be developed must satisfy. The rational being
that a weapon system exists to accomplish some military mission.
If it cannot do this it has no good reason for existence. It does
not matter how supportable a system is, howmliable, how maintain-
able. If it cannot fulfill its mission performance requirements,
it has no reason for being in the operational inventory. There-
fore, the performance characteristics will be taken as being given
in this study.

S ' I ' 1 . . .I 1r i .. I, I-
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a relatively short average downtime and small amount of logistics

resources required as a result of a failure and therefore reliability

is of lesser concern. This discussion suggests that it is appro-

priate to view reliability and maintainability combined as a

measure of system availability. Such a measure has direct meaning

for a weapon system's operational capability that neither reliability

nor maintainability has alone. In fact, if the performancie level

Is given, then operational capability and availability are synonymous.

Symbolically then, the acquisition problem is to

min[. CR CM

subject to

f (R, N. Availability

f2(R, M) < Performance Imposed Physical Limitations

where C- denotes that the performance level is fixed (porforoarice

characteristics are given) and the second constraint, represents

the set of constraints imposed by the required performance charac-

teristics; e.g., the speed requirements for an aircraft would

impose a weight constraint on the attainable reliability and main-

tabinability levels.

SYSTD! LIFE CYCLE COST

A system's life cycle cost embraces all coats incurred from

the initial conception of the system until the last operational unit

of the system is retired from service. The costs it embraces are

usually segregated into three cost categories:

,A
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1. Research and Develomrient cost (RMD) - that is,

the costs of the resources req.iired to develop a new

capability to the point wheve it is ready tor inLroduction

into operational use.

2. Investment costs (1) -'that is, the one-time outlays

required to introduce the new capability into the

operatiunal inventory. Included in this category are the

costs of procuring the prime and support equipment, the

initial spares,. new facilities, and initial training.

3. Operating costs (0) - that is, the recurring outlays

required year by year to operate and maintain the

capability in service over a period of years.

4', An illustration of the relationship of these costs in the life of a

System is depicted in Figure 2.3. Symbolically, life cycle cost is

defined as

1.CC R&D + I + 0

In a system acquisition program the Life Cycle Cost concept

is not an end in itself. It is not to be used solely by budgeteers

and contract negotiatois. Rather, it is to be used by decision-

makers as the basis for making meaningful tradeoffs between

development, investment, and operating costs when they co;.sider

the alternatives that must be evaluated at any decision point in

an acquisition program. In essence, then, many decisions in a

system development progrant must depend on the ability of the

A decision-maker arid/or analyst to formulate and apply useful and

realistic li[e cycle cost models.

-,
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t Relation of Reliability and Xaintainabilit'y
to a System's Life CGvclt Cost

In the previous 6ection of this chapter we showed that the

acquisition problem, with the system performance level given, could

be stated as

minF+C~~ + Cl
subject to

f IR, M) Availability

f (R, M) • Performance Imposed Physical Limitations

where C C and C were generically defiried as coots of 'perfor-

mance, reliability and maintainability, respectively. For a

fixed performance level, performance costs, C-, in each oP the

throe total system cost categories (Research and DeVelopment,

•.,• Investment, and Operating) are also fixed. 8  Thezefore, only

the relationships 0R and C! to system life cycle cost will be

examtined.

Three general observations concerning the relationshios

between system roliability and/or maintainability and the system

life cycle cost elements can be made:*

1. Research and Development ard Investment costs tend to

increase as reliability and/or maintainability levels are improved.

ThQ rate of iiici~aae becomes pronounced for improvements substantially

in excess of the levels of reliability and maintainability generally

8 I
Stating that the performance costs are fixed does not

imply that they are known or can be estimated wi.th certainty.I, $

• i .. . i . . . .I _ I'- .:. L -



observed (presently being achieved).
9

2. Within limits, Operating Costs can be reduced by improving

reliability and/or maintainability. Specifically, improvements in

these support characteristics reduce the maintenance portion of

system operating costs.

5. The greater the desired improvement beyond presently

achievod reliability and/or maintainability levels, the greater the

uncertainty of achieving that improvement and the cost of doing so,

hence the greater the uncertainty in all elements of system cost.

The first two observations are depicted in Figure 2.4. Also

illustrated in the system's life cycle cost curve. Examination

of this figure reveals the fallacy of using either minimization

of system development and investment costs or minimization of

systom operating costs au criteria for decision making in a

weapons acquisition program. Minimization of total life cycle

cost is the appropriate criteria and the point at which this

occurs does not coincide with the minimum cost points for either

development and investment costs or operating cost. What is

required is the proper level of investment in each cost category

so that total system life cycle cost is mininized.

The third observation indicates the importance of explicitly

considering uncertainty in development programs, such as a weapon'3

9 For weapon acquisition programs concerned with systeas re-
quiring large increases in performaice level, significant ruliabi.lity
,s-d/or maintainability imprcovements might be required just to achieve
levels presently being achieved on systems operating at lower per-
formance levels.

} -
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development program, which typically reqAlirc the attainment of

significant reliability and maintainability iuprovemenLs. Thus)

decision models concerned with problems encountered in such

programs must explicitly allow for uncertainty, if they are to

be useful to decision-makers.

Life.ýYcle Costing Methods

Two basic approaches are used to derive cost estimates for

life cycle costing: (1) the Cost Estimating Relationship (CER)

Method and (2) the Element Estimate (EE) Method. In the CER method,

costs are related to a system's performance and/or physical

characteristics; for example, the development cost of an aircraft

is estimated from a cost esticating relationship which relates

development costs of previously de~oloped aircraft tc their

weight. Or costs from one life cycle cost caregory are related

to the costs estimated for another category; for example, a

system's future support costs are estimated as being some percentage

of its estimated investment cost. The CER method has two main

advantages. First, it can be used early in a program because it

is based on broad performance specifications and configuration

concepts. A second advantage is that once developed it is not

costly or difficult to use. Along with these advantages come

disadvantages, the first of which is that the method cannot

produce reliable results for a system which depends on new

technology or substantially incorporates new design features.
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The statistical relationships used are derived from experience, and

that experience must be relevant to the new system. Hence the new

system must fit into an existing family of systems or be similar

enough to such a family to justify use of an available estimating

relationship. A second disadvantage is that the models thus far

established 'oorally relate thtir support cost estimate to the

estimated investment cost. Thus, even if an investment cost estimate

increase was due to improvements in reliability and/or maintain-

ability to be designed into the system, these models would provide

an increased support cost estimate as well. This disadvantago has
At

serious implications in that it tends to discourage tradeoffs

betwoen life cycle cost elex:nts that would actually reduce
total life cycle cost. A final disadvantage of the CER methods

is that just as they are easy •o use they are also easy to misuse.

In the Element Estimate (E0) Method, total cost is atomized

into many elements. The elements are related in a cost structure.

The structure is filled with the estimates and the life cycle cost

estimate is found by summing the element estimates. The estimateK .
for each cost element is derived from analysis of the resources

(material, labor, capital) needed for the tasks which are included

within the element. An example of an element structure is pre-

sented in Table 2.1. This ýethod of life cycle costing has

several advantages which make it especially suitable for relia-

bility/maintainability tradeoff analysis. One is that it can

incorporate expert input throughout. Different elem~ents can be

sty
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Table 2.1

Life Cycle Cost Elements
For a System

I. Research ane Development

A. Preliminary design and engineering

B. Fabrication of test equipment

C. Test operations

D. Miscellaneous -

II. Investment

A. Facilities

B. Major ecuipment (

C. Initial inventories

D. Initial training

E. Miscellaneous

III. Operating Cost

A. Equipment and facilities replacement

B. Maintenance

C. Pay and allowances

D. Training

E. Fuels, lubricants, and propellants

F. Miscellaneous

2t,
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estimated by different people, and each element can be small en~ough

to be within an individual's area of expertize. A closely related

advantage is that the EE Mlethed can be applied independently t)

the various subsystems of the system. A third advantage is thit

it allows examination of small segments of costs as well a2 !drge

totals. Another advantage is that it can be in enough detail to

permit study of cost differencus between subsystem reliability/

maintainability alternatives and reflect these differeices

realistically in each life cycle cost caregory. A final advantage

of the EE Method is that it facilitates simulation because it

petmits individual elements tc be scrutinized and it allows costs

to be regrouped in numerous ways. The chief disadvantage of this

( costing method is that it is not as simple to use as the CER

Method. Estimates must be obtained from numcrous sources and more

analysis is required in the M Method.

The model developed ir. this study would use input estimates

generated by the EE costing cethod. llowevýer if cost estimating

relationships were derived at the subsystem level which realisti-

cally reflected the support costs versus reliability/maintainability

relationships, the CER Method could also be used. Data input for

the model will be discussed in Chapters III nd IV.

RELEVANT MODELS

Because a model aids a decision-maker in analyzing some

"problems, its effectiveness is a function of a particular decision.

_ I'

ILK __ ___I
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Tha reliability/maintainability area, as it interfaces with system 0

design, concerns three broad, closely related decision situations;

*1and a model developed to handle one phase may well also have I

applicability in the other phases:

1. Conceptual design - determining the system's "optimum"

reliability/maintainability and apportioning the system goals to

each major subsystem such that there is a "good" probability that

the system goals will be met or exceeded during development.

2. Detailed system design - selecting a particular hard-

ware design from a number of candidates.

3. Support planning - estimating the kind and quantity of

resources required to support a particular design.

To illustrate these three areas, consider the reliability/

maintainability of some system. In conception or early development.

we want to determine the system's optimum reliability/maintainability

for it to achieve the mission performance requirements and to minimize

life cycle costs, and the optimum reliability/maintainability of each

of its subsystems. Then, given subsystem reliability/maintainability

goals a3 well as the goals required for meeting the performance

characteristic, the subsystec designer creates one or more hardware

designs as candidates for the particular subsystem. He then selects

that particular design which "best" me-its all performance and support

characteristics goals. It is possible that the same model used to

establish the reliability/maintainability design goals can also be

used in selecting the "pest" of the subsystem design alternatives.

.7* ,' .
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And finally, given that some hardware design has been selected, the

logistician needs to devise his support plans for the system and its

components - quantity and location of spares, how and where the item

is to be repaircd, support equipment needed, maintenance personnel

requirements, etc.

Review of the reliability/maintainability models that have

been developed ow'er thr. past two decades, reveals that the major

emphasis has beeii given to support planning model development.

This is not surprising because until recent years little consider-

ation was Viven to reliability/maintainability as design parameters.

We only tried to optimize support of a given design and not to optimize

the deaign for support. Of the other two model types, conceptualI • design and detailed design, more effort has been devoted to

analysis of detailed dosign problems. Again this is not surprising.

Initial concern for reliability in system design pertained only to

operational reliability. The concern being to achieve the

specified level of operational reliability in much the same manner

as other performance parameters were achieved. Cost was not a

constraining factor. The goal of the development program was to

attain the specified performance parameters and cost efficiency

was not considered to bf, an important factor in system development.10

Awareness of the need t•p consider reliability and maintain-

ability as design parameters early in system development has evolvedr

Evidence to sunport this contention may be found in peck and
Scherer (37, pp 94-99;.

I
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slowly. Only since 196411 has the Department of Defense actively

promulgated that this be done in weapons acquisition programs and

most of the work to date has been to improve the methods of pro-

ducing conceptual phase life cycle cost predictions. The studie3

have been along the lines of integrating conceptual phase relia-

bility/maintainability predictions into the descriptive cost models

used during conceptual planning. It is the objective of this paper

to go one step beyond the descriptive cost model and develop an

optimizing cost decision model. In accomplishing this objective

it has been the approach to utilize previously developed cost pre-

diction models as much as possible. Thus, the model developed in

this paper is designed to utilize existing cost prediction models

for its input data elements. This model begins where the existing

models end.

11 Since 1964 when U.S. Department of Defense Directive 4100.3
(157) was published, the services have been required to consider,
estimate and evaluate the life cycle costs implied by the design
decision alternatives that are required throughout the acquisition
process.

I%
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CHAPTER III

BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE RELLAXIITY/ei MAINTAIIAILITY DECISION MODEL

This chapter will be limited to the development of the basic

structure of the model. The required input estimates will be

identified, the system life cycle cost function will be formulated,

I and system/subsystem constraint functions will be *developed. In

this chapter no consideration will be given to the uncertain nature

of the input estimates. Nor will dependence among subsystem alter-

natives be considered. These elements will bo introduced into the

model in Chapter IV.

REQUIRED ':ODEL INPUT ESTLiATES

Level of Detail

The development of a complex system is accomplished by

division of effort. As work progresses, this division becomes

more and more detailed. In a weapon's acquisition program, early

conceptual feasibility studies are concerned wiLh the system as

a whole. Later in the concept phase, when the conceptual design

is being created, analysis is conducted at the subsystem level of

detail. A subsystem beine defined as an item in a system that

performs a specific fur-ction, independerit of th-e functions of

$t
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other items, in support of the system function. During the

development phase of a program the actual design and development

of a subsystem is the responsibility of a design group and usually

there is a separate design group for each subsystem. M. Table 3.1

shows an example of the subsystem breakdown of a modern fighter-

type aircraft.

The purpose of the conceptual design analysis is to deter-

mine a set of characteristics (both performance, and support

characteristics) for the subsystems such that there is a "good"

probability that the zystem requirements will be met or exceeded.

The resulting set of charactristics is called the "design point."

These subsystem "design point" characteristics are used to guide

design group decision-making during the coursc of the system

development. The model developed in this paper is concerned

with the establishment of the support (reliability and maintainability)

"design point" characteristics during the conceptual design analysis.

Thus, it is formulated at the subsystem level and all required input

estimates are at the subsystem level of detail.

[� Input Values Required

It Chapter II we showed that when system performance char-

acteristics are given (which is the case in a weapon's acquisition

L program) the acquisition problem is to

1In the development of a complex weapon system, such as a
fighter aircraft, several contractors normally are involved with the

t •developmcnt at the subsystem level. Thus, the subsystem design groups
would actually be from several contractors. Although this paper is ( ' ,;
written as if all design groi;s were from the same contractor, the
model developed does not depend upon this.

t : i .
•-.- -• .. . •-: ..... i•: -: . _,, , ."- _ - • . . .. .. .. •• :: _ • '- • .. •'•,: <. . • --
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I min LCC - C- + , + C

P R M

subject to

f (R, M) Ž Availability

"2f2 (R, M) Performance Imposed Physical Limitations

Now we will convert this conceptual model into an operational decision

model. To accomplish this we Must first identify the input data

elements we will use to replace the symbolic elements used in the

conceptual model.

Rel]iability Lud Wn inti.aLxwhility inD,|ts. For each 'subsystem,

engineering estimates o4 attainable reliability (expressed as a

moan time to failure or failure rate) and imintainability (expressed

as a mean time to repair) levels as a function of proposed relia-

bilitý and maintainability programs aro required. These estimates

could be obtained as follows: in the conceptual phase, after the

subsystem eotformanci, "design point" characteristics are established

but before the reliabLlity ird maintainatility "design point'

characteristics are established, each subsystem design group would

generate several (a maximum of three is considered reasonablei 4

13 An engineering e3ti.ate is the designer's judgment of the
value some parameters will acttain when the subsystem development is
complete and the 5y-SLem is o-c-ational. Engiacering estimates
associated with aeliability/.intainability are commonly made of
parameters, ru,'h aj mean-tiý.-.o-failure or failure rate, mean-time-I . to-repair, we.ight, and 3ubsyszem cost.

T.lhe feasibiliýtv of usiing a discrete level estimating method
"for obtaining rcii.'.,ili.v •tiatcs haL been documented by Colandene

.(66) , )levesh (174) , and Fredericksen (131) These

C__-1
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Table 3.1

Subsysteas Breakdowum of
a Fighter Aircraft

SUBSYSTEM
-I:?

Airframe

Landing. Gear

Flight Controls

Crew Module

Propulsi•n

Electrical Power Supply

Lighting System

Pneudraulic Power Supply

Fuel System

Oxygen Systemz

Instr tume ents

Automatic Pilot

UIIF Communications

IFF Communications

Radio Navigation
Fire Control System

Weapon Delivery System

Environmental Control System
"- I

'I.

,(W7
1Jr- ____
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different proposals; these proposals would describe the reliability/

maintainability prograis nec'od to achieve different reliability

and maintainability levels (turwied normal, high and ultra highrI
for the three proposal case) for the design group's subsystem.

The programs corresponding to normal reliability/main-

tainability levels would be rdinimum reliability/maintainability
S~programs. A minimum program ray be conxsidered as a program which-

provides reliability/maintainability, to the degr2ee that current

deuign practic in accordance with applicable sDecificatlons

achieves them, without specially directed effort. Reliability/

maintainability levels attainable with minimum programs would

gencrally corruspond to levels obtained in past programs. In

minimum prograits existing equiptent/componetit designs would be

utilized whenever possible, off-the-shelf components/parts would

be used in design wheneve.r possible, duLuLing and iedundancy would

be used to the e!xtOnt necessa.y to achieve only the operational

reliability racquiro:wents, little, if any, modu larzation and auto-

matic test features would be incorporated in the subsystem design,

limited reliability/niaintaina~ility testing and monitoring would

be conducted turing dev!qopmcnt, and little Quality Control effort,

in the rell ability/'uaintainalility areas, would be planned for the

production phase.

papers describu the actual u.c of methods similar to that outlined
in this paper for obtaining r-liability estimates. Extension of

, this ntcthod to obtaining mai:--ainabilitv estimates should be a
straight forward procedure.

-_ _' _ ._. .- -+_
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The programs corresponding to high reliability/maintainability

levels would be high reliability/maintainability programs. A high

program may be considered as a program which attains reliability/

maintainability levels which reflect a modest improvement over

levels attained in the past. In high reliability/maintainability

programs special designs to accommodate reliability/maintainability

improvements would be created whenever possible, highly reliable

components/parts would be used in design whenever possible, derating

and radundancy would be used to the degree required to achieve modest

imirovements is subsystem reliability, limited modularzatLon and

automatLc test features would be incorporated in the subsystem

design, reliability/maintainability testing and monitoring programs

would be initiated early in the developnmanL phase, atid a Quality (

Control effort couumensurate with the expected reliability/main-

tainability levels would be planned for the production phase.

The ultra high programis, corresponding to ultra high

reliability/maintainability levels, may be considered as programs

which would be required to achieve reliability/maitntainability

levels substantially higher than the levels attained in past

programs. The ultra high pre..ams would require increased acti-

vities in all of the areas proposed for the high reliability/

maintainability programs.

It should be noted that the functional relations between

reliability/maintainability levels and programs are not continous

k W relations but only discrete points representing the programs proposed

J.,'. , p.
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t to achieve the normal, high, and ultra high reliability/maintaln-
t

ability lcvels. Between these points there are no available solutions.

The only reliability/muaintaipatility alt,'riiatives available for a

-.subsystem are those that correspond to the possible combinations

among the pr-'posed programs. Thus, a subsystem for which there are

three proposed teliability pro[.ras anid three proposed aiintain-

ability would have n•in t'eli.!hility/mainta.'.nability alternatives.

This is illustrated in :iatrix forn in Figure 3.1.

This method of obtainiiig zelialoilfty/maintainability inputs

by generating proposals tor progra.•is needed to achieve different

reliability and maintainability Lcvelt., not only provides a

systematic wethod for obtaining the reliabiliLy/maintainability

input estimates neided for the model but facilitates use of the

model for subsystem design Luitiation. Solution of the model not

only provides reliabilitLy/maiitainability "design points" for each

subsystem but by referrini, back to the imiyut data you also have the

proposals for the rcliahilitv/:.airitainabiILtty programs needed to

achieve Lhe levels solectod in the solution of the model. Thus,

when the design grup starts Ju.ailed design, they not only have

"desigu point" goals but also planned prograuis which they themselves

"proposed fur achieving •he goal Levels.

Cost inýuts. Cost inouL estimates are needed for all life

cycle cost elements which are dcpcndent upon subsystem reliability

and u~ajnainiabilit''. These w,-Iuld include estinates of the costs

of the relPability/t.aintain,•hiiitv prograllis proposed for attaining

- - r, i
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Maint. M
Rel. Normal High Ultra High

Normal High Ultra
R High

Normal Normal Normal Normal

Normal High Ultra
High

R
High High High High

Normal High Ultra

R High

Ultra High Ultra Ultra Ultra
High High High

Figure 3.1

V Three Program Reliabilit aintainabilitv Alternatives

_ _-. .. "
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the different reliability/maintaiIability levels, those production

costs which are dcpcnd.tnt upon reliability/utaint ttinability, the

cost of initial spares; arnd support equipment, and the recurring

'. support (lo.istics) costs that are incurred during the operational

_ life of the systcui.

EstL•,atcs for the costs of the development phase reliability/

maintainability ,.'fozis would be based upon the activities included

in tha programs ptoposUd for achicvlng different rnliabillity/main-

tainability levcl. In fact, such cost is~iWte*s would normally

be included as part o• the reliability/maintainability program

proposals.

Estimates of the initial spares costs, support equipment

*. costs and recurring support costs would have to be derived for each

subsystem raliabilit'/:i.niintnin'Jbility nlternaitive. 16 Thus, nine

set.s of ostimatef would have to be derivcd for a typical Subsystem;

that is, a subs\'-;tcni with nirne reliablility/waintainability alter-

natives. At first clance, derivation of these cost estimates for

15ihese latter coSL Ce"aen0ts (initial spares and support

equipment and rocurring support costs) are also dependent upon thA
nwiibur of units of equipmen to be procured and their level of
utilizat.rn. Those opurational factors are usually specified during
the coucecptuaj phase. Thus, values for these required operational
factors will be assuiw'd to be available for use in estimating cost
elements needed fur the mud[t.

160ity those Support costs that are dependent upon reliability/

maintainability need to be QLi mateI. Support costs such as training
costs, ;iech data coots, and c;t-- ýiuch as sUDDly administration are
general, v t:xclodod, sitice the.v orobably w'll not vary significantly
botweet• reliahility/r.iaintainat-lity alterratLv...S; when their inclu-

son is necessa-:v, i:oe can lumped togo.ther as special costs.

L~ NM7 9 . A.. A ' . , __
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each subsystem reliability/mairntaithability alternative might appear ( 4

to be a formidable task. However, there are several computerized
iI

life cycle cost models and com-uLcrized logistics support planning

models available which could be used to derive these cost estimates

(133, 136, 138, 142, 143, 144, 152, 153, 159, 160, 161, 162).

All these referncced models incorporate methods for deter-

mining life cycle logistics costs which could be used as input

estimates for the model presently being developed. In these models,

the logistics cust elements are directly related to subsystem/equipment

reliability and maintainability levels. These models develop estimates

of the tasks thnt the reliability and maintainability levels imply,

and translate these into resource requirements aind ultimately into

dollar cost estim1ateo. They have been designed to handle discrete

input reliability andttnuitAiabLlity values nud to provide discrete

cost estimates of the resultin. logistics costs. Thus, their Output

could be used directly am input cost estimates for the model develop#ed

in this paper.

Another feature of these models that wou.d make them useful

for deriving the logistics cost estimates nceded, is that they are

all computer models. Thus, even [or a large multi-subsystem system

with several reliabili.ty/maintainability alternatives available for

eacr, subsystem, deriving the required subsystcm sets of estimates

would not be too dLfficulL a .ask; for exauIVle, for a twenty s,,b-

system system iith nine ruliability/naintainability alternatives

for each subsystem, comnputer !ori.vation of the 180 cets o2 logis-

tics costs estimates (iUtial spaces and suport. equipimient costs

L• 
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and recurring support costs) required should be a relatively simple

r task. Also being computer based, these models can be used for

handling uncertaitt reliabilit.' and maintainability inputs. This

capability has been demonstrated by Zacks (149). He applied Monte

Carlo techniques to) an existi'g logistics model to derive prob-

ability dis-ributions for support cost estimates.

Phsclpaiitriois The secund constraint equation

in the conceptual model represents physical parameter constraints

imposed on the lcvuls of reliability and/or maintainability that

can be attainied. In wOapot, system programs, physical parameter

Sconstraints exist on such parame'ars as weight, volume, etc. In

an aLrcraft program, for exam:ýlo, system weight is a constrained

paerasicere. This same parameter, weight, is usually a "cost" incurredF in design*ng reliabiliLy/maintainability into a subsystem; that is,

increases in 0ubsystLm reliability/maintainability leve's usually

eequire increases in subsysteT weight.

In order for the relLability/maintainability decision model

to accouvnodate physical parameter constraints, e'timateo are neededi t for the physical parameter values required for these constraints.

In the model devioped in thi•. paper, weight is the only physical

parameter constraint considered. (Other constraints could be added

as needed). Therefore, only veight input estimates will be discussed.

For each subsysten.,engineering estimates of the weight

require(! for attaining different reliability/mainLainab,.lity levels

Swould be needed. As in the case of the reliability/maintainability

•_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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program costs, such estimates woul'd be included as part of the tJ
reliability/maintainability program proposals.

The inputs requirod for the reliability/maintrinability

decision model are summariz0d i'i Figure 3.2. This figure shows

in matrix form all input estimates required for each subsystem.

All other values needed in the model are computed within the model

itself; for example, subsysten availability values are computed

within the model using the input reliability and maintainability

"Zal ues.

SYSTDI LIFE CYCLE COST FUNCriON

The objective of the optimization is to select that set

of subsystem reliability/maintainability alternatives which minimizes

the system life cycle cost. With the performance characteristics

taken as given, the performance dependent life cycle cost elements

are fixed. Therefore, we could include only the reliability/main-

tainiebility dependent life cycle cost elements in the objectiv'9

function of our model. Or we could add the fixed performance related

costs to our reliability/uaintainability rulated cost elements with-

out changing the solution o0taincd from the modcl. In this paper

we will use the latter more complete life cycle cost function.

Eatimates of the performance related life cycle cost elements should

be available during the conceptual design phase of the program.

Thus, their inclusion would require little a2dditional effort and it

would avoid any confusion that might result from using a partial

life cycle cost .unction. All subsequent discussion will assLmie

M., " %-" -
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the life cycle cost estimates include the costs of achieving the

subsystemi required performance characteristics and the costs of

achieving the reliability/maintainability levels.

Mathematical Form'ulation of the

Objective Function

Lot x. . be the jth reliability/maintainability alternative

of the ith subsystem, and LCC.. be its associated estimated life

cycle cost. Then, if there are N subsystem with K reliability/

maintainability alternstives for each subjystem, the system life

cycle cost is

N K
S LCCijxij

i-i j~l

where

LCCij R.&Di..j+ + Oij

and

0f if alternative j of subsystem i is not selected

xij I if alternative j of subsystem i is selected

(i 1, 2, .... N; j-l, 2, .... K)

The problem to bc solved by the model and solution technique is to

minimize this life rycle cost function subject to the constraints

which will now be discussed.

D"E. CONSTRAINTS

It is the purpose of the constraints of the model to set

forth the basic zonditions of the problem and the limitations on

K--.
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each of the variables. The conditions and limitations on the given

variables are determined by nto set of relations. The first set

of relations, which we will call the external constraints, are those

set up to express desired conditions that the solution is to satisfy.

Exterual constraints involving system availability, system weight,

development cost, system reliability, and system maintainability

(constraints needed to accommodate dependence are discussed in

Chapter IV). The model is formulated to accommodate all or only

some of these external constraints. Additional external constraint

can be easily added as needed. The second set, which we will call

the internal constraints, are those set up to express the Intra-

relations of the variables within a subsystem. internal constraints

are required in the model to insure that one and only one alternative

from each subsystem is in the solution.

External Co'nstraints

Systen Availability. System availability, as previously

defined (Chapter 11, page 12), may be expressed as the fraction of

total time a system is up (that is, either operating or capable of

doing so, if needed),

A * TOTAL UPTDIE
TOTAL TDIE

TOTAL TIME - DOWNTDIE

TOTAL T!IE

"DOWN4NTDIE
TOTAL TIME

where

Downtime Number of Failues• Mean Downtime/Failure

I4;.

jzl 0~ - A -t
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where

Number of Failures ,t + ),t

Mean Downtieu/Failure a MT'TR

where

X 'operating failure rate

to total •operating time

nonoperating failure rate

t a total nonoperating timeVio

MTTR - mean time to repair

If we assume the nonoperating failure rate, \', is equal to zero,

then we may express the availability as

St . MTTR

Sm ! %t + t
o no

"Let X a the operaLing failure cate for the ith subsystem,

and MTTRi * the mean downtime per failure for the. ith suIsystem.
Then, the availability of the ith subsystebi, A., may be expressed

L+

as
• ~t . TTR.

Xi to MT LAi t + t
o no

Now if we assume.the system is available only if all subsystems are

available, then, if there arc N subsystems, the system availability,

Aso, s

A - A.

j 1n

]j-L: - to: 27 t,~ ]no

2:IV
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Thus, if A is the required system availability (that is, it

is desired that the system have an availability greater than or

equal to A), Xij is the failure rate of the jth alternative for

the ith subsystem, and MTR2Mij is the wean downtime of the jth

alternative for the ith subsystem, then the system availabiliiy

constraint is

to TTR
0 no

L-1 J-1

Or, taking the natural logarithm of both sides ol the inequality,

we have

N KIni E. '" - t 0 t no I Xij - n

i-I J-1

System weight. Performianze requirements for a weapon system,

such as an aircraft, restrict the amount of weight available for

designin& re1l(.ability/maintainability into the subsystems of the

systew. In principle, the oossibility exists of achieving improve-

ments in reliability/taaintainability without increasing the weight
of the particular subsystem involveu. In practice, however,

improvements in reliability/maintainabillty tend to increase

subsystem weight.

Let Wij be the weight added to the ith subsystem by the jth

reliability/'maintainabiLity alternative, and W be the total weight

allowed for designin6 reliability/maintai 'bility into the system.

.. 4,,.. ........ ...... ....... .... .
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Then, the system weight constraint can ba written as

N K

i-l j-u

System R&D cost. Constraints for syeteai availability and

system weight were the only ones included in the acquisition problem

conceptual model developad in Chapter II. In practice, however,

restrictions are froquently set on system R&D cost, system reliability,

and system maintainability. Therefore, constraints will now be

devoloped for these factori. In Chapter VI, the effects of imposing

such additional restrictions will be demonstrated and discussed.

Let R&Dij donote the development cost of the ith subsystem

for the jth reliability/maintainability alternative, and R&D denote (

the maximum desired system development cost. Then,
N K

Lj•- l iij < R&D

is the system development cost constraint.

System reliability. We assume that the times to failure of

the subsystems are exponentially distributed. Lot N, equal the

failure rate of the system. Then, if there are N subsystems,

17justification for using the expoiiuntial as the failure law

of complex equipment, such as a subsystem of a weap.on system, can be
found iq Drenick (73, DP. 680-690), Barlow & Proscharn (4, pp. 109-112),
Sandler (44, pp.65-7? and pp. j.09-112), and ARINC Rasearch Corporation
(51, pp. 70-75).

""'
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£is equal to the sum of the subsystem failure rates. Thus, the system

reliability constraint is

N K

E I Xijxij :;x
i-I j-1

where X is the maximum desired system failure rate andX is the

failure rate ot the jth alternative for the ith subsystem.

Systerv. maintainabilit'- The system mean time to repair,

MTTR, is not the simple average of the individual subsystem values,

MTTRi' for, maintenance is actually performed only if a given sub-

system fails. H.euce, tho mean maintenance time for subsystem i

~ shhwuld be weighted by the probability that the ith subsystem fails.

These weighting factors may be w-pressed in terms of the exponential

failure tates by X/•X so that the system mean time to repair is

N

E X imr~
DITT R, X a-

where

N

Thus, if we let MTTR be the mean time to repair for the
ij

jth alternative of the ith subsystem, we have as our maintainability

COrGSLraint

-- 7
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N K

"j _TTLjXM*j

i-i J-1

N K

i-1 J- 1

we get

N K N K z
SijMrTrR jXij MTTR xijxij

Lul j-l i-j j-1

Subtracting the right fide term from both sides, we tier, have

N K N KZ£ • . - wr1 Y_,• >, •
j-l j-1 iml j-l

which we can rewrite as

X EX.jTTRjji MTTR x0N- 1

Finally we can factor,\ x from both terms ;n the

id ij

parenthesis, so that we have

Hi!
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[MTTRLj MTTR] Xi.x.. •5 0!: ~.1ki)J-

as the system ma:ntainability constraint.

S~Internal Constraints

The x j variables in the model represent the selection or

rejection of the various subsystem reliability/maintainability

alternatives (being therefore integer values, 0 or 1). The output

to the model is the list of subsystem alternatives which constitute

the "optimum" system. Each subsystem must be included on the list

and no subsystem may be included more than once. One and only one

alternatLvu must be selected for each subsystem and all other

alternatives cejected. In terms of our zero-one variables, %if

this means that in the solution each subsystem must have one xi•

equal to one and its remaining x* iequal to zero. To insure that

this occurs, each set of subsystem zero-one variables is constrained

so the variables in each set sum to unity. That is,

x U 1, iol, . , N.

The solution algorithz developed to solve the model requires

the constraints to be in inquality form. Rather than replace the

N internal equality constraints with 2N inqualities (two inequalities

* for each subsystem equality), it can easily be shown that these

U.,.:

~4. * ~ __ __ -K ~I.
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equality constraints hold if, and only if, the following is the case:

N K

-N + x." 0

iLl j--l

1- - , il N......,

j- 1

Thus, we now need only (N + 1) inequalities to represent

the internal constraints of the problem whereas (2N) inequalities

would have been needed.

S1IMARY OF BASIC MODEL STRUCTURE

Combining the results of the ,previous sections, the

reliability/maintainability conceptual design decision model can

be stated as:

N K

minimize LCC. xi

i-l ji-

subject to some or all of the following constraints:

)ln Z [ - It n xi J A

j- t 0 tno

N K

2) W.. xW

... , -. .. ,.... • - . ...'I ".i -

S- -4~-'L -1 .-1
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N K
3) RPADx 1  R&D

4)E ~Ijxij ~
i-1 Jul•, NN K

i.-1 j,,1

N K 4
i-1 .J-l

N K

Sf" K

0b O ý . 1- 1, N

The 0-i nature of the x~ j variables is taken care of by the solution

procedure. Thut, it is nut necessary to include additional constraints

to insure this.

'K0
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IAIPTER IV

CONSIDERATION OF UNCERTAINTY AND

DEPLTDENCE IN THE MODEL

The construction of this reliability/maintainability

c onceptual design model is not made with the intent of uncovuring

any "truths" in the decision process, r.or with the intent of

demonstrating whether or not the decision-maker behaves in a

mathematically optimuim manner. The intent is, however, to pro-

vide a consistent and systematic method for handling a complex

decision situaticn, given an approximate description of how the

docision-maker does behave in the face of uncertainty (that is, ( )

he has aversion to risk and antipathy for costs).

DECISION \,AKING UNDER CERTAINTY,
RISK, OR UNCERTAINTY

A decision is said to be a decision under "certainty" when,

for all available alternative courses of action, each alternative

is known by the decision-maker to lead to a specific outcome. The

decisior.-maker has pcrfact information regarding the occurrence of

outcomes. Usually decisions encountered in the weapons acquisition

environment can seldom be found which qualify as decisions under

certainty, particularly when any substantial aspect of futurity is

involved.

LU0
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In the systems development envirotiment, information regarding

1the costs and potential results of the reliability and maintainability

alLertiotives is likely Lo be imperfect. When the decision situation

is characterizud by imperfect informaion regarding the occurrunce

of outcomes, thi, decision is either classii.ed as being one under

risk or one under uncertaitity. A decision is said to be a decision

under risk when each available alternative course of action can lead

to several or many outcomes, and the probabilities or likelihoods

of occurrence of these outcomes are known or can be estimated. A

decision under uncertainty, on the other hand, is a decision for

which the probabilities or likolihoods of occurrence of these out-

comes aro neither known nor can they ba estUmated. (A goad review

of decision makLng under certainty, risk, and uncertainty can be

found in Luce (31) or in Noris (35) .)

If the reliabili'ty/maintiinability conceptual design problem

is to bu treaLed as a decision under risk, the probability di!;trL-

butions of the attainable reliability/maintainability levels arn thle

cost flowo must be obtainable. An ideal situatiorn wou)d be Mne '.n

which the distribution3 are obtained empirically, using statistical

procedures to compile relative frequency infor~aation contained in

historical data. Unfortunately, in weapons acquisitions such

objective information is seldcm. avail;ble to the decis:.on-maker.

Sinco empirically determined probability distributions are

tonally unavailable, can the reiiab.lity/maintainability decision

be classitcd as a decision under risk? The subjectivist statisticians,

W '
_ . . I! -- mio ll I I -
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for example Ramsey (41) and Savage (45) , maintain that if the

decision-maker or some other knowledgeable evaluator can provide

subjective or intuitive inforeation regarding the desired prob-

abilities, such information can be used in the same manner as objective

probabilities. Luce (31) , p. 299) indicates that the decision-maker

usually has at least some partial information from which the proba-

bilLtLes of occurrence of tht outcomep can be estimated. When the

decision concerns a real life problem (as opposed,-to a contrived

exercise or game in which the Oecision-maker is presented the out-

comes but not the information frc- which they were derived) Ackoff,

Gupta, and Minas ( I p pp. 53-55) make an even stronger plea for

treating such a decision as one under risk instead of one under

uncertainty. They maintain that in order for the decision-Dau.ker

to even specify the releiant outcomes of the situation, he necessarily

has more information regavdtng the situation than can be rrocessed

in a decision under uncertainty.

If the choice were between using objective, relative Ere-

quency probability estimates (say, obtained empirically on the basis

of a larin number of obsorvations) or using less reliable subjective

probability estimates (say, obtained on the basis of prceptions and

judgments f:om one or several experienced weapon designers) even the

most devout subjectivist statistician would no doubt accede to the

preferability of the objective estimates. However, tha choice is

not one of substituting more reliable (objective) probability

; J:estimates for less reliable (subjective) estimates, but rather one

.i of substituting less reliable (3ubjective) estimates for no estimates (7

.. , "A V
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whatsoever. It is a- this juncture that the classical objectivist

statisticiatt and the subjectivist statistician difter. Thu classical

statistician denies the legitimacy of subjactive information, din-

cards it, and would proceed to treat the decision as one under

uncertainty. The subjectivist statistician on the other hand

defends judicious consideration of all information, even subjective

when objective is not available, and contends that subjective

judgments permit the decision to be made under conditions of risk.

In the pages that follow, the subjectivist approach will be

adhered to in ordor to treat the conceptual design decision under

Uncertainty as though it were a case of risk. l6

CHIOICE CRITERIA UNDLR RISK

Deciding to cast one's uncertainty model in the form of

risk may help to narrow the field of alternative decision-raakLng

criteria but it doLs not, by itself, provide a final soiution to

the problem. Even admitting that one's eventual choice is likely

to be probabilistic in nature, a plenitude of possibilities - and

problems - remain. Let us consider two of the more popular attempts

which have been made in this direction - expected value criteria

and expected utility criteria.

18
Precedence for treating decision problems encountered in

systetn development programs as decisions under risk rather than
decisions under uncertainty may be found in studies by Dicnenwain

(119) , Tiason (145), Zachs (149) and Sailer (47)
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Expected Value Criteria

The most common principle of choice in practice suggests

that the decision-maker choose the alternative which maximizes

expected gain; that is, maximizes expected profit or minimizes

expected cost. Although maximizing expected gain may be shown in

innumerable situations (its application is of equal validity in

virtually any environment where the decision involved is repetitive

in nature and possible outcomes are not extreme), to be a highly

defensible decision criteria, we must reject it as a general criteria

for decision-making under risk. First, of all, an attempt to maximize

gain under conditions of risk has long been. recognized as capable

of leading to ridiculous decisions, such as paying an infinite sui-

to play the notorious St. Petersburg game (62) . Second, it is contrary

to observed behavior, in that most decislon-maker soeek to avoid I
risks and are willing to forego gain in order to avoid them. An

example of this is diversification of investments. A decision-maker

who sought only to maximize the expected gain would never prefer a

diversified investment portfolio. If one investment had greater

expected gain than any other, the investor would place all his funds

in this investment. If several investments had the same (greatest)

expected gain, the investor would be indifferent among portilios,

diversified or not, which contained unly these investments. Thus,

if we consider diversification a sound principle of investment, we

must reject the objective of simply maximizing expected gain.

Markowitz (32) provides further arguments along these lines in

his development of a model for portfolio selection of securities.

e .- ' . " .k. . , • -, . __
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When outcomes are risky and extreme, as they are in a weapons

acquisition decision problem, a preference structure is desired which

reflects more than Just predilection for maximizing expected gain

(miniwizing expected cost in a weapons program). What is needed

is a preference structure that not only reflects the decisionlmaker's

hopes to maximize expected gain but also his hopes to avoid or mini-

mize risk. Most decision-makers have an aversion to risk and we need

a criterion function that reflects this aversion.

gxbreasing Risk Quantitativel%,
"Rick" is a generic term

for which Intuitive connotation exist, but which is not an opera-

tionally sititable quantity without further specification. Risk,

to the decision-maker, is the possibility of deviaticns of future

outcolmen from their expected values. All risk ariscs from such

deviations; more specialized ideas of risk are derivative from

risk defined in this manner.

Can risk be measured? In principle it can; whenever we can

derive a probability distribution of outcomes we can measure its

dispersion which will serve ag a measure of risk. In practiae it

may be quite difficult and many decision-makers as well as leading

economists have argued against it (21, 177) . The principal

arguments against it seem to be that so many variable factors

must be considcred in attempting to evaluate risk that it is either

impossible, too time consuming, or too expensive to do so with

enough accura,:y to be of any usu. A second problem is that even if

we had accurate measurements, the state of theoretical development.

LI -..... LA. - .



has been such that we would not have boon able to use them operu-

tionally. It is our view that neither of these arbQ-ients remain

valid. The cumputational argument was valid until the advent of

the electronic computer; it is no longer so. The development of

theory leaves a great deal to be desired. The model developed in

this paper in an operational, if imperfect, means of handling

measurable differences in risk in a weapons acquisition situation.

The use of measures of dispersion to represent the degree

of risk associated with undertaking a particular decision is not

new. Markowitz (32), in his classic security portfolio selection

model, measures risk in terms of the portfolio's variance of returns.

Cord (71) in his project selection mod6l, iecified implicitly that

the annual income variance of the selected projccts reflects the risK (

associated with undertaking those projects. Furthermore, the use

of variance in this capacity it not entirely arbitrary, but has sub-

stantive justification (as an approximation) in the important area

of utility theory.

Expected Utility

In a monumental work, vo, Neumann and Morganstein (52) developed

the essence of modern utility theory (and game theory). The von

Neumann-Morgenstern theory provides the framework for obtaining

a numerical representation of a preference ordering among

19
Other examples of using variance as a surrogate for risk

may be found in Canada and .ads.4owth (64) , Edelman and Groenberg(741
Vertz (82) , Hillier (83) , Linter (89) , Mao and Sarndal (91) ,

Mao and Wallingford (92) , Naslund (97), Wagle (108) and Watters (17ý).

Ey.
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alternatives, this representation being the "utility function."

It alternative I is preferred to alternative IL, then alternative

I is said to have aiore"utillt.' faor the person exprousing the

preference than does alternative II.

Very roughly, their assumptions essentially are that the

decision-maker can (1) give a consistent preference order for all

alternatives of interest, and (2) express consistent preferences

for combinations of alternatives and stated probabilities. Under

these assumptions, voT, Neumanii and Morgen,.-trn show that one can

introduce utility associatio•,s to the basic alternatives in such

a manner that, if the decision-maker is gutoed solely by maximizatioýn

of expected utility, he is acting in accord with his true tastes.

A dotai3.d discussion of the von Neumann- Morgenstern utility theory

is given by Savage (45ý impli,atlona and interprotation of their

assumptions appear in numerous sources, including Luce and Raiffa(31),

Fishbu-n (12) , and Ackoff, Gupta and Minas (1)

The von Neumann4lorgenstern procedure determines a utility

fui'.c tiun which is unique only up to a lInear tranoformation. The

utility scale has neither a true zero nor a unique unit of measure

and can be transformed by multiplying or dividing every value by

thu saric positive constant and/or adding a constant to every value

without altering the desired preference relationships of the utility

lutnetlon. A stronger easajrerent of utility with a true zero,

commonly called a ratio scale, has been proposetd by Restle (42)

however, tho d.cision situation to be considered does not require
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this type of measurement. Sufficient information is contained in (_

"combination A of subsystem alternatives has maxinum expected utility"

to enablo aecomplishmont of systom selection, and information such

as "the expected utility of combination A is 21.2 utilitles" is

beyond the requirements of the model.

Properties of a utility curve. Within a given range of

outcomes, the utility function can have three general shapes as

shown in Figure 4.7. U% are not to think of the vertical axis as

representing pleasure and pain. It simply represents the degree

to which the individual is willing to take riuks for outcomes

presented along the horizontal axis. All three functions inci:ease

monotonically throughout. However, the morginal utility of an

additional dollar of gain (that is, dollar of cost decrease in

our case) varies among the three cases. Function I described the

attitudes of a decision-maker who has a constant marginal itt.lity

of money, indicating that he values an additional of gain Just

as highly regardless of whether it is the first dollar of gain or

the 100,001st dol.lar of gain. Such a decision-maker is indifferent

to risk and if te acts consistently, he will want to choose so at

to minimize expected dollar cost. For him, the utility of money

ic proportional to, the amount, and the expected utility is pro-

portLonal to the expected gain.

Function II describes the attitudes oZ a decision-make- whu

has a decreasing margina) utility of money, indicatir.n that As

dollar gains increase (cost decrease), odditinal gains become,

C. 'T*
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subjectively less valuable. Decision-maker II is "conservative" • )

in the sense that iin a risky situation he prefers the alternative

with lower variability, even though both have the same expected

monetary value. He is a risk averter.

Conversely, dctsion-maker II.I is a "risk taker" or

"gambler" in the sense that hv,, wiil pick the alternative with

greater variability evern though both have the same expected monetary

value. His function, function III, reflects an increasiug marginal

utility of money, indicating that as dollar gains !.ncrease, addL-

tional gains become subje.etIvely more valuable.

The von Neouann-Xorgenstern ,itility theory has been used

as a basis for experimentally determining tha utility curves of

individuals (for example, by Davidson, Suppes and Siegel (7) ,

by Halter and Dean (19) , by Nosteller and Nogel(96)and by Swalen (104))

and for experimentally determisting the utility curves of firms

(for example, by Green( 7 9 )and ty Cramer and Smith (72) ). As

anticipated, the respondents preferred more expected gain to les',

and preferred less variance.

The expected utility -axim. The expected utility maxim says

that the individual should act as if

(1) he attaches numbers, called their utility to each

possible outcome, and

(2) when faced with chince alternatives he selects the one

with the greatest exprcted value of utility.

0 y~0 "-"-.''
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The opponents of th• expected utility maxim have argued that

the maxim is not the essence of rational behavior. They show

instances in which human action differs from that dictated by the

maxim. More pertinent, they show instances where reasonable action

and the expected utility rule apparently contradict.

AlL•ias has constructed several hypothetical decision situa-

ttions (discuised by Savage (45 , pp. 101-103 ))which seem to indi-

cato that people do not always meet the conditions of rationality;

that is, they can be trapped by certain question constructs. These

opponents of the maxim claim that, while the axioms upon which modern

utility theory is based have immediate appeal, they conceal objection-

able assumptions.

The adherents of the expected utility maxim argue, to the

contrary, that the existence of conflicts between actual behavior,

the human is frequently confused and contradictoty. As for the

apparent contradictions between the expected utility maxim and

reasonable behavior, adherents claim that opponents have misunder-

Ptood and misapplied the maxim.

The matter is still unsettled. The reader may find the pro

and con discussions in the literature; see, for example (9,31,39,56).

The expected utility maxim, nevertheless, will be central to

our subsc.quent development of an criterion function for our model.

There are two reasons for this:

1. This writer believes that the arguments in favor of the

expect,-.d utility maxim are quite convincing, expecially for its

application in areas where considerable uncertainty is prevalent,

k: I- .--
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such as a weapons acquisition program. The maxim hqs to be stretched,

perhaps int ably, to apply to the making of decisions in which

surprise and the fun of gambling are important motivations. These,

however, are not important objectives for a decision-maker in the

allocation of large amounts of other people's money.

2. The expected utility maxim appears more consstent with

observed behavior than the expected gain maxim. In most situations,

decision-makers seek to avoid risks and are willing to forego gain

in order to avoid them. Such bahavior is incorporated within the

expected utility maxim; while it is contrary to the expected gain

maxim. Along with Keynes (27 )we reject the contention that "an

even chance of heaven or hell is precisely as much desired as the

certain attainment of a rate of mediocrity," and support, instead,

an apriori preference for the avoidance of risk. 2 0

Mathematical reDresentation of the expected utility maxim.

In order to make the concept of expected utility operationally

useful in a m'del, some functional relationship must be established.

2 0 Risk aversion has not always been evident in our weapons
programs, particularly, in regards to costs. However, because of
recent "cost growth" problems and a reorinntation of national
priorities, budgets, and management emphasis, the Department of
Defer.se (]56, 158) placed renewed emphasis on the need to control
costs and risk in our weapons programs. Cost and risk avoidance
are now key characteristics of decision-making in our programs
and as budgets shrink they should continue in that role.

I
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21If the utility function U(C)2, is differentiable in the region of

outcomes, C, under consideration, a Taylor's series expansion of

the utility function about the expected outcome [C]H-I yields

U(C) - U(40) t7, U,() (C-/.) U"(4) c-

Using the first three terms of the infinite series as an approxi-

nmation to the utility function and assigning U(4) 4 (in accordance

with the transformation properties of an interval scalo, then

. 122
22

, u~~1(C) - 4+ ÷UjC -4•) + ._Z•)_ (cc"F

Taking expec ted values and recalling that E (C] 0 and

E (C - )? 2 then

E[UCc)j -4 u(4)E (c + 4)] Q "(4 E [(C )2]
2

2.

The utility function for a risk averting. decision-maker,

function I 1'i.ure 4.1, (which we assumc our decision-maker to be)

2lo will treat utility as a function of cost, C, since the

military decision-unaker is cor:erned with cost not protit in his
decision-making.

2 2 Another mathematical representatioii of utility could be
obtained by approximating the utility curve in Figure 4.1 with a
quadratic cvrve. This type of approximation has been embloyed by
Adelson (55) to solve a capital inveutment problem.

Mm ...
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Ls characterized by diminishing marginal utility (curve is concave

downward). Thus, U"(QL) < 0 and the expected utility function can

therefore be written in the form E [U(C)] -* - RQ"2 where

R U - "u( -. 0. The larger R is, the larger is the magnitude
2

of tho curvature of the utility function and therefore the greater

the degree to which the curve reflects risk aversion. Thus, we

call R the coefficient of risk aversion.

The expectation-variance expected utility function,

R-72 , is admittedly only an approximation to a true utility

function. 23  It is therefore unable to exhibit the more subtle

preference characteristics which some utility theorists (for

example, Pratt (100)) would ascribe to a true utility function.

ilowever, when high risk outcomes are being considered, the approxi-

mation does offer substantial progress toward a more refined basis

of decision-making than can be obtained with the expected value

criterion. Furthermore when no aversion toward risk is present,

the function is consistent with the expected value criterion; that

is, the function degenerates to the expected value criterion when

R 0.

"23Variants of the expectation-variance function have been
developed; tor example Bauncl (60) proposed a criterion which
substitutes 4-K0 for C-2 in the function.

.7 ...
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APPLICATMON 0F T1E. EXPECTED UTILITY
UAX'M TO MEi• RELIABILITY/

MAINTAIWAILITY IMODEL

In Chapter III we stated that the objective of ovr mtdel

was-to minimize system life cycle cost

49 Z Z wC ijxij.

In the previous subsection cf 'hid chapter, we developed an expec-

tation-variancr, criterion function, maximize jL- -40, for use in

decisions involving risk. Now we will combine these two results and

develop the objective function used in our model.

In linear programming, maximizing any function subject to

a set of restrLctions in completely equivalent to Liinimialng t;.e

negative of the function subject to the sami set of restrictions. 2 4

Thus, we can rewrite our expectation-variance criterion function as

minimize -/L + RQ-, R > 0.

Furthermore since / is equal to the expected cost, it is a negative

value (cost being negative as shown in Figure 4.1). Therefore, -/1

is q positive value and thus ve may express our expectation. -variance

criterion function as

minimize . + -RC72, R : 0

where pi is the absolute value of the expected cost. In a utility

2 4 This follows irmediately from the facts that (1) f -(-f)

and (2) the lar~er f is, the smaller -f is, so that (3) maxinum
f * - minimum C-f).

4Ap. ,
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theory context, this expectation-varlance criterion function, can ii

be thought of as minimizing the disutility associated with negative

gain (cost). i'

Our Chapter III criterion function expressed that we wished

iIS ~to minlmize the sum of the subsystem life cycle cost estimates. We

now relax the implied assumption of Chapter III, that the subsystem

life cyclo tost values are constants and let risk enter our model

by treating the subsystem life cycle costs as random variables.

With the subsystem life cycle cost values considered as random

variables, it is no longer sufficient to say that we wish to minimize

their sum. Instead, using our expected utility maxim, we state

that our objective is to maximize the expected utility (minimize

the disutility) of the system life cycle cost. Thus, our decision ()

criterion function to be minimized is E [U(C)] System Expected

Life Cycle Cost + R (System Variance of Life Cycle Cost). To

express this mathematically we will use the following property of

a linear combination of independent variables: If xl, x2 , ... n,

are independent random variables, al, a2 , , .. , a are constants,
29 n

and

N

y Zaixi,
i- 1

then

[Y] Saill [X']
ii "

-•, .,•-. . " ;• . .. . :.: ,•0 .:
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and

Var [] Ai2Var [Xi].

Using these relationships we can then write our decision

criterion function as

N K N K

minimize B [U(C)] N Ki xN
Sj-l j-l i- j-i

1-1 J-1L1 -

-Z [E cjLCC 4j R *Var .CC l j] XIj

f for a Gystem with N independent25 subsystems with K reliability/

maintainability alternatives for each subsystem.

whire

E CUC)] expected disutility of cost

E-[WC " expected li•e cycle cost estimate for the jth
Ci reliability/maintainability alternative for

the ith subsystem. 26

R coefficient of risk aversion; R .

2rAs stated previously each subsystem is designed and

developed by a separate design group. These groups work essentially
independent of each other and the results they achieve in terms of
cost and achievement of "design point" goals are independent in a
statistical sense. Contingent and mutually - dxclusive dependence
frequently does exist and these types of dependence are considered
later in this chapter.

26The manner in which the expected value and variance estimates,are .obtained will be discussed in the last ptvt of thiis chapter.

';" k . . , " .. ... •-• . ... . • .-.. -, '.. .. .- - - - -
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Var LccCiý - The variance stimate for the life cycle cost
of the jth alternative for subsystem 127.

xjj a •j 2 - 0 or 1 depending upon whether or not alternativej is selected for the ith subsystem.

Use of the- Exectation- Variance
Criterion Function

If R, the coefficient of risk aversion, were known or could

be determined, the expectation-variance criterion-function could be

used to select a particular combination of subsystem alternatives.

The combination selected would be the optimum set in the sense that

the objective function would be minimized. However, it seems pretty

hard to evaluate the specific risk aversion that the decision-maker

does or should have in a weapons acquisition program, and probably

little can be added to what's already been said on this subject. 4.

Therefore, our criterion function will not enable us to

select a particular combination as being in any sense best but it

will enable us to place alternative combinations into two categorics:

those that the decision-maker should consider and those that do not

warrant furthur consideration because at least one other combination

is clearly superior (that is, at least one other combination has the

same or lower expected cost and a lower or the same variance). The

set of combinations falling into the first category constitutes a

schedule of efficient combinations each of which minimizes expected

disutillty for a particular level of risk aversion.

I2 7 bid.

- - . --

._ _ _ __ _ __.'.___ _ __ _ _ __ ii *. *
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Consider a simple two-subsystem system example (Table 4.1)

in which there are four reliability/maLntainability alternatives per

subsystem. Due to independence, the expected life cycle cost of a

system is the sum of the expected life cycle costs of its subsystems

and the variance of a system's life cycle cost is the sum of the

variances of its subsystems. The possible systems (combinations)

are enumerated in Table 4.2, and their expectation-variance

combinations appear in Figure 4.2.

lt accordance with the expectation-variance utility function,

the docision-maker confronted with the problem of subsystem alterna-

tive selection would prefer systems (combinations) which have

minimum variability for any given level of expected cost or minimum

expected cost for any given level of variability. As shown in Figure

4.2, a particular system can conceivably be more risky than another

system even though the expected cost of the first system is the

same or greater than that of the second system. The first system

is an inefficient system. Clearly some of the systems in Figure

4.2 are inefficient. For example, System 2, (112 N 2255,02u 110),2I

has a larger expected cost than System 5, (j.±5 - 2215, a 100),

and also a greater variability. The decision-maker responsible for

system selection (that is, selecting the 3ubsystem reliability/

maintainability "design ;,oint" values) would want to avoid the

inefficient systems (namely, systems 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 14).

The model and solution technique to be developcd provides

a Lystematne method for reducing an unmanageably large number of

.t..

!• p l ~ -T-:L :i I 'T ; "-•• : • .:J-.- "i i .'.i
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Table 4.1

Expected Coat and V&rLance Eatimatea
for Two Subsystems

Subsystem Alternative Expecteg Coat Variance
($xlo'0 ($ 2XO-1 2)

1 1 1180 40,000

1 2 111s 60,000

1 3 1060 80,000

1 4 1050 100,000

2 1 1100 40,000

2 2 1075 70,000

2 3 1060 80,000

2 4 1040 130,000

1I

.f,

I,;
I "

;ti i. * - __
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Table 4.2

System Expected Costs and Variances
For Two-Subsystem Example

Subsystem Expected
System Alternatives Cost 6 Va Lanc1 2

In System M$1O 6  ($ X10=

S.S. 1 S.S. 2

1 1 1 2280 80,000

2 1 2 2255 110,000

3 1 3 2240 120,000

4 1 4 2220 170,000

5 2 1 2215 100,000

6 2 2 2190 130,000

7 2 3 2175 140,000

B 2 4 2155 190,000

9 3 1 2160 120,000

10 3 2 2135 150,000

I 11 3 3 2120 160,000

12 3 4 2100 210,000

13 4 1 2150 140,000

14 4 2 2125 170,000

15 4 3 2110 180,000

16 4 4 2090 230,000

_A
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Figure 4.2

Expectation-Variance Combinati.ons for Two-Subsystem Example.
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expectat ion-vaciance combinations (KN a 11t1na .1Vl' coYmbiatio|Lo i

N subsystems with K alternaLivus cach) to a l, tractable roup

of feasible (that is, they satisfy the external and internal con-

sLrain:s), otficient jysteme, each of whic:h miniimizes disutility

for a specific level of risk avecsion. The g~roup generated is the

schedule oZ cfficient systems (combinationo).

THI•E SYV4 CONSTRAINTS
S~UNDER UNC.3RTAINTY

Consider now the s'stoem external constraint (that is,

constraint 1-5 pp. 52-53 ) aid etL the rali.-bility, maintainability.

cost, and weight values associated with Lho subsystem altertiatives

l'e considered as random variables. Then each oxternal cunstraint 2

becomes probabi.aistic in nature and can oe expressed in the form

of a "chancu-conJtitnint"; that is, each constraint is of the form,

N K

L j-l 1

where "Pr" means "probability," the ai. ara :andom variables, b

is -tihe stipulated system level foe- t•e hLh factor, and if

o !- !ý•I, the constraint means that it is permisisable to

violatc this c*3nstraint with al: most. probability (0 ) in, any .

Sadlissable choice of x. values.

Chance-conot.rained prograchmirng was formuD•tod by Charaes,

Coope r, and Symonds (68) and Gliarnus and Cooper (65) , and has since

IIw

Oki""I
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been further developed and applied by Charnea and Coopec (66, G7),

Charnes, Cooper and Thompson (69) , Hillier (84) , Kataoka (80),

Kirby (134), Miller and Wagner (94) , Naslund (97) , Naslund

and Whinston (98) , SLnhal (16) , and Van DePanne and

Popp (107).

Deterministic Equivalent Forms

The first step in solving a programming problem in which

there are chance-constraints is to reduce the chance-constraints to

their deterministic equivalent forms. Consider a typical constraint,

N K -

Pr[z 7 ~a ij X•i b hj (ý
-I i j- I( -

Assume that: the aij are statistically independent 28 and ectimates
29

of the expected values and variances of the a.. have been obtained

and bh and )h are stipulated constants. Denote the expected values

and the variances by E[ai.jand Var[ail, respectively. Then the

cbance-constraint might be stated as follows: restrict

N K

I i-i jwl

28
A8s stated previously, achievement of subsystem goals can

be considered statistically independent.
: 29

eite The mannet in which the expected value and vartanct,
s timchapter are obtained will te discussed in the last part of thi3 ._

chapts'r
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and
N K

0 j 7 Var F
i-Ml jul

in such a way that the probability oe

N K

0. l X.,

i~l Iu1-•;•~~ ~ i. 1,i

exceeding b is less than h It -. h). Tho restriction which

r,,ýtiwl ies rhn aplaro probability

Pr A.. x., b I a

j-1

is is given by thq oonstraint 31

h~
"Zh

wherc Z ia Lhc standardizud random variable corresponding to the

stipulated probability If the distribution of

i-1 j,1

N K
30 2 2

Actually, C" " Va ai b hut since x. 0 ir I,

i4L j~l 2

x.. . Therefore, we cati replace xij with xi; in our expresaion

dA detailed expository treatmnont on deavlopiig deterministic
S.teqti'.,alunts for ohan-ao-co'st aints may L~e found in Charn6e& and

Cooper (66' , Katoaka (87) , ',d lllli,•r dnd l.icber'uan '23)I

*- I - , -. •-i . • ' • "• • " ,, :. .
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is normal, and

N K

Y i-l jWl

then the correspondance between Z (which for normal distribution

is called the standard normal deviate) and CL is

2
40 -Y;/2a I f e dy.

z
h

VAluea of Zh for stipulated values of CL h can bo found ir& standard

4[ normal tables a/ailable in basic statistics books; for example,

if Ch 0.10, then Z 1.28 ib found in such a table.

Of course, the-act.•al underlying distribution of the a..
4 are in moat cases unknown. Thierefore, the distribution of their

* sum La also unknown. However, since the a.. are indepfndent

:andon variables, with finite means and variances, which are either

idCnLically distributed or uniformly bounded, then (by the Lindeberg

'heoreti) the Central Uwit Theorem will hold and the sum of dtese

randoiu Valiables wi!l be apprcximately norm!il, if N is large. It

is dL;ficU1t to give a specific N beyond which the Central Limit

Tlaorem .-y31,•5c, ar.d appro)imate normality can be assumed. This

of course, do.os depenzi upon the form of the underlying a distri-

j1uciutms. In ouL model, since the a.. random variables themselves
ij

are uv.2, up of -,omponeiv: distributions, they themseives should 'end

tuwards noriaiiLy. Th,]s, moderate N aizes should be sufficient.

. . . .. . . . ... . _ __
&, , ; ' ' i i" " • " " "-i 'i,.... • --



Fur Ir d..Ž a i.s oni t h~e Goittra Limi~L Theo,,eut may be found ill ally

b oo p d~cd robiuL1i ty theory, . ., F(A Ie r (11) , 1r-Iser (14),

and IA~ (30) *Alo, ar, excclltrinl. Jiscussion of the theorem and its

u!ý in cvviiaL~iiig ri2ky Lnvest.mcnts m~iy I)(- 1,'nd ini Hi11aer (22, p

t 2-2i)Rvarratiging the ý.oflbLvl~Ant we caik write]

IN J

F' [i] x Z $ ,Vac[a] 'x __b

i- J-

as th%' letaraIunistj~c equivalunt fur a Chanc'e-cornst iaint of the form,

N K >
iji 'hj h

Thcro k L. are rjici~kk vai i ibilc:, vtd 1d I't di' Alar bt ipulatod constants.I

In .i simnilar LItIII&2L Lt call bQ bihwnf tIIaI i achanLLc-coflftrainlt

!1.0h form,K

L J

l,16 ah del I 1. . 1 ) ' ! i~ * equiv~alentii

L h

Opp -i - IL /

ild

4 .K _
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when a ij are independent random variables, bh and 1h are stipulated

constants, and Zh is the standard normal deviate as defined ott

pagC 80

Linearizatiou of the deterministic equivalent forms. The

problem now is to reduce these deterministic equivalent forms further

to a more tractable form. The objective will be to linearize the

constraints so that an integer linear programming algorithm can be

used to solve the model. The basic approach is suggested by the

following obvious result.

Fundamental lALfwa: assume that (05 9 Wx) for all

admissible x. Consider a solution x which is feasible if and only

it l (x) - k. (that is, x satisfies all other conditions for

- feasibility). It g. (x) k, then x is feasible. Thus, it

9 1 (x) • k representu scme jxict deterministic equivalent form

of the constraint, g (x)0 k will represent a linear constraint?2
that is uniformly tighter.

Our nonlinear term in the deterministic equivalent covstraints

is of the form

SI N F.

where rep laces *Var~a

iil i-i i-1

and - x. .

.•. •.' • , ,
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It can be shown that since x k are restricted to values of

zero or olie,

whe ro
k-i

whe re

iii

2 2

k-l

The proof utilizes the following condition:

m r k-l
ho x) E (T (1 x h]

kh-i his

This inequality can be e en by referring to Figure 4.3. rf we take

)k -A w B' - A*, the inequality saya N,/ii -\ft VA- -

which follows intuitively from tht. figure, since D - E D' E.IE'
S) o
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D

I I

A B A' B' Z

Figure 4.3

Illuetration of Inequality Used in Proof

I 
I'll, I__ _ _ _ I i 1-*-.I"
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We then "!;e Lhe fc~llwing e~quality:

Sxv - x
k

k-t k- I) -- ~

Combining thijL kquality with ithe proviousiy stpt~d inequality gives,

the dooivod iuraquality. i11;iure 4.1, Ai V. ~ ct (- ot. this 1inuar

apprcximsitioi, t(X). Th.,- curvo ii~dicatucs tho aquaro-root function

am, linA I itidicate8 f(X). The two functions are equal at

-~ 2

It the sclution it3 further restricted (a4 our solution is)

so tha!

is-se~ >. - N< NK - I,

L-1 j-1

i.' alao followa that

k-1

OW'6C

ALI
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zU

Figure 4.4

Illustration 'of' Linoar Approximation~

-i..'* .. -i
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whore =

where the set K cuntains the valuns of k corresponding to the

(NK - N) smalleot vnluos of 0 -k (k - I, . , M). Cetorring again

to Figure 4.3, line 11 indicates £(X) - C. Line II is cqual to the

curve at the point equal to the umi of N largest values of

(}-k(k - 1 .. , M). This adjuited linear function, I(X) - C,

providus sit imiprovod approximation and it is the one incorporated

in the present model.

-Th m dof a duivolent coný'.rxaint incorpor-

atiiii hff() - C] C ba akiwud1r
i-I j-1

whets: t(X) is ac dtf ined on page 91 and C( is as defined above.

Since f(X) - C is always greater than or equal to the square-root

Lunction it replaced, its effect is to provide a wore conservative

solution, .n that, the chance-constr-aints are satisLieo at a

pritability level som&owhai groat-or than that stipulated by 0.

•'• - " • • • --a•- ,-. .j --.- ,PRFM ...•"
. k0- 4 - i ;
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SLMtMRY OF TIlE RELIABILITh'/'IAINTAINABILITY
MUDEL UNUER UNCLRTAINTY

Before concluding this section, let us summarize

our development up to this point. Basically speaking, the present

approach to decision-making under uncertainty relies on only two I
substantive proposals:

(1) The decision-maker is a risk averter; that is,

his utility of money function is positively sloped

and concave downward, and

(2) His ducision criteria is the maximization of

expected utility (in our case, since we are dealing

with cost, we use the minimization of expected

disutility as his criterion function).

On the basis of these proposals, we developod an operational

atodal that is expressed as follows:

win E[() Z . [E [iCj 4- L
i-SI j- 1

subject to some or all of the following constraint:In i: i
1) Pr ln __ iZ M'no iix ln A] ?

t 11 R

i-l J L

, . •

- (,.
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N K

NK1

4) Pr[. ~ &)X* , DJŽ

v.'l jul

4)Pr (M~~j-.T) xi< x] Ž T3,

ijs~ i-

14K

Ob) - , i, * N

jL2

Where r\, M'[R , W. and R&D. are randomi variables; A. W, R&D.

X and MTTR are diesirtnd systatli hveis; 3A 0G&D)x and

/ V-Rarc 6iipulated proý)abl.1ity levelo; and N iui the numtber of

:311WS5y.tems an(! K is 'toi numnber of alternativau per subsyst;?n.

WE!

L 77 _
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To solve the model, the chance-cons trainti are rSo )laced by

their linearized determiniistic equivalents which incorporate

uniformly tighter linear Ftmnctions tor their nonlinear terms.

Thus, tihe model provides a more conservative so),ltion than that

required by the stipulated 3 probability levels. The major

assumptions of the model are that subsystem alternative valuer are

statistically independent and that syswli, values, which are equal

to the sum of the values for- the selected subsystem alternatives,

are apploximately n0ortMal.

To conclude development of tho tuodel we will now discust

contingent and mutually-exclusive dependence. Then we will conclude

this chapter with a discussion on obtaining the required probabilistic

inputs for the model.(

GCNVX'£;I'GN'l A 41) trrTUALlY-
LXCL[ISLVE A. V"2tNATIV'•S

Two types ot deperidenc,, which co)iklrlol]y exist are the

result of contingenit and nratunl ]y-exclueive alternatives. Alter-

natives i and n nre contiLinont, if SUIUct~icn of alternative j,

requires that one also belect alternative i.; however, i may be

undertaken without j. To represent this situation, all we need

to do iu add a constraint of the form

Yi - Yj

it is al) o possilo that alter'nUtLves i and j are mutually contingent;

that if,, cithar botik wuust. be sclected or rejected. To represent"4
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OIS situation, ail we need to do is add a consiraint of the form

Syj 0.

If thlc alternatives, say, i, j, and k were mutually contingent,I all we need to do is add a coustraint of the form

__==4 [2Yi " Yj " Yk" =O-I As another possibility, suppose that if one of the alterna-

tives, i, j, or k, is selectod, then one must not select either oE

the remaining two alternatives. To represent this situation, all

we need to dc, is add a constraint of the form

1i- xi - .

- .In our model we use such mutually-exclusive constr'aints to& j insure that no more than one alternative is selected for each

subsystem.

"Finally suppose that at most any two of the three alter-

natives, i, j, and k, can be selected. This can be represented

by .hc constraint

Sxi j xk2 0J

Thus, we sea that the mathematical programming formulation

provides considerably versatility in handling these types of

dependence. In most cases, only a siigle constraint need be added

io th-, problem to cover the pniticular contingent or Trutually-

exclusive dependence desired. In Chapter VI, we will consider both

mutually-coutingent and uritually-exclusive alternatives in the

example problems vye solve.

El $

SIwp

aT
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OBTAINING MODEL
INPUT' E'Tl.MATI.S

Probabilistic Estimates

The rctual underlying distribution of the reliability,

uidintainability, weight, and cost random variables are unknown

"and therefore unavailable for use as a basis Cor the selection

decision. The decision, however, must be made and when made it

should utilize as fully as Vussible whatever inforaation is

available, even imperfect information which may be obtainable

only in the form of judgtuntal estimates. In our problem the

engineering estimates would be such judgmental estimates. Re-

So•ting to such ilifor-Mation is net a matter' of choice but is a

necessity, particulatly in the conceptual design stages, in a

weapon's acquisition progranm.

As discussed in Ghapter II1 the basic source ot input data

required for the model are :ho proponals describing htie reliability/

maintainability programs needed to achieve different subsystem

rGliability/m,aintainability lu~'cls. These proposals would contain

eTginuoring estimates fot the normal, high, Ad ultra high reliability/

maintainability input pauramntors incluiung R&D costs and weight

estimates. These anginiert:ig estimatus would then be used in a cost
Muouel to deLcrrmjint the u ther ru,:'iir',,d life CycIe cost elemients. in
Chapter III we treated thCs• vuiLi.mates as point estimates of system

parameters. Now, we will expatnd our view and see how we might

71o
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obtain probabilistic rat-ler than p~oint es'..imates.

There are severel probability distributions thni. may bt,

discussed relative to thoir suitabili'y to describe subjective

probabilistic estimates; the uniform distribution, t.ho uormal

distribution, and the bet& distribution appear to be the onea

most frequently mentioned ia the literature. In this study we

do not reaornimend any distribution as being best. The model can

use inputs in terms of any one or a combination of these distri-

butions. We require ucwi and variance estimates and are not

directly concerned wILh the exact form of the distribution used

to convert the engineering estimates into our required mean

and varietice parameters.

tJUtiform method of estimation. Use of the uniform distri-

bution for approximately describing the subsystem random variables

would require that two estimates rather than a single toint

estimate be supplied. These estimates would be in the form of

endpoints of a range within which the estimator believud the

value would lie. The assumption is then made that the mean value

lies :uid-way between the two estimates provided and the ;ariatce

Lis computed from (b - a)2 , where b and a are the two endpoint

12Iii.estimatea. The main advantage in using a uniform distributiori
L as a prior is that it requires the least amount of informationL -to g'4.ve a probabilistic estimate. Its main disadvantago Ls that
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it does not permit the estimator to give the most likely value

of his estimate. In most cases our prior distribution is really

not flat. A unimodal prior distribution with peak over what

we believe to be the most likely value seems more appropriate.

Normality method of estimation. Use of the normal distri-

bution for approximately describing certain random variable estiritates

is in some cases quite reasonable. Even though the range of the

normal distribution is from - oo to + e , the contention is often

made that the probabilities of values occurring unrealistically

for from the mean are very small and such values way not substan-

tially detract from the reasonableness of the approximation. Also

when a large number of component elements, many of which may be

independently affected by numerous diverse factots, are known to

cumulatively determine the subsystem values, then by virture of

the Central Limit Theorem tht distribution of the overall subsystem

values may be expected to be approximately normal.

"Under assumptions of normality, the subsystem design group

estimator could supply his estimate of the expected subsystem

values by asking himself "What is an estimated value such that I

would be as ready to bet that the actual value will be above this

estimate as I would be to bet that the actual value will be below

this estimate?" To obtain the estimate of the variance of the

distribution, the estimator could ask himself "For what (synmmtric)

range around tho expected value is the actual value as likely to beU ._ __ _ _ __ _ _

, ......... ' .•• i_• .'•- :" •r .:,,. . . . ''-.•
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,.,ithin this range as outside this range?" Suppose -hat the

estimator decides there is a 50-50 chance that the actual mean

time to repair will be within one hour of the expected mean time

to repair which he estimated as three hours. That is, he iudgcs

o there is a 50-50 chance that the actual mean time io repair will

be between two and four hours, and a 50-50 chance that the actual

cost will be somewhere outside the two-four hour range. This

narrative description of the variabiiity can be used to estimate

the variance of the maintainability distribution by noting that

the probability is .50 a normally distributed random variable

assumes a value within t .67 standard deviations of its mean value.

The major disadvantage in using a normal distribution is its

s)yutipitry. The estimator may believe that his uwcertainLy is

skewed left or skewed right and such information is removed when

a normal distribution Ls assumed. For example, many cost factors

have a ralistic minimum but no obvious maximum suggesting a

distribution that is skewed right. On the nther hand, some

Sinputs often tend to have uncertainties akewed left.

PERT method of estimation. Another method which finds rather

wide acceptabLlity for describing ce'tain random variables is that

method employed in PERT. The distribution commonly used to describc

the random variable is the beta distribution, which has the

desirable property of being contained in a finite intervai and

which can be skew or symmetric depending on the location af the

mode, w, relative to the endpoints, a and b, of the interval.

'.

"•• •" • -' • "•"" ' : .• •:•' •, • • a..•- • W-



Under the assumptions of the PERT method, three judgments are

required of the estimator (that is, an optimisti.c estimate a, a

most likaly estimate m, and a pessimistic estimate b). These

three judgments can be utsed to approximate the expected value by

2
a + 4m + b and variance by 0 - a) 2

6 6

1c is worth noting that any sensible intuitive solution of

the reliability/maintainability conceptual design problem wotiltd

somehow (1) use past experience, engineering judgment, etc., to

provide some idea of the attainable subsystem reliability/maintain-

ability levels and the effort needed for acLieving these levels,

and (2) tend to allocate effort. where the results to be attained

a would be "best" according to some form of criteria. All we have

done in formulating o• inodel and developing a solution technique

for it is to provide a method to perform these very same functions-

but in a forma, quantitative fashion.

Present Value Adjustment of Cost Estimates

The life cycle

cost element estimates associated with each reliability/maintainability

alternative extend over multiple time periods (for example, the

anticipated life cycle of a weapon system may be twenty years).

Therefore, the estimates of expected values and variances of the

coats associated with each alternative must be adjusted to present

values for the model. Hence all expected values arid standard

deviations in the ith period are adjusted by the term 1

iO

will+

ra -. . " ,' .
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where r is the discount factor (a value of 10 pcrcent is currently

in use by the military) which reflects the time value of money.

All subsequent examples willvsume this adjustment has been made.
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CHAPTER V

MODEL SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

In this chapter we present the solution technique developed

for solving the reliability/maintainability conceptual design model.

First, the search procedure used for generating the schedule of

efficient systems is discussed. Next we discuss the computer

program used for solving the model. Computer input requirements

and computer outputs are explained and the program itself is

described.

!V

SEARCR PROCEDURE

Consider the set of feasible and non-feasible expectations-

variance combinations in Figure 5.1. The expected disutility of

any point a- J T2) in the set is E[U(C)]- +I R ( -2, and the

direction of decreasing expected dibutility is in the direction of

decreasing expected costs and decreasing variance. Geometrically,

minimization of the expected disutility function involves passing

the expected disutility indifference curve, 0-2 1/Ra ./R 1R A EU(C

- I

through the set of expectation-variance combinations until that

feasible, efficient system is found for which the expected disutility

is a minimum. (In actuality we find our minimum expected disutility

system mathematically by means of our computer programmed mathematical

A;.~. X , 71
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programming algorithm.) Such a feasible, efficient, minimum expectec

disutility system will bc denoted as a FEMD system. The question

naturally arises as to how the ability or willingness of the decision-

maker to tolerate risk is transformed into a specific number, the

coefficient of risk aversion R. As previously stated, we do not

expect the decision-maker to be able to specify such a specific

number. Thus, the approach will be to generate the set uf all FEMD

systems. The systems in this set comprise the schedule of efficient

systems. The decision-maker can then evaluate the relative merits

of the systems in this greatly reduced set, being assured that each

system in the set is feasible and efficient. Confronted with this

reduced set he can employ whatever criterion of choice he deems

appropriate.

Note that the slope of the expected disutility indifference

curve is the negative of the coefficient of risk aversion. By

determining the FD4D systems corresponding to various levels of[-

risk aversion (that is, by passing the expected disutil ty indifference

curve through the feasible expectation-variance combinations at

various slopes), a set of such systems is generated as in Figure 5.2.

Observe in Figure 5.3 that if the decision-maker has nc

aversion toward risk (that is, R w 0), the optimal syttem would be

that FEMD system which minimizes expected costs. On the other hand,

if the decision-maker is extremely averse toward risk (that is,

R-l), the optimal system would be that FEMD system which minimizes

variance. Each of the other FEMD systems would be ontimal for certai

Y,•..

•-_.= *
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corresponding ranges of risk ,iversion coefficients.

Skipping FWMD SystemS

As indicated in Figure .;.4, letting R R R2 and passing the

expected disutility indifference cutve, - - -/R 2 .÷ 1/f2 E0(CC2

through the feasible eet of systems will produce the FF24D system

2 ). If te.a next trial of R is R 1 , FE4D system ( 21 ' O-2)

will be produced and system ( ,2 will have been skipped.
4wiwllhvlbelkipd

The nature of skipped systems and the selection of R's may

become more meaningful by further considering the two-subsystem

system example presented in Chapter IV. Assume certain constraints

have been Imposed which preclude some of the combinations (Table 4.2)

from being in the feasible set. Namely, assume systems 2, 3, 6, and

7 are non-feasible. The remaining feasible combinations are pre-

sented in Figure 5.5. Suppose two trial values of R are chosen

(0.0 and 1.0) and the two indifference curves (at slopes -1/R for

eachk R) are passed through the set of feasible systems. By so

doing, systems 16 and 1 are found to be the FEMD systems for R

values of 0.0 and 1.0 respectively.

The question arises as how one might check for skipped F24D

systems corresponding to untried values of R in the range 0.0<

R<l1.0 (and indeed some have been skipped; namely FE4 systems

15, 11, 9, and 5). Certalnly it would be desirable to have some

systematic procedure for obtaining additional FWD systems, if

they exist, without testing an exorbitantly large number of R's.

S. •• -- , - .. . . , -, .,a .. .. -. ; ..-... ".-.-T
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Testing between R's which have different FPE4D systems. When

a change from one value of R to another value of R results in

generation of a different FEiD system, one or more FEMD systems

corresponding to intermediate values of R, might have been skipped.

In the two-subsystem example, the range O.0<R< 1.0, exemplifios

this case. As indicated in Figure 5.6, when the two FE•D systems

41• IL' O ) and (4., 7.) are known to exist, a testing procedure

is desired which will either (1) O termine any additional FEM systems

in the enclosAd region which have been skipped or (2) indicate that

no additional FEMD systems exist in the region.

If such an unknown FB4D system exists, there must be some

value of R for which the unknown FE4D system has less disutility

than either of the two known FMD systems. This unknown FEMD

system will be revealed by trying that value of R which causes

the indifference curve to pass through both known expectation-

variance combinations simultaneously. Since thLs value of R occurs

when +L ÷ R -2 - 2 a o2' select as a trial value,

0 1 "2 + 2nd

RIf such a system does not exist, both ( 1 2) and

(•2' • are MD systems 'or this new R value, since they

both have equal (and minimum) expected dieuttlity for that value

of R. The computational scheme actually used for generating FEMD

•.., systems, however, will indicate either -t, )o 2'

~~~~1 "T1 Or 42 •':i.•, -022) .

I • I I I I I I I 1 I I ' i
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to be the FMID system for that R, but not both. A perturbation of

R would indicate the alternative FE4D system.

Applying the testing procedure to the two-subsystem example

in order to check for a FETD system between the R values of 0.0

and 1.0, we use as the trial value

R 0
16 1

2,280 - 2,090
230,000 - 80,000

* 0.0013.

Of all the feasible systems@ systhm 9 - 2160, 0 - 120,000)

has minimum expected disutilLty for R * 0.0013 and an unknown FEMD

system is revealed.

We now have two ranges of R which require a second range

test. Testing these two ranges, for 0.0< R<0.0013 try

R = _2.60" 2. 090 , 0.0006, and for 0.0013<R<1.0 cry
230,000 - 120,000

RW 2,280 - 2 160R 20,20802,100 0.003. These values of R produce two new

120,000 - 80,000

FLD systems; namely, system 11 C 2120, CO2 - 160,000) and

ystem 5 2215, -2 - 100,000).

There are now four rangea of R which require a third range

test. These are: 0.0< R< 0.0006, 0.0006< R <0.0013,

SO.O013'< R <0.003, and 0.003<R-< .O. For these four ranges

* - of R, we try R values of 0.0004, 0.001, 0.0028 and 0.0033 respectively.

These values of R produce a new FPED system, system 15 ( 4.. 2110,

.. ". .L..
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(7'2 180,000), for R 0.0004 but rroduce reoeats of aiready dis-

covered FPND systems for th)- other three R values. (We prove i.n

the :•axt subsection that no new FEID sysLems cai oxisL betweent I's

which have the same FMb system.)

Thus, we have only two ranges of R which require a tourth

range test; 0.0 < R <0.0004 and 0.0004< R < 0.0006. Computing

our trial values of R for these ranges we have R = 0.0004 (a value

already tested) and R - 0.0005. Thus, we need test only R w 0.0005

and since this R values produces a FEMD system previously discovered,

the generation of the entire set of FED systems (the schedule of

I efficient systems) is comDlete. Table 5.1 summarizes the FEMD

generation results, with rr•dundant systems indicated with their

corresnonding R values.

Testing between R's which have the same MEID system. When

a change from one value of R to another value of R results in gen-

eration of the same FED system, one might suspect that trying

intermediate values of R between these two values would yield no

new FEMD system. In our two-subsystem example, the ranges 0.0006<

R <0.0013, 0.0013 <,R <O.003, 0.003 <R <1.0, and 0.0004< R

< 0.0006 exemplify this case. In general, if the FEMD system S1

corresponding to R RI, is the same aG the FEMD system S2 corresponding

to R = R2 , much computational effort might be avoided if all values

of R could be spared investigation where R< Rx< R 2 . Indeed

K a theorem will be stated and proved which permits un even more
_ (7)

-An. _

F 7 , - E - _2, :L . ."AMV• • .. • •,•,v.i
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Table 5.1

FEMD Systems for Two-
Subsystem Example

Coeff. of
Test No. Risk Aver. 15) System

(RX10 6) ($x1o-0) ($XIO-i)

1 0.0 2090 230 16

-5 400 2110 180 15

4 400 2110 180 15

5 400 2110 180 15

3 600 2120 160 11

4 1000 2120 160 11

2 1300 2160 120 9

4 -800 2160 120 9

3 3000 2215 100 5

4 3300 2215 100 5

61 IX10 2280 80 1

Redundant systems (that is, FEMD systems previously discovered).

77
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general conclusion. Namely, the subsystem alternative constituents

of S and S2 need not e'v'en be the same; o01y expected CoSL equality

and variance equality of the two systems is necessary in order to

ensure the non-existence of a system Sx having less disutility than

either S or S2.

Theorem: For any R such that Ri, Rx < R2 , if system S1 has the

same exnected cost and the same variance as does system S2, (that

is,2 _2 and 2 _ _"2 _- then the expected

cost ~J and variance (2 of system S are equal reshectively to
O-x x

and 2

Proof: For any three F&MD systems S , SX , and S2 where each has

minimum expected disutility at its corresponding coefficient of risk,

2 O 2 , r
(l) JL X 4 *R 1 -- 1  ÷ I0-C

(2) Lj + R_ 0.2 :> X +Rx .a 41.

(3)X R (7_2 + R20_2

X , 20.x Ž 2  2 2r

For a i and 2* 2 2,
1 F i C2 0- these relationshios

become

5(4) 4xl0x

I,.

-OA
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(6) ýL x+R 2  + R20_-

Consider (4) + (5):

R, a- 2 R cRx 2  + /4. + 4Ra- 2 + R r.2S+ 4x÷ + Ox x +F ÷R xx'

or

2 a- >.2 R,~ r 2-

which is true only when

47T2 <(or2 since R < R
x1

Consider (5) + (6)

2 2 02 211 + 4.X + R2"2 ÷ +1 R .. -> 4J + 4x + R2 2 + RX -xO2_-

or [ 2 O.2- (7"2) _Ž Rx(.. _ G2) •

R 2 -2 > ic R x 2 R2 Thrfe

which is true only when a- since R < R Therefore

the strict inequality is contradicted, and the equality holds.

Consider (4) when "-2 c 02:

4 x *R 0 " 2 > 4+*R 1 0 - 2,

or

Consider (5) when (-2 a 2'
x C

I 2 2+ Rx Cw2

or

.- " ' (.. '-

C.,..:, . , ;": . .. •_.•: •
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and again the equality holds. Thus, the expected return and variance

2
of Sx are equal respectively to /. and Cr and the proof is complete.

Summary nf the Search Procedure

The search orocedure described in the preceeding paragraphs

can be summarized as follows: initially investigate the end point

values of R, that is, R = 0.0 and R-Ow'o(for the examples presented

in Chapter VI, R = 1.0 is sufficiently large enough to encompass the

upper extreme risk aversion point) and then systematically obtain

additional F systems, if they exist, by the successive testing

method previously outlined. As illustrated in Chapter VI, the

number of successive tests required to generate the entire set of

FEDD systems is quite small (nine successive tests being the maxi-

mum required for the least constrained problem studied). In

actuality the FEID systems generated in the successive tests are

obtained by a comr'uter programmed mathematical programming technique.

The model user need only comnute the trial values of the R's for

each successive test as previously outlined.

0ý0

iw .

OrAMA
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RELIABILITY AAINTAINABI ITY CONCEPTUAL

DESIGN MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV and allows

_for consideration of up to 180 variables and 40 constraints.

The program as currently diminsioned uses 62,000 words of core

on the Honeywell 600 computer. In terms of our reliability/

maintainability model, the program is dimensioned to handle a

system with up to twenty subsystems with nine alternatives per

subsystem.

The program is composed of a main program and two subroutines.

The main program c.,nverts the input data information into the

required zero-one linear programming formulation. It also converts

the final solution into the final summary solution report provided

by the program (see Appendix B). The first subroutine program,

, Subroutine RAM, contains the multiple-choice implicit enumeration

solution algorithm. It accepts the zero-one linear programming

,J 
.

- - * *
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problem from the main program and solves it. The second subroutine,

Subroutine SIMPLE, is a linear programming subroutine which is used

for generating our Step 2 surrogate constraints.a

In this section we will discuss the computer program, computer

input requirements, and computer outputs. A description of Subroutine

RAM will also be preoented in the form of a block diagram. A

complete listing of the program is contained in Appendix A.

Main Program

The main program performs two basic functions: it prepares

the required zero-one linear programming formulation of the problem

and prepares the final summary report printout. The inputs to the

wtain program are: a set of parameter values which stipulate control

values for the particular problem to be run, standard normal deviate

values for each external chance-constraint, desired levels for each

external constraint, risk aversion coefficient trial values, and the

input mean and variance estimates for each subsystem alternative.

The subsystem alternative mean and variance estimates required are

those listed in the input data matrix illustrated in Figure 3.2

page 51.

No input data values are required for the dependent and

internal constraints. These contraints are formulated directly

in the main program and are controlled by input parameter values.

Since the external constraints are chance-constraints, the

program converts the input mean and variance estimates into the

&,7

. ................
•. I- . _.,- _ - 4 . .
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iinearized deterministic equivalent forms derived in Chapter IV and

transo.orms these into the required constraint form. 1 '3 The external

constraints for weight, R&D cost, and failure rate (2), 3) and 4)

pp. 60-61) do not involve functions of random variables. Thus,

the conversions for these three external constraints are straight

forward. The availability andnaintalnability external constraints

((1) and (M) pp. 60-61) do involve functions of random variables.

I Thus, their conversions require that we first find means and variances

for their random variable functions. Both constraints contain

functions which involve the product of independent random variabli

(that is, X j * MTTRij). To find the mean and variance of this

product we use the foll.owing property of the product of independent

variables: if X and X are independent random variables and
1 2

then u M' X X

In addition to the produ.ct of random vari ables, the

availability constraint includes a term of the form rln~a 1 "- a2u

vhere aI and a2 are constants and u * *Wj.MrtRi. The ma

4hefollowring general nero-one linear programming form is
required by the sol~.ion subroutine, Subroutine R&1: MiniL,Lize Z CX

l 1 2 1> 2 i I
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and variance of the function inside the brackets is a, - a2 E u]
and a2 Var u~respectively. Letting w -" - a 2 u, our problem

is to find the mean and variance of ln(w) when the form of the

random variable w is unknown and its mean and variance are as

specified in the previous sentence. Since the form of w is

unknown, we must use an approximation technique to determine its

expected value und variance. A Taylor's series expansion of ln(w)

about its expected value L yields

ln(w) - -n 2 2' . ..

Using the first three terms of the infinite series as an approNi-

mation for ln(w) and recalling that E[w] - 0 and E (w- 2]

I -- 2, then

H[I ~)] In(22

and

Var [n(w) -Var[~ LLj+ Var [w 2b 1 V)2] E 2

u * ,if we neglect

the second term in our variance approximation.44 Thebe approximations

are programmed into the mAin program and are used for converting the

chance-constrained availability constraint to its deterministic

linearized equivalent forp.

4 4 8hooman(4r5p. 414)ohows that it is not unreasonable to
approximate the variance with only the first term of the variance
of the Taylor series. ()

WEt [

44 A
w _
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Upon completion of the formulation of the external constraints,

j any dependence constraints that may exist and the internal constraints

I are formulated. Then the expected disutility life cycle cost funtion

is computed for a partictlar trial value of the coefficient of

risk aversion, R. The complete zero-one linear programming problem

is then transferred to Subroutine RAM for solution. Whcn a finalI& solution is found, it is transferred back to the main program where

the solution in used to generate the summary report printout. The

- main program then checko to see if another trial value of R is to

be tested. If another R is to be tested, a new expected disutility

life cycle cost function is computed for the new R value and this

new function along with the previously formulated constraints are

* Isent to Subroutine RAM for solution. The process repeats itself

until all input R trial values have been run.

Subroutine RAM

The multiple-choice zero-one linear programming solution

algorithm is programmed as Subroutine RAM in the computer program.

Details of this subroutine are presented in Figure 5.7 in block

diagram form.

Subroutine SIMPLE

The linear programming subroutine is basically a Revised

Simplex method with explicit inverse, the starting point having been

a routine due to ClasenI 7). Restarting techniques ave incorporated

"4. that use a labeling procedure rather than more conventional matrix

T 4:I
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0-i LP problem received from thee t p mh
main program

Initialize S.R. RAMI variables, 1
read parameter values, if NOP- w ,
print in~put data, initialize i andl
S as an empty partial solution.

IsL version of the prbe j_-Terminate prbe has n

feasible? feasible solution.

Yes

"Are the optimal dual variables r Terminate - LP solution is
all integers? F 71optimal 0 1 LP solution.N•o

Compute first surrogate constrai.

Iu the rounded dual solution Replace Z by rounded dual
S~feasilte? " solution value and store

solution as an inc unbent.

Augment initial empty S - put all
variables that have integer value
in initial LP solution in S at
I level.

Figura 5.7

Block Diagram of Subroutine RAM
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1211" manipulations. The labeling procedure is based on the observation

that tixing a variable at the value 0 or 1 can be viewed as demanding

equality in the appropriate inequality constraint among 0 xjý.l,

jEs, in the continuous version of (Pa). This means that the

corresponding dual variables (the wj and slacks in (LP,)) become

unconstrained in sign; the appropriate variables are therefore

labeled and treated as "unsigned." This procedure is easier to

program than a more conventional one using matrix manipulations,

and has the advantage of being economieal in terms of core and

setup time for the successive linear programs. It has the draw-
back, however, that (LP ) (and therefore the explicit inverse)
always has n rows, instead of only as many rows as free variables.

I •Hence, each pivot requires more work.

The actual subroutine program used is essentially the same

as that used by Geoffrion and Nelson (129). Changes were made as

required to correct errors in the subroutine as originally written.

Computer Program Input Requirements

The computer program requires the following parameter and

data cards fur each run (a run may consist of multiple problems

for various R trial values):

Main program parameter card. The main program input

parameters are:

ISS - The number of subsystems.

N - The number of variables. N is equal to the

$__-
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number of subsystems times the number of

alternatives per subsystem.

M - The number of constraints. M is equal-

to the number of external constraints

plus the number of dependence constraints

plus the number of internal constraints

(ISS + 1).

ICON- The number of alternative input data sets

to be input into the program. We input five

sets - our life cycle cost, R&D cost, weight,

failure rate, and maintainability moan a-d

variance estimates - for each alternative for

each subsystem. (

100I1 1 - The number of external constraints having all

neg tive a. .'s. This would include all

external constraints but the maintainability

constraints.

IRISK - The nuWber of trial values of R to be run.

IVER - A code which specifies which axternal constr'aints

are to b• used in the problem to be run.

The code values and their meaning are:

I-Run problam with availability and weight

constraints only.

2 - Run problem with a bD cost, avalabinigty,

And weight constraints.

vj 7
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3 - Run problem with failure rate, maintain-

ability, and weight constraints.

4 - Run problem with R&D cost, failure rate,

maintainability, A1nd weight constraints.

5 - Run problem with R&D cost, avii1ability,-- t
failure rate, maintainability, and weight

constraints.

6 - Run problem to minimize R&D cost subject

to failure rate, maintain'bility, and weight

constrainta.

t IIDEP - A control variable which indicates whethar or

Inot dependence constraints exist. If IDEP 0,

there are no dependence constraints. If

IDEP w 1, thero are dependence constraints in

the problemu.

The format tor all parameter values is 13.

Standard normal deviate ecard. ThiLi card contains the

standard normal deviates corresponding to the probability

restrictions of the external chance-conutraints. A separate deviate

value is entered for each external chance-constraint. The format

for thia card is 6F12.4.

Bi External co,|etraints ]jmit card. This card contains the

limits stipulated for each erternal chance-constrai.nt. The format3•< for this card i& 6F12 4,

•.X
___77
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Coefticient of risk aversion card. The trial valuescf the

coefficient of risk aversion are listed on this card. The format

for this card is 6F12.4.

Input data estimates cards. The input mean and variance

estimates are read in via these sets of cards. Each card contains

mean and variance estimate values for three alternatives of a sub-

system. The values are punched in F12.4 fiolds in pairs (that is,

a mean and variance pair). The first set of these cards contain

the life cycle cost estimates for each alternative for each sub-

system. The succeeding sets arranged in order are: the 1&D cost

estimates, the failure rate estimates, the weight estimates, and

the maintainability estimates. (

Subroutine PAM parameter card, The input parameters for

the solution algorithm are input on the last data card. These

parameter are:

M - The number of constraints.

N - The nLuber of variables.

ISS - The number of subsystems.

L - If L- 0, the initial partial solution is

empty and the first LP sclution is not

used to create the next partial set. If

L -< , an "LP &tart" is used and the

integer variables from the first LP

• ,Ii solution are used 4s the next partial set.

11=-
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SC - If SC - 0, no imbedded linear program

is desired (the algorithm then eliminates

Step 2 and does not use surrogate con-

Rtraints). If SC - 1, the imbedded

linear program is to be used.

MR- If an upper bound Z on the optitual value

of the objective function of (P) is

known, put ZBAR Z . god + 0.0001,

where gcd is the great~es t common divisor

of the cost coefficients c. JHence, if

all c. are integer, put ZBAR a Z - 0.9999.J

The effect will be that the program looks

only for feasible solutions with value

< ZBAR. If no upper bound is known,

put ZBAR - 0.

ISQMAX - The raximum number of surrogate constraints

that will be carried. ISCa•X n 4 is

reasonable.

ISCFR -The frequency with which the imbedded

linear program is used. ISCFR - 0

means that it will never be used;

ISCFR a j, j a positive integer, means

that it be used every jth time. ISCFR

"*! 8 has proven effective.

Z4 '" MA
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NOP - If NOP 1, the objective function

cj's and the bi and aii values for

the external constraints will be

printed out. If NOP a 2, the partial

solution j values will be printed

each time the LP subroutine is called.

If NOP - 3, the surrogate constraints

will be printed out as they are generated.

If NOP > 3, only the normal output will

be printed out (see Appendix B).

ZKBAR- ZKBAR w ged - 1 (see ZBAR). Thus if all

Cj are integer, put ZKBAR a 0. The effect

is that the program looks only for feasible 4

solutions with value at least (ZKBAR -

.99999) less than the best feasible solution

currently known; this doesn't exclude any

optimal solutions. (A solution within

of the optimum can be found if desired by

increasing the above value of ZKBAR by / .

Hl,H2 - Arbitrary problem identifiers.

The format for this parameter card is: 513, F12.4, 313, F12.4, 2A6.

L :Computer Output Interpretation

Execution of the computer program produces three types of

final output plus the intermediate output controlled by the NOP

A ý ( '

- --.. ,.777
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input parameter previously discussed. Since the intermediate output

(rhat is, the out put controlled by NOP) is liko ly to bo), of little

incremental value to the user over the final output information,

no detailed explanation other than that given in tho previous sub-

section is given here.

The first type of final output is produced~a Subroutine RAM

is being executed, and the other two types of final output are pro-I- duced after a final solution has been found. Each solution for each

trial coefficient of risk averi.ion produces a complete set of all

three typ,)s of final output. Apr.andix B contains an example listing

of the final output from one of the Chapter VI example tuns.
The first type of final output gives the following: the

value of the linear programming solution of the problem and a listing

of each feasible solution found (objective function value and a

list of which variables equal 1) during the exocution of the solu-

tion aagocithm. This output is provIjd by Subroutine RAM.

The sucond type of final output is also provided by

Subroutine RAM. The output given is the followJiqg: the value

of the trial coefficient of risk aversion, R; the numbor of feasible

solutions found; the number of times the imbedded linear program

was called; thc numbercf iterations; the valuoof hiie optima"

solution; and a listing of the solution variables. The listing

is preseoted in matrix form, where the rows represent the sub-

systems and the columns the alternatives. A zuro in a matrix

cell means that that subsystem alternative was not selocted. A

C e
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positive integer j in a cell means that that subsystem alternative

was selected.

The third type of final output, the summary printout, is

prepared in the main program. The main program receives the

final solution from Subroutine RAM and uses the solution to compile

overall system results. The specific information given is: the

coefficient of risk aversion; the desired external constraint levels

for those external constraints used in the particular problem; the

expected value, variance, and standard deviation for the system

life cycle costs, R and D costs, failure rate, weight, maintain-

ability, and availability; and the su~system alternative levels

selected for the optimal system for the particular trial value

used for the coefficient of risk aversion. Examples of type three (

final output data is given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

-,, __ ____. .. .__ .:,*, .. .. :
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Table 5.w

Type-three Fi.nal Outbut.

RESULIS FUR RISK LEVEL I

CUEFFICILNI Of R1ISK * L),OUU/uo
MAXIMUM FAILURE~ RAI'L 85U.
MAXI~MUM~ WLI~I a 6UUEI'AI
MAXIMUM WIs' IU~ ME Fi RVAR 19.

THE~ UPI IMAL SISIEm tHk6ULTS ARL

VARIANCI OF L.IFE CYLýLL C~OSTS 2UJ12ý,O.Oj SIANOARUOEuVJATION 01" LirI: CYCLE CU41S = 14ý592

LcXPk:CILU H ANuj U COSiTS a 3462.5

VARIANCL OF H~ ANID 0 COSTS a 46920.0

SIANDARV UEVIATiON Lii R ANDJ D CUSIS :z22.

EXP~,r~ri FA ILUR~E HAI&. is 07t.u
VARIANCL UF FAILURL HATE: a 1195001)
SIANDIARsUE UV IA TION OF FAILURE RATE 43J496

L KI'L C f t1 w EI G HT a 9*
VARIANCL UF WEI:1I1r 969b99oU

li"AN'AHiI UEVIATION Uf WLIuiiI z 64,4

EX.'t-CJIt MEA14 TIME IU REPAIN 16.
VARIAt1 CL UF MLAN I IIE TO REPAIR = ll2v7
5 1 414JARUJ UEVIATIUM OF M ITR : 12. 4

kIXPECTEJ, AVA'LAUILI[Y a 0.9011

VARIANU&. OF AVAILAIIILIY c 0.U0UUU9.)7

SIANDANII IUEVIA]ION~ OF AVAILABILITI O.U031

___ I ':.z
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Table 5.3

Type-Three Final Output

THE UPTI?4AL SUOSYSTtEM ALLOCATIONS ARE

SUHiSYSTGM I. L(LVL IS=o
SUt.SYSTEM 2 LLVt:L 11)=
SUBSYSTEM S L1.VLL IS 5

SUIISYSIEM 4 LLVi:L IS 6
SUHSYSTEM 5 LtVt:L IS z

hUNSYSIEM 6 Lk:VLL 15
sUiUSYS1EH 7 LEVLL 15 6

SUlUSYSIEM a LEVLL 1ISr
SUNSYSIEM 9 L&:VLL I S a 5
SUIJSYSIEM in L.EVEL I~ S(
6UUSYSI&E4 11 LEVLL 1I=S
SUtiSYSIEtI 12 L LV I L I S a 6

$UBiSYSTFM 13 L t:VtL IS a
SiUuSYSIEM 14 L FV ýL I S

SUuSYSTEm 15 LLVtL IS x7
Skb SY S1 E ( 16 L LV L L.IS a5
S116 SY S IFM 17 LE:V FL lb! z 9
SUuSYSTEt4 18 0 LVkL I S c
5UEOSYSIEM 19 Lt:VtIL Is S 4

SUbSYSTEM 20 LEVEL IS 3



CRIAPTM. VI

SOLMrON AND DISCUSSION OF

I SYSTEM SELECTION EXANIPLS

In this chapter, solutions of the model for a systemn comprised

of twenty subsystems are obtained and discussed. Schedules of ef-

ficient systems are generated under the asniumptions of (1) risk

indifference and deterministic constraints; (2) risk corsideration

and availability and weight chance-constraints; (3) risk consider-

ation and availability, weight, and R&D budget chance-constraints;

and (4) 'isk consideration and reliability, maintainability, and

w.iý,,ht chance-constraints . All examplos include consideration of

depeitdcnce among specific subsystem alternatives, Final system

selection from a schedule of efficient systems is also discussed.

The chapter is concluded with n suamnary of computational time

statistics for the czcmput.r runs of the example problems.

It ohould be recognized that although the .c,_tual results

given hero are dependent on the input data, the methodu should be

roaiily adaptable to a variety of such problems, and should therefore

be oZ general interest.

UTILITY OF ThE MODEL

"To demonstrate the utility of the model and solution technique

___ C complete schedules of efficient systems are generated for three

i C

"• - '• ' + . _'• ' _• " -• -• -: • - _ _• • , .. . _ .. . . . . . . .. .. .
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x terlnal constraint combinations. The f irst c (1ýlrain• combilat:inn

imposed inc 1 udes %uly tho basic constr•o.i-is tountd in lhe con•p:tualp:1

acquisition model; that. is, system availability and weight chatice-

constraints. Next we add an R&D cost chanca-constr:aintxs to iilustrate

the effect that the imposition of such a constr:tint has (IIn the

shcedule previously generated. The final ccwbiuat.ion, lor whidh

we generate a complete schedule of efficient systems, contains system

reliability, m&intainability, and weight chancc-constrm ijts. This

combinAtion was chosen so that we could illustrate thee affect of

considering re iahility and maintainability separately instead

of combined as amueasure oC system availability. Wu also add an

R&D cost conl.traiint to our final combination and obtain results fur

selected risk aversion coefficient trial values.

In all exLmnples, mutually-contingent dependunce is aSssumed

to exist among the ultra high reliability alternitives (that is,

alternatives 7, 8, and 9) for subsystems 18, 19, and 20. This

dependence is included in the exawple problems by imposing the

constraint 2x + 2 -+2x x x -x -X -2x 1 6 0  2161 102 i69 - 170- 171 - 178- x 1 7 9 -

X180 - 0. Also, ittutually-excluusive dependence is assumed to exist,

in all examples, among the ultra hiah maintainability alternatives

(thae is, atrnti.ves 3, 6, and 9) fo:- subsystoems 13, 15, and 16.

The constraint imposed Lo reflect this dependence is I - xll-

X4- Xll - X 2 9 -x12 - X1 3 5 - x138- x1 4 ] - x 1 4 4 > 0.

B ()
=
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Data 1i-iput Used for the Examples.

Ail example of the subsystem

& input data used for the example problemts is givwin ill Thblo 6.1.

Appendix C cout ains a listing of the input. date for all twenty

subsystems. Although the data used is hypothetical, it was not

randomly selected.but was carefully chosen to reflect reasonable

relationships among the various subsystem data elements. The

specific values used were chosen to reflect the three observations

pertaining to reliability/maintainability attaintuont and cost

discussed in Chapter II, pagus 21-23. Also, the dependence which

exists between reliability and maintainability within a subsystem

is reflected in the data. Specifically, it is assumed that for a

V ,,.iven reliabilitvy levol, maintainability improvemon tS lond in dograue

Subsy, -e re I Lat)L 1 it y and for a given muin L ai 1.a hi Ii Iy llvo , r1 l- 1il-

bility improvements tend to degrade subsyst.em maintainability.

The dimensions usud for the various dA1La Olbments are given

in Table 0.1. The life cycle cost data elewunts are based upon 700

equipment units (aircraft, in cur case) operating thirty' hours per

month each over a ten year life cycle. The failure rate is given

in toLal torce tailures per month and the weight data elements are

the additional pounds added to the subsystem if the spepific

alternaitivc is selected.

Since the computer program requires that all subsystems have

an equal number of alternatives (a situation that. probably would

not exist in practice), redundant alternatives are added for those

E?

IUJ : 7, 1•••'I - -" . . . .•:•:.•._ •_•- . .
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subsystems having less alternatives than the maximum of the other

subsystems. In our data, all subsystems except subsystems 5, 14,

17, and 19 have nine alternatives. Thus, we repeat some of the

alternatives that these subsystems do have so that they appear to

have the samte number of alternatives as the other subsystems. This

has no effect on the solution but it dous facilitate programuing the

solution algorithm.

Risk Indifference and Deterý,inisti.c Consitraints

Setting

the coefficient of risk nveraion, R, equal to zero implies risk

indifference since this reduces the', model's objective function

to minimization of system expected life cycle cost. Deterministic

constraiits are produced by settin$ the standard normal deviate

tor each external constraint imposed equal to zero. This causes

'he chanco-constraints to reduce to simple expected value constraints

of the form

IlX ij 1Žo r b

Under these conditions, the schedule of efficient systems generated

by solving th,• model consists of the single system which minimizes

systefll cxpected lifecycle cost. Solutions of the model under risk

indifference and various combinations of deterministic external

constraints are given in Table 6.2. The bh values stipulated for

the various constraints were:

Availability Ž 0.95

Weight 6000 pounds

VOW
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t'U&D Cost - $3,500 million

Reliability 8500 failures/month

Maintainability • 3.15 hours.

* The solutions listed for the first four constraint combinations

provide thosO combinations of subsystem alternatives which miniatize

the system's expected life cycle cost. These systems would appear

attrative tQ a decigion-maker who is unconcerned about the

variability of system life cycle cost and unconcerned that the

probability of not satisfying any ý.ne of the imposed constraints,

could be as high as 0.50 (since for the normal distribution,

a h - .5o when O - 0). TILd fifth solution listed provides that

ncombination of subsystem alternatives which minimizes the expected

R' I&D cost for the system. The relatlionships of thoso risk indiIfftruknt

and deteriidnistic consetraint efficient. systems to Ihoso in schedules

generated under risk conditions is uiscusAed in the succeeding parts

of this Section.

Ri{sk Considered and Chance-Constrainte

Wc now provide

solutions obtained from our model (schedules of efficient systems)

for the decision-maker who is not indifferent to risk. lie is

concerned about bothi the risk and cost of tne systems being considered

and is not satisfied with a 0.50 probabilitv that his constraints

will be violated. First, we impose only the basic constraints

included in the acquisition problem conceptual modal developed in

Chapter 11; that is, constraints on rystem availability and

w - -"
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system weight, Then we impose other restrictions (R&1 cost-,

reliability, and maintainability) which are frequeti.y imposed

in practice and examine the effect of these other restrictions.

Availability and weight. chance-contitraitits. The schedule

of efficient systems, generated with risk considered and external

constraitrts imposed -which require system availability U 0.95

and the increase in system weight ! 6000 pounds with probability

0.95 in each cave, is listed iL Table 6.3. 'lhis schedule was

generated by minimizing our expectation-variance disutility function

for trial value of R chosen in accordance with the search procedure

described in Chapter V. Only thirty-one of the possible (9)20

system combinations are included in the schedule of efficient systems

generated; all other combinations being eliminatn•i on the basis

of feasibility or efficiency. All of the thirty-,•ie systems

included in the schedule satisfy the imposed availnbility, weight.

and dependence coinstraints and any onle of them could he suitable

to the decision-makor depending upon his preferences regarding cost

and risks.

If we draw a curve Lhrough the expecirntion-variance points

representing those thirty-one systems as shown in F:igure 6.1, we

form the ?.ower left-hand boundary of the region of feasible systems.

No feasible systems lie to the left anid bol,,w thi; boundary. If

some did, they weull be more efficient(in an expectation-variance

sense) then the systems in our schedule aid would replace those

in our schedule and form a new boundary to the left aod lower

1'
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Table 6.3

Risk Considered and Availability
and Weight Chance-Constraints

"Coeff. of Subsystem Altern.
Risk Aver. E CC) VAR(LCC) S0D. DEV. (L•) Selected
(RX1O ) ($X10" ) ($lo") ($X10" ) (SS-1 to 10)

•-• (SS-11 to 20)

0 13162.5 3954.0 1988.45 6,4,3,9,3,5,9,8,6,9

3,3,5,8,8,9,7,8,8,9

22 13172.5 3425.25 1850.75 6,4,3,6,6,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,7,8,9,7,8,8,9

42 13177.5 3247.75 1802.15 6,4,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,8,8,9,7,8,7,9

70 13185.0 3132.75 1769.95 6,4,3,6,6,5,6,8,6,9
•- •5,• (, 50, 29, B, 9, f , 7 , 9

98 13190.0 3070.0 1752.15 (1, 5,3,0,9, 5, 6,,6,9
3,6,5,7,9,8,9,8,7,9

186 13205.0 2965.0 1721.90 6,5,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,7,9,7,9,8,7,9

222 13220.0 2890.0 1700.0 6,5,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,7,9,7,7,7,7,9

230 13270.0 2672.50 1634.8 6,5,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,7,7,7,7,7,7,9

274 13300.0 2552.50 1597.65 6,5,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,6,7,7,9,7,7,9

278 13392.5 2215.0 1488.30 6,5,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,5,7,7,7,3,4,3

300 13427.5 2095.0 1447.40 6,5,3,6,6,5,6,0,6,9
3.6.5.6.5.7.7.3.4.3

316 13447.5 2030.0 1424.80 6,5,3,6,8,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,5,5,7,9,3,4,3

EIn
• ,"ii" , .-.... "
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Table 6.3 (continued)

Coeff. of Subsystem Altern.
Risk Aver. E ICC) VAR(LcC) STD. DEV.(LCC) Selected
(RX10 6 ) ($XO- 6 ) (A10- 1 5 ) ($XO- 6 ) (SS-I to 10)

(SS-1l to 20)

350 13460.0 1992.50 1411.55 6,5,3,6,8,5,6,8,6,9
3, 66, 3, 5, 5, 7, 9, 3,1', 3

400 13500.0 1887.50 1373.85 6,5,5,6,8,5,6,3,6,9
"8 13,6,3,5,5,7,9,3,4,3

408 13587.5 1672.50 1293.25 6,5,3,6,8,5,6,3,6,9

3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

478 13600.0 1643.75 1282.10 6,5,3,6,8,5,6,3,5,9
3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

496 13685.0 1468.75 1211.90 6,5,3,6,8,5,6,3,5,7
3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

510 13695.0 1448.75 1203.65 6,5,3,6,2,5,5,3,5,7 ( I

3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

528 13717.5 1405.0 1185.35 6,5,3,3,8,5,5,3,5,7

3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

602 13742.5 1359.75 1166.10 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,7
3,3,3,6,5,5,7,3,4,3

666 13880.0 1141.0 1U68.20 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,ý,6,7

3,3,3,5,5,5,4,3,4,3

888 14032.5 924.75 961.65 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,3
3,3,3,5,5,5,4,1,4.3

912 14147.5 797.25 892.90 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,3

2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1010 14162.5 782.25 884.45 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,3,3
3,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1146 14220.0 729.75 854.25 3,5,3,3,8,5,3,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

-9Ko
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j""Table 6.3 (continued)

Coeff. of Subsystem Altern.

Risk Avor. E (LC) VAR(1LC) STD. DLV.CLCC) Selected
(RXl0 6 ) (SX10- 6 ) ($10-15) ($X,- 6 ) (SS-1 to lo)I (SS-11 to 20)

1200 14275.0 683.50 826.75 3,5,3,3,1,5,3,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1602 14280.0 679.50 824.45 3,5,3,3,1,5,2,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

3936 14355.0 646.25 803.90 3,3,5,3,7,3,2,3,3,3
--- •2,3,2,3,3,44,,3p,4,3

5158 14427.5 631.25 794.50 3,3,4,2,7,3,2,3,3,2
1,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

5914 14477.5 622.50 7b9.0 2,3,5,2,1,1,2,3,3,2
1,3,2,2,3,5,4,2,4,3

1X10 6  14525.0 617.50 785.80 1,3,412,1,1,2,3,3,3
1,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

A-
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than our present boundary. Other feasible systems do exist but, they

lie to the right and above our efficient boundary. These other

feasible systems are inefficient in that at least one of the thirty-

one systems on the efficient boundary is superior (in an.expectation-

vari.ance sense) to any feasible system inside the boundary.

Also plotted on the expectation-variance graph shown in Figure

6.1, are points representing the five systea previously generated

under risk indifference and deterministic constraints (see Table

6.2). These points are numbered to correspond to the imposed

constraint listing of Table 6.2. Examination of the location of

these points relative to our efficient boundary reveals that determin-

istic constraint combinations 1 and 2 (A&W and R, M&W, respectively)

provide systems which are infeasible under our availability and

weight chance-constraints. On the other hand, deterministic con-

straint combinations 3 and 4 (A, W & R&D and R, M, W, and R&D)

provide systems which are possibly feasible but which are inefficient

systems. The last deterministic constraint system (the one with R,

M, and W imposed and the objective function changes to minimization

of R&D cost) provides a possibly feasible but extremely inefficient

system. (The farther a system is from the efficient boundary the

more inefficient it is).

Availability, weight and R&D cost chance-cnnstraints. The

effect of imposing an R&D cost chance-constraint in additional to the

availability and weight constraints can easily be investigated with

SZ
"_ -'• : . •" i L "*
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U I
the model. Schedules of efficient systems generated with an R&D

cost constraint added are listed it- Tables 6.4, o.5, and 0.6.

Three schedules weve generated which correspond to R&D cost constraint

levels of $3,500 million, $3,000 million, and $2,500 million whicti

are not to be exceededat a probability level ? 0.90 in each caLe.

The efficient boundaries formed by the expectation-variance points

corresponding to the systems in these schedules are shown in Figure

6.2. Also shown is the boundary corresponding ;o the schedule

obtained when only availability and wei&ht constraints are imposed.

As expected, the number of efficient systems in the schedules is less

and the boundaries are smaller when an R&D cost constraint is added.

This is caused by the additional R&D cost constraint reducing

the size of the set of feasible systems. For the same reason, (

the smaller the R&D cost constraint level the smaller the boundary.

It is also intoresting to note that the boundaries which correupond

to the schedules generated with an R&D cost constraint added arc K

inefficient (that is, they are higher and to the right- of our baEic I,

boundary) at the low risk avorsion positions (that is, the low V

expected life cycle cost and high variance position) of the

boundaries but coincide with the basic boundary aL the high risk

aversion positions (that is, the high expected life cycle cost and

low variance position) of the boundaries. This would tend to

indicate that an R&D cost constraint should be imposed only when

"the decision-maker is highly averse to risk, since more efficient

systems exist without such a constraint when the decision-maker is

7-7--
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I
Table 0.4

Risk Considered and Availability, Weight
and R&D Cost Chance-Constraints

(R&D ' $3500 Million)

Coeff. of Subsystem Altern.
Risk Aver. E OCC) VkR 0UCC) STD. DEV. (LCC) Selected
(RX1O 6 ) ($XlcO6 ) ($X 0"15) ($X10 6 ) (SS-1 to 10)

(SS-11 to 20)

0 13405.0 2742.75 1656..0 6,8,3,6,3,5,5,8,5,9
2,519,8,298,7,3,4,2

46 13407.5 2682.75 1637.90 6,8,3,6,2,5,5,8,5,9
3,5,9,8,2,8,7,3,4,2

98 11'417.5 2470.25 1571.70 6,4,3,6,8,5,6,8,!;,9
. ~2,5,9,7,.5,8,7,3,4,2

132 13435.0 2327.75 1525.70 6,4,3,6,2,5,6,8.5,9
3,5,9,7,2,7,7,3,4,3

234 13472.5 2055.25 1433.60 6,4,3,6,2,5,6,8,5,9
3,5,3,7,4,7,7,3,4,3

286 13527.5 1847.50 1359.25 6,5,3,6,5,5,6,3,5,9
3,5,3,5,5,7,7,3,4,3

376 13560.0 1748.75 1322.40 6,5,3,6,8,5,6,8,5,93,3,315,5,5,7,3,4,3

460 13600.0 1643.75 1202.10 6,5,5,6,2,5,6,3,5,9

3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

496 13685.0 1468.75 1211.90 6,5,3,6,8,5,6,3,5,7

3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

510 13695.0 1448.75 1203.65 b,5,p,6,2,5,5,3,5,7

3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4•,3

526 13717.5 1405.0 1185.35 6,5,3,3,8,5,5,3,S,7

3,3,3,5,5,5,7,3,4,3

.. ,, ., .... .-; , . .. .
.*..-.:, ....... .. : '... - , _ _ _- _• :•, .- "., ... : .. :•,,• •-.• . .• .. •. .• ••, ,•.. . . . .__ -• .
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Table 6.4 (continued) K-

Coeff. of Subsystem Altern.
Risk Aver. E OXC) VarO.C) STD. DEV. UOC) Selected
(Rx10 6 ) Z$x1o- 6 ) ($11o- 1 5 ) ($X1o- 6 ) (SS-1 to 10)

(SS-1l to 20)

602 13742.5 1359.75 1166.10 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,7
3,3,3,6,5,3,7,3,4,3

666 13880,0 1141.0 1068.20 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,6,7
3,3.3,5,5,5,4,3,403

888 14032.5 924.75 961.65 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,3
3,3,3,5,5,5,4,3,4,3

912 14147.5 797.25 892.90 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1010 14162.5 782.25 884.45 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,3,3
3,3,2,2,3,5,4,7,4,3

1146 14220.0 729.75 854.25 3,5,3,3,8,5,3,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1,00 14275.0 683.50 826.75 3,5,3,3,1,5,3,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1602 14280.0 679.50 824.45 3,5,3,3,1,5,2,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

3936 14355.0 646.25 803.90 3,,5,5,3,7,3,2,3,3,3
2,3,2,3,3,4,4,3,4,3

5158 14427.5 631.25 794.50 3,3,4,2,7,3,2,3,3,2
1,3,2,2,3,5,43,4,3

5914 14477.5 622.50 789.0 2,3,5,2,1,1,2,3,3,2
1,3,2,2,3,5,4,2,4,3

1X1O6  14525.0 617.50 785.8u 1,3,4,2,1,1,2,3,3,3

1,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

.;-

- • • .. • .. ..- . -- .•. **.-- . *- ... _ • -
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& Tiablu o.5

IRisk Considered and AvailabiliLy, Weight
Satnd R&D Cost Chance-Constraints

(R&D S $3000 Million)
U

Coeff. of Subsystem Altern.
Risk Aver. E(LCC) VAR(LC ) STD. DLV. (LCC) Selected
(Rx1o 6 ) ($XO- 6 ) ($11o0 5) ($xlo-) (SS-1 to 10)

(SS-1l to 20)

0 13710.0 2025.25 1423.10 6,4,3,6,2,5,5,8,5,2
2,5,9,7,2,8,7,3,4,1

68 13717.5 1900.50 1378.60 6,4,3,5,5,5,5,3,5,9
2,2,9,1,2,7,9,3,4,1

90 13732.5 1665.50 1300.20 6,1,3,5,2,5,5,8,5,9
2,2,3,2,2,7,7,3,4,1

192 13747.5 1610.25 1268.95 6,2,3,6,2,5,5,3,5,9

C 2,2,3,3,1,7,9,3,4,2

272 13755.0 1580.0 1257.0 3,4,3,6,2,5,5,3,5,9
2,2,3,2,],7,7,3,4,2

ý86 13777.5 1502.50 1224.85 6,2,3,6,5,5,5,3,5,7
2,5,3,2,2,7,7,3,4,2

300 13845.0 1270.25 1127.55 6,4,3,2.2,35,5,3,5,7
2,3,3,2,2,5,7,3,4,3

526 13862.5 1225.0 1107.95 3,403,3,2,5,5,3,5,7

2,3,3,2,2,5,7,3,4,3

544 13905.0 1147.25 1071.10 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,2

3,3,3,5,5,4,7,3,4,3

562 13955.0 1057.25 1028.25 3,5,3,2,2,5,5,3,5,7

2,3,2,5,3,5,4,3,4,3

674 14032.5 924.75 961.65 3,5,3,3,6,5,5,3,5,3
3,3,3,6,5,5,6,3,4,3

912 14147.5 797.25 892.90 3,5,3,3,2,5,5,3,5,3
"2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

4S!a
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Table 6.5 (continued)

CoeAf. -.f Subsystem Altern.
Risk Aver. E C2 VAR ) STD. DEV. (LCC) Selected(WX06) ($X10-) ($XI0-I) ($xIO.6) (S!;-l to 10)

(SS-11 to 20)

1086 14162.5 782.25 884.45 3,5,3,3,5,5,5,3,3,3
3,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1146 14220.0 729.75 854.25 3,5,3,3,8,5,3,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1200 14275.0 683.50 826.75 3,5,3,3,1,5,3,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

1602 14280.0 679.50 824.45 3,5,3,3,1,5,2,3,3,3
2,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

3936 14355.0 646.25 803.90 3,3,5,3,7,3,2,3,3,3
2,3,2,3,3,4,4,3,4,3

5158 4427.5 631.25 794.50 3,3,4,2,7,3,2,3,3,2
1,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

5914 V.477.5 622.50 789.0 2,3,5,2,1,1,2,3,3,2

1,3,2,2,3,5,4,2,4,3

1X10 6  VL525.0 617.50 785.80 1,3,4,2,1,1,2,3:3,3
1,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

I.©
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i i Table 0.6

Risk Considered and Availability, W0i6hL
and R&D Cost Chance-Constraints

F (R&)D < .2500 Million)

Cooff. of Subsystom Altern.
Risk Aver. L OCC) VP4(LCLO) STD. DEV. QLCC ) Selected
(RXo16 ) ($)1o-()) ($ 1o-1) ($xlo-) (ss-1 to 10)

(SS-i1 to 20)

I0 14067.5 1434,0 1191.50) 3,2,2,,5,3,1.5,3,4,2

2,3,9,1,2,7,7,2,4,1

286 14075.0 112C.75 1062.45 3,2,5,2,2,5,5,3,5,22,2,3,1,2,7.7,3,4,1

562 14137.5 922.50 960.45 3,4,3.2.2.5.5.3.5.2

5158 31,3,2,2,7,4,25.4,21

i,67 4 14247.5 7,#1.25 860.95 3,2,r,,2,2,5,, 7,:,r,,2

2,3,2,2,3,5,41,3,4,2

393: 1435540 466.25 8603.90'323,5, 3'75 2
2,35,2,3,3,4,4,3,4,3

S5158 14427.5 631.25 794.50 3.3,4,2,7,3,2,3,3,2

1,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

5914 14477.5 622.50 '789 .0 2,3,5,2,1I,1,2,;,3,2

1,3,2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

IX10 6  14525.0 617.5 785.80 1,3,4,2,1,1,2,S,3,3 I
1,3.2,2,3,5,4,3,4,3

(R&D $2250 Millions)

0 14325.0 845.0 919.25 2,2,2,2,2,2,5,3,5,2
i,3,3,2,2,7,4,2,4, 1

lXlOb 14652.5 687.25 b29.0 1,5,5.1,1,10,2,3,3,2
1,3,2,2#3,7,4,3,2,2

°___W
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i• willing to tolerate higher risk levels.

,Two additional R&D cost conutraint levels were also tested

Swi~th the model . A level of $2,000 million was found to have no

S • feasible systains po~sobla. And an R&D cost constraints leVel of

S ~$2,250 million was found to generate the systems listed at the

Sbottom ot Tfable 6.6 for- a coefficient of risk aversion of 0.0 an~d

1.0. The boundary forwed by these points is aloo shown in Figure

6,2. Unlike the other R&D coat boundaries, this boundary does not

coincide with the basic boundary at any point but is inefficiernt

over its entire ratgo. Thus, this boundary should be avoided no

matter how averse (either high or low) the decision-maker is to risk.

ReLiabilit, maintain abity, and weight chance-constraints.

In Chapter 11, pages 14-18, w, suggested thea it is appropriate to

i I view reliability andwaintainabilit:y combinod as a measure of GyAtem

I availubility when making decision, pertailning to systeni coot and

operation=al capability. In generating the previous schedulos of

, I�tficcieut systems, we did treat reliability and maintainability

together in our availability constraint. Now we treat these support

characteristics separately by replacing our availability constraint

with separate constraint for reliability and maintainability.

Specifically, we require that the system's reliability- 8500 failures

per month ýtotal force failure rate) and the system'a waintain-ibility

3.15 hours (wean time to repair) at a probability lcvel L 0.95.

Theso values ware chosen so that the sy3tew'a availability would

E AI

I.• VIM-
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continue to be 0.95. The same weight constraint is used as

that previously imposed (that i.s, weight • 6000 pounds with

probability 0.9ý or higher). The schedule of efficient systems

1er.sratod with those constraints in listed in Table 6.7 and the

efficiunt boundary formed by them is shown in Figure 6.3. Also

plotted in thto figure for curiparative purposes is the basic boundary

(that is, the boundary formed by the schedule of efficient systems

geriratad when only availability and weisht constraint are iLLposud).

Examination of this now s•;hudulu roveal.9 that it it- smaller

(21 dystems versus 31 in the basic schedule) than the basic

schedule and excapt at low risk aversion levels, inefficient relative

to the basic boundary (that is, it is higher and right of our basic

boundary). Thust our auggesticn that it is apprupviate to v!iew

reliability and inaintair.ability combined is supported by these

results. The best you oan do whein you conaider reliubility and

maintainability separately is generate systqe;s oqual iu. efficiency

to those gonoeated uaing an availabl1ity constraiiL, However,

this equality iegenoratcs into itiefficionci as the risK aversion

level increuses.

The effect of Lnuosing an R&LD cost chan.,o-conatraint when

reliability andmaintainabilit, are treated separatoly was also

.uvestigated. R&D cost conshttaint levols of $3,500 million, $3,000

milliou and $2,500 million wero imposed at a 0.90 probability level.

I T•he botindaries of efficient systems obtained with the R& cost

constraints added are shown in FLgure 6.3. The behavior of these

k 7

•..1
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Table 6.7

Risk Concidercd and ReliubLlity,
Maintainability and Weight

t Chance-Constraints

Coeff. of Subsystem Altcru.
Risk Aver. E LCC VAR LCC STM. DEV. LCC Selected
(RX10 6 ) ($X10- 6 ) (A10-15) ($X,0" 6 ) (SS-1 to 10)

(SS-11 to 20)

0 13172.5 4127.75 2031.70 6,4,3,9,5,5,9,8,9,9
3,3,5,7,8,9,7,8,8,9

16 13175.0 3441.0 1854.95 6,4,3,6,3,5,9,9,6,9
3,6,5,7,8,9,7,8,7,9

134 13190.0 3070.0 1752.15 6,5,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,7,9,8,7,8,7,9

220 13205.0 2965.0 1721.90 6,5,3,6,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,7,9,7,7,8,7,9

230 13250.0 2770.0 1664.35 6,5,3,6,3,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,5,5,9,7,7,7,7,9

258 13312.5 2515.0 1585.90 6,51,36,9,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,3,5,7,7,9,7,7,9

306 13377.5 2462.50 1569.25 6,5,3,6,3,5,6,8,6,9
3,6,3,5,7,7,7,717,8

392 13445.0 2081.25 1442,65 6,5,3,6,2,5,5,7,5,9
3,6,5,6,7,7,9,5,4,3

470 13467.5 2031.25 1425.20 6,5,5,b,U,5,6,8,5,9

3,6,5,5,7,5,7,5,4,!

478 13580.0 1794.0 1339.40 6,4,5,6,2,5,5,8,5,7
3,6,3,5,7,5,7,5,4,3

574 13622.5 1709.75 1307.55 3,5,5,6,8,5,5,7,E,7
• 3.595,5,7,5,7.3,4,3

(.Y
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Table 6.7 (continued)

Coeff. of Subsystem Altern.

Risk Aver. E LUC VAR LCC STD. DEV. LCC Selected(RX1o6) ($xio-6) ($11o-15) ($XLO-6) (ss-1 to 10)

(SS-11 to 20)

680 13810.0 1423.50 1193.10 3,5,5,6,2,5,5,7,5,72,3,5,5,715,4,5,4,3

880 13850.0 1349.75 1172.50 3,5,5,6,8,5,5,7,5,7
213,5,5,6,7,5,4,5,4,2

1062 13895.0 1331.0 1153.70 3,5,5,2,1,5,5,7,5,7
2,3,5,5,7,5,4,5,4,3

1078 14000.0 1233.50 1110.65 3,5,5,3,2,5,5,8,5,52,5,5,2,7,5,4,3,4,1

1116 14055.0 1184.75 1088.45 3,5,5,2,1,5,5,8,5,4
2,5,5,2,7&5,4,5,4,3

1190 14105.0 1141.0 1068.20 3,5.5,2,1(5.5.8,5,4
2,3,5,2,7 ,4,4,5,4,4

1456 14165.0 1092.25 1045.10 3,5,5,2,7,5,2,8,5,5

I 1,3,5,3,7,4,6,5,4,4

1760 14277.5 1027.50 1013.65 3,4,4,2,4,4,2,8,5,51,3,5,12,7,5,4,5r4,1

2474 14280.0 1021.25 1010.55 2,5,5,5,1,4,2,5,5,4
1,3,4,2,7,5,4,5,414

1XIO 14400.0 997.25 998.60 2,5,494,1,4,2,8,4,4
1,3,2,2,7,5,4,5,4,1

Wk
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Figure 6.3

FaID Systems - R, M, and W and R, M, W,

and R&D Chance-Constraints
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boundaries relative to the boundary obtained when reliability and

maintainability were treated separately ,:ithout an R&D cost constraint

is quite similar to that previously observed when R&D cost constrainte

were added to our basic constraints (Figure 6.2). The boundaries

under R&D cost constraints are inefficient to the one generated

when such constraints are not imposed. The inefficiency being the

highest at low risk aversion levels and increasing as the R&D

constraint level is reduced.

Final System Selection

In the previous section we demonstrated how the model and

solution technique may be used to generate schedules of efficient

systems. We also showed how the effect of imposing vart.ous con-

straint combinations could be examined by comparing the various (

schedules generated. Now we turn our attention to the problem

of selecting a final system from a schedule of efficient systems.

As demonatrated iii the previous section, the model and

solution technique reduce an unmanageable number of system combinations

(for our example problems there were (9)20 possible system coibi-

nations) to a relatively small set of efficient systems which should

be presented to the decision-maker who then selects what he regards

as the preferred system fror this greatly reduced set of efficient

systems. To facilitate this final selection, it would be helpful

if we could provido the decision-maker with more information than

that provided by estimates of means and variances for tl.e life cycle

7- 0
ri ", -.- , .. ... -,
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cost of the systems in the efficient schedule. The anount of risk

implied by these estiuaL~js is not readily apparent to tho typical

decis4_on-nxaker. Thus, it would be useful to derive additional in-

formation which wudaid the decksion-rnaker in nssessing the risk

information we can derive from the pcobability distribution describing

a systor~i's life cycle uost, it would be well to determine what

conclunIons cani be drawn, U any, wI t1,Lut any knowledge of (or

aSGUMptions about) the distribution other than its expected value

and variance.

To assist the decision-maker to understand ths meaning and

signfIEcance of expected values and standtiwd deviations (variances)

several types ot calculations could ba made. One such type would

ccncern upper bourld6 on ilia am~ount of risk involv(d. The well-

known Tchebycheff inequality yields

PR [VLC - E &CI Ž k -rVar17 C k2

fic7 ail k regardles3 of the distribution (.A DOG. Thus, [or examiple,

the probability is no more the 0.25, 0.04, and 0.01, respectively, i
% ~~~that LCC will be greater than E[ILCC] + 2 \fVa7ý7Z, E[LcC]I+

5-jVA_1LCIand E L 3* 10ONFr CCC respectively. However,

the Tchebyclieff inequality uuually a. very conservative. For

most distributicý;n, it is ;'veryr unlikely" that a given observation

willI lie above the aean pl1us three stands~rd deviations. Thorefore,

E7i



---7+i the risk associated with LCC for a partioular system may be partially (.)

described by using the Tchebycheff's inequality, but these results

should be tempered by comparison with a calculatious for a distri-

bution, such as the normal distLibution, where C C + . 3 7;

may be considered as almost an upper bound on LCC. More precise

statements about a system's "risk" require knowledge of 'he 4'

functional form of the distribution of W.C Cor each etficient system.

Approximate distribution of cost. In our model, the actual
underlying distribution of the LCCG for each subsystem are unknown.

Therefore, the distribution of their sum, IJCC, is also unkuown.

Thus, we must assume a functional form for LCC if we wish to make

more precise statements about the amount of risk associated with

the efficient systems in our schedule. Using tih same rational 4.

(Chapter IV, pages 80-u1) we used for assuming approximate normality

for the sum of our external constraint values, it appears reasonable

to assume that LC0 would also be approximately normal. Since our

subsystem values are independent, this normality assumption requires

only that no individual LCCIj's have such large variances relative

to the others that their distribution dominate the distribution of

the sum.

If the subsystem life cycle cost data for the system being

studied are such that the normality assumption appears reasoiiable,

"then we could provide the declsion-maker with cor.L;derably more

"information tha" is possible using only the mean and variance estimates.

ilki
N r1
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For instance, we could aid the decision-maker in obtaining a "feel"

for the riskiness of each system by setting up a table similar to

Table 6.8 which indicates for each efficient system (the schedule

used for this table is that generated when only availability and

weight chance-constraints were imposed (see Table 6.3)) the

pfobabilit) of obtaining various size system life cycle cost.

The probability values in this table were computed as

follows: if system 1 ( E C 13,162.5 and Vat C 3,954,000)

is selected, the probability of incurring a cost greater than $14,000

million (under our normality assumption) is.5- the probability

corresponding to the standard normal deviate

Z d 14tO00 -_ 13,162.5 0.42.

3,954,000

F.om standard normal tables, Pr(LCC > $14,000 million) * 0.5 -

.1628 - 0.3372.

'rho particular levels of system life cycle cost used in

setting the table would be stipulated by the decision-maker. Such

information, when presented to the decision-maker, should provide

substantial insight into the "risk" associated with each of the

efficient systems. For instance, the decision-maker could then

use some form of aspirationlevel principle ( for example, he could

select thc efficient system which minimizes the probability of

•, . exceeding the aspiration level cost) to make his final selection.

I...I •••.•
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Table 6.8

System Risk Information For
Final System Selectioui

Sys. No. 3 6  Pr(LCC>$14B) Pr(LCC>'$15B) Pr(LCC>$16B) Pr(LCC>$17B)

1 .3372 .1788 .0778 .0274

2 .3264 .1611 .0630 .0192

3 .3228 .1562 .0594 .0174

4 .3112 .f!15 .0559 .0158

5 .3112 .I15 .0548 .0150

6 .3112 .1469 .0515 .0135

7 .3228 .X469 .0505 .0129

8 .3264 .1446 .U475 .0113-()

9 .3336 .1446 .0451 .0102

10 .3409 .1401 .0401 .0078

11 .348ý .1401 .0384 .0069

12 .3465 ,1379 .0367 .0064

13 .3520 .1379 .0359 .0060

14 .3594 .1379 .0344 .0054

15 .3783 .1379 .0307 .0040

16 .3783 .1379 .05301 .0040

17 .3974 .1379 .0274 0030

18 .3974 .1401 .0274 .0030

19 .4052 .1401 .0272 .0029

20 .4129 .1401 .0262 .0026

. 2.

"4"i
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Table 6.8 (continued)
g.

Sys. No. Pr(LCC>$14B) Pr(LCC>$15B) Pr(lCC >$16B) Pr(LCC>$17B)

21 .4522 .1469 .0239 .0018

22 .5359 .1711 .0233 .0012

23 .5675 .1711 .0192 .0007

23 .5714 .1711 .0108 .0007

25 .6064 .1014 .0179 .0005

26 .6255 .1894 .0183 .0005

27 .6368 .1921 .0185 .0005

28 .6700 .2090 .0197 .0005

29 .7088 .2358 .0233 .0006

C30 .7291 .2546 .0268 .0007

31 .7454 .2709 .0300 .0008

36
System numbers are keycd to order ot efficient system

listing as listed in Table 6.3.

I
I

Ft

II
C

• • • ---- •,:%• • • --- _". .___•,•.• • •r . • " .. " -- • •-• . - T " • ""
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Computation Ti.e Statistics

The generation of a silgle efficient system requiros solution

of a large integer programming problem, and generation ot a schedule

of efficient systems requires numerous such sclutions. Therefore,

if our model is to be of practical use, our solution algorithm must

provide solutions fairly rapidly. The followlng time statistics

accummulated from our example problem rune indicate that the con-

Putation time requirr.d to obtain solutions is not excessive, and

therefore the model is readily suitable for reliability/maintain-

ability analysis of large multi-subsystem systems:

Table 6.9

Example Problen

Time Statistics (

Cinstraints imposed No. of Solutions Req'd Aver. Time/Solution
for Generating Schedule (Minutes)
of efficient Systems

A & W 57 0.663

A, W, and R&D

(R&D-- 3500) 21 1.385

(R&D- 3000) 23 6.510

(R&D 2500) 8 2.918

111, MITR, and W 41 4.381

SIe

___ i ________ __

L 1 _ _ _ _ - . , . .. . ... ;-'] ,
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CUlAPTE VII

SUM¥AY AND RECOt•MLMATIONS

This study combines aspects ot utility theory,
probability theory, and mathematical programming to develop anl

efticient method for performing roliabili.ty/mauintainability analysis

during the early conceptual stages of system development. The

general concopts of operational capability and system liC cycle

cost. are U:jcd to construct an operational model for determining

subsystem reIiability and maintainability "design point" charac-

teristics. Consideration of both technological. and cost uncertainty

is incorporated within the model. Specifically, the method

dovslopoil provides a systematic and operationally efCficient technique

for se. L ilg subsystem rollability/maintainability alternatives

when (1) attainable subsystem 'eliability/maintai-nability levels

are not knowa wi.th certainty, (2) all lift cycle element cost flows

are noi known with ce, tainty, (3) chance-constraint restrictions

exist on somo cr all of the following factors: system availability,

weight, reliability, maintainability, and/or R&D cost, (4) soma9

subsystem reliability/maintainability design alternativrs are

interdependent (contingent and/or mutually-exclusivel (5) the

suitability ot selecting any particular system (combination of sub-

system reliability/maintainability alternativeo) depands upon

both cost and risk considerations.

-W,,
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An efficient solution algorithm was develojed for solving

the model by moditying a zero-one linear programming algorithm

developed by Geoffrion to capitalize on the multiple-choice 4
str-ucture of the problem. Lastly, the utility ot the model and

solution technique wera de'ionstrated in example problems involving

a large multi-subsystora systom.

Numerous opportunities exist for additional reioarch based d .

on the concepts developed in this dissertation. Some of the areas

which espeoially warrant further invo.otigition include the

Lfoi Iowing:

1. ThA utility of the model needs to be tested in an actual

I-developent situation. Inipl•:montation of the model in an actual

deve3.opu.tent ettvironment would provide an e%'aluation of the

usefulness of the mii!0l and the information needed for enhancing

the utility of the model.

2. Adaptation of the model to fit other later development

stages should'be investigated. Reliability/maintainabilLty arsalysia

is a continuing requirement throughout the acquisition process.

rradeoffs muut be made during all stages of system development

not just during the conceptual phase.

3. Possible expansion of the model to consider performance

ciaracteristica as variable factors raLh'r than given factors should

L be studied. This woeld require dovelopment of methods for

detorwining how changes ir. pecformance characteristics would affect

-. •
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the available reliability/maintainability alternativa,.

4. The use of other criterion functions than the one used

in the prebent model should be investigated. The expectation-variance

utility function used in the model is only an approximation to a true

utility function. Other approximations have been and can be developed

and their use as the model's criterion function should be ex~mined.

5. Use of the "multiple-choice" zero-one liaear programming

algorithm for problems in other areas should be investigated.

The literature contains examples of problems Iroki several other

areas which seem to fit the multiple-choice structure o! the model

developed in this dispertation.

6. Use of the model output for establishing bystem contract

incentives appears reasor.ablo. Incentives on auch items as system

reliability, maintainabLkity, and weight, could be anslysed uaing

the output information obtained in solving the model.

S"9

I-_
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APPENDIX A

MULTIPLE-CHOICE SOLUTION

ALGORITHM COMPUTER PROGRAM (

IL

I0
_ _ I
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Ck 12-18-71 16 59d RAME llk:CASAOI MOUEL

MaA11 PROGRAI4

C R[AM ULCISION MOOULL
C MAIN I'HUGk&M

I. INTh.GER I
0oUULL PkLCISION X)(.YPPEBDPVOTLMP.VARTOTTTDPA.ZSTiJ

?4RUN a U
REAt) 10. ASS, NM.ICON. ICONLI, RISKI(AVER, I[EP

10 FURflA1~liJ)
6LAAJ 20 *(ZSID(I),Im1.ICON)
RLAD 20s(l.0N(J)pJftl*ACOK)

20 FORMAli6F12.4)I
RLAU Jiii. IflK(J), Jul. ARAK)

40 FUR lAr(6F12,4)
40 JI x-

LL x /

J1 u1 0

5U 0.0lM I 2
!)SF(II.L.bU0TO6

JI. a U.

ft J. o

V0 A RI T aIN .

j~A.t4G 10 16 '
Pt(4 Z 2 3E(.I/U

60 CUTIU
0 U o! I~V z 1 , AN E 2*I)02)*C V 4*A ~C4

__ 4,

___I~ l z- Y( 0
65 CUNTI* t

I_ k_ (~ I" I1Li? . )OT06
U U - -, cI



12-10-71 16 5 9 RAM OLICISION MOUEL

Pý(5 A ) z . PEU (4#1 I) 'P .

PVB(41) VU(4#11

67 CUHTINUL

00HIJ 69T~ 1 a( I #
70L(Z I CUNTI4 1)/70U02

Yi Cu I I (1 ),No* 2 9
rrcu at b XR(AIT)-DOX(VRO (I))

'A(II XI~l H XT I ).SO

75P(II~) a YI/T-(xXU On.2rn
b0 CUJNTI INU

SI OT u~,I( VATUOT 6 ()
70 CNN T I N -

71 OU 80 ; I # NN

72 * I * T

I0 TFM I I y N: j) O U 7
"A X II(I)OL aII

iVO CONT I NU

12D z SURI(V-ARIOATOT) U)

ZI JaIS * Y(I
D1 CU 10b zNU J.

PU(Y(I) --210 ý10010
90 T O 120Rc (

< IllY(IJ) I 1.E.~ tip12

1.1 PaCI h OCH -ITSS

_U _1 _ _ _ _ _ _

Z? -2 + S I D T, &.'UT( AR O V '

<K.. ~ ~ Z' -j +;~,fi~A, ___ e



12-10-71 16,598 RAM4 ObCISION MODEL

MAIN IPRUGHAM

120 CuNI INUI-

PA(4#j) A.J'Q0O
PA(5,J) TkMP

125 CUNT INUt
I LM P ad 4Ui
PU(4) ;PtIC?)#14OUOU.

P ti (5 x I 1
GO TO (126#127,128#129#13u#131). IVER

126 DU 1.12 .-i. ICON
U ( oJltHlLo2Oo*Q5G TO 1312

1 - I - 2

1.12 CUNTINUL
ICON a tCON - .

ft Uu TO 14.1
127 DO 134 Is1 1 1CUN

Iý(IoLU.2*.OM,,j:Q*5)0O TO 134
I1

D0 1I'5 Jul#N
A ( I tJ ) 8 P A ( IJ#)

A134 UIIU
ICON -- I U - 2

1ZA BU 136 lliU

I I ( 10LU. I.1) UU TO 1,36
If( I~k:.1.OH*I.EQ*4)GI) 10 1316

UU 137 J81 #N

147 CUN1INUL

136 CUN(INUL
I CON uICU -u 2
GO 10) 14.3

129 00 lJd IzlI.CUN

U Q(3..)G TO 140

13 1O 1 u
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14-18-71 16.~~ s AM DLCISION MO002I

MAIN PROGRAM

UC~~l) uPu)
138 CuNTIhUb

ICON 8 ICoN I
OuTo 14.3

1450 DO 14U IaltICJN
00 141 JU91#N
A( ItJ) rPA( IJ)

141 CONTINUL

140 CONTINUk
0O TO 143

131 00 142 121, LCuN
II (I st-'Ust *OR*1 *1.4 )GO 10 142

00 144 JmL.N
A(l1.J) 2 pA(J,J)

144 CONTINUI:

14? CUNrINUL
I CO0N 'a ICON - 2

14.3 bC(IDILP9N~1)UO T0153
C-o-.CUNIINOLN1 ANDJ LXQLUSIVE CONSTRAINTS hX151e#%se.....
Costes.IGH R LEVE~LS FOR SS 18,19,20 CONTINGEiNT.***#%*****#*

C##**HGH LEVELS FOR SS 13,15#16 MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVL'e-'

140N a ICON + 3
ICON1 ICUNI # 1

I? ICUiNI 4 1
1. ;; ICUNI 4 z

Du 70u U.

70U0 CUN I INUk
8( ICON.) a BIL1)
DO 71b IN1.N
A (I CONL*I#I) z * 0
A(12#1) Go0.
A(IJ0l) 0.0

710 CON I INU,
DO ?2u I8111#111..5
A( I CONI . I ) a -1. 0

120 CONTINUE
00 73U I9129#144j4
AC ICONi. I) a-1.0

740 CONI I Nli

A(12.1) a 2.0)
A(13#1) 2 2.0U ;740 CONTINUL
DO 75o 13169,171

F:'Ti



12-18-71 16.iI RA OCISION HOJEL

750 CUNI I N'J

A ( 12) .

d (12I) a U 0

.'3 14 M 3 1
NSS a l S

II 13 * 1
IL. 11 + (IS5 1
Du 150 1 11 a12
8( 1) = 1.
mm - M M I

JJ *J *MM*NSS

150 CUNI INUL

DO 16UI 31P N

160 CONY ItiUL

INNUN aNRUN
DO 17e' 1 cisN
T (1I) r U
IfHIVI:.NL.6)UO TU 161
C( I)r vItj(1.) * RISI((NRUN)*PVUC1.l)
Cu T 0 17

161 C(I) 2 IVELCC( 1) o RIS,((NRUN)GPVLC(C I)

170 C UN T INUt
500 CALL HAM(A1 U,(#,.NHUN. ICON, ICONIRISK)

ELCCZ .
v'I.CL G
~ifC 1?1 :
V HibC u
El H a OU

vF H 0 O.L

vw = u UI

E M T I U 0
Vtil iN 7 U .0

EAV 10
V A V 1 :
V A V2 a1u

I F(T I).EU*U)G,) TO 6
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12-10-71 16.59h R4AM ULCISION MUI)EL

ELCC c LLCC # PELUC(l)
V LC C c 4LCC * PLi;C( 1)
ENDC a LHIJC *PEIJ( 1# 1)
vtioc r VNUC *P911( It1)

V FR i o H 91 2 1

Vwzw 4 PV14(3,I)
X x( 1 r PelHz , I ) OpE1u(ý.I)

Y C r(P V U 2s 1 ) .(PLH(2# 1 )-.2) )#(PV6(b# I )('U~ )

EAV a LAVOPtI4(4.I)

VAV1 Z VAY2'(PV~i(4#1 # (lEB4#)*))

165 CUNUINUL
VAV c V AV I - V AV 2
DU 176 1 a1.#8
If ( 1 I.E u .U )00 ro 176
EMTTR LMTTR * XX( I)/EFR
VMITTR VhITR 6 (Yfl ).Xxu)..2)/(VFrHEFH..2)-(CXX()

176 CONTI N UE
EMTIR = EMYTT146U.
VMTTI4 a VMliR.360u. (
00O 169 31.14h

*169 CUNIINUE
N N N - I

0 U 167 II1.N N
I i I T II).10.U) 10U 10 7
I J 2 1
1) 16 uI jaJ N
I F (IT (1 I LE I IT IJ G I U 10 16 6

I I (IM 0 1 j

I I ( J) z a rE tp
166 CONIINUL
167 GUNIINUI-

KS H/bSS

D 0 16b I # N
I I I(Ill I L LU. U IGo 10 108

168 CuNTINUt
P HI NT 9994~

9993 FURMA I( I f1)
P RI Nr 199sNHUN

19V rURMAT(//////J)UXZ314RESULlS FUR RI1SK LEVEL .2/

PHINIZOO.I4ISKINI4UN)0

mlM
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12-18-71 16.598 RA4 DEC ISION MODEL

L MAIN PROGRAM

21)0 ruRmAT(19Xj22H COErIICIkNI OF RISK SsF10.7)
Iý(IVLR.Eu.1)UO Tu 601
Ir(IVLRsEU.3)UO TU 600
If (I VeRsEwe 6 ) 0 TO 600

201 FuRMAru9YX,2511 HUUOETED R AND 0 FUNDS u.F7.1)
Iý (I Vt14.E.2 )UO TU 601

60)0 PN~INT 2112.CUN(2)
202 VFiRMAr(19X.2,3ij MAXIMUM FAILURE RATE B#FVI1
601 PHINT 2US.CUN(3)
20)3 FURMAT(19X#17Hi MAXIMiM'WEIOHT aoF7*1)

Ir( I VL ReEL. 1) 6l0 1 U 602
IF(IVLR*EU*Z)G0 rU 6 0 i
RmTR X CUN(4)*0.0
Pi4INy 2u4oRMTiR

2114 rURMAr(19X..J0H MA.XIM')M MEAN TIME TO RLPAII4 n*.6.1)

Iý(IVEH9EUs6)LUO TU 206

60)2 P 1N T 205sCUN(5)
205 FORr~Ar(l9XJJH IIEUUIRED INHERENI AVAILAUjILIlY uP17#4

R I N 9992
9992 ruRMAr(lHO)

3uo rUJRMAT(19X,,31Ii iHL oprIMAL SYSTE M RESULIS ARE#//)

301 r-uRMAruv9X#2bH FXIEC~t:D LIFE CYCLE COSTS o.I8.1)

3U2 FURMAlIUYXoAlH VARIANCE OF LIFE CYCLE COSTS asi'l1.1)I
SIrILCC a SOPT(VLCC)
P r Iti I JoYV.SIVLCC

30)9 F UR MAti 1c9 X, J H 51TANDAND ULVIATIUN Of LIFE CYCLE cusiI*JHS '1 7 .1I

PRHINT 9v92ikO

30 9 5mýPCE AND D COSTS siFi1)I

51FURMAT(19AsZ8H '.TNAD VIA)IUN Of R AND U GUST$
sf6 . I)

P I Ni1 9992
PH INT .3U5 ,F F H

305 FUPRiArh19Xo24H EXPECTED) FAILURE RATL 3F 7 1
-3U)6 FURNAT(19X,277I VARIA4CCi OF FAILURE RATE mF9.1)

S SI D F R SURHYvFR)
P HI NT 502,STDFI?

77I
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IZ-18-71 16.5941 HAM DE~CISION MODEL

MAI A PROGRAMi

5u2 FuRMA1(19AJ71H 5TANVIAHU DEVIA114N OF FAILURL RATE.

P RI NT 9I2 4U9

307 FURMA f(1%),(.1H EXPECTEDU RWIGtIT sifial)

3 U8 F U RM A 1 (1QX,2i VARIANCE 0~ WEIGHiT zbFt3.1)
SlIowa u NuRT 4V w
P RI NT 5 UJ #S 10W

503 FuRMAT(19Y.,J1N STANUARD DLV1ATION 01I WEIGHT 2#F6#1)
PRINT 9992
PRiNT 5u4.EMTTR

504 FORMAT(Ivl(X.ýI EXKPECTED MkiAN '(ItE TO REPAIR upF691)
PRINT 5u5,VMITHF

50.5 FURMAI1U9A,3441 VARIANCE (if MEAN TINE- TO REPAIR .,l-6,

STUMTk SU~lTVMT1R)
PRINT 50J6.S1DMTR

1PY6 FORHAl(1')Ao29H STANUARD DEVIATiON 0O' MITH ,51
P RI NT V9992

PR4INT 50.!,EAV
507 FuRMA((19X92411 LXPELTLD AVAILAUILIlY 2#F7*4)I

508 FURMAT(1.VK,2711 VARIANCE OF AVAILAkiII.11Y &#Fll.B) (
S IT 0 AV 0SIH)CAV)

Solt tUNMAI(lVXpalli STANDARD DEVIATION OF AVAILAIIILIIY ~
FI / . 4 )
P RI NT 999.3
PR IN T 40 U

400 VuI4mAfl////////////25X.26H THfL UPlIMAL 5UtjSYSlEm ALLI
012HOCATIIUNS ARE,u/)

PRINT 4UlI*IU(I)i
401 FUI4MAT(JUA#11H 4UdSYStEM *IZ.SX.IOHLEVEL IS mpI?)

402 CuNTINUL

!F(NRlUN - lRISK)1,l8n.Ib0I
180 CALL eXIT

E ND

6 WORDS OF MIEMORY USEU UY THIlS COMP;LAlION

100

~7. ~'.77
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SUHNOUIINL RAM

c HAH DL~CISION MOI''1.
c ~~s u 8H UI4OI N L A I.

D I M LN S 1UN CMIhi~t0), AMAX(2U)sRSIAh25)

t fljMENti1UN A(40#16v)PXL(l5U). IXlNS(1d0)

.0)

UIMENSIuN Jni(k10),XX(LDJ9),Y(1U0 ).KO(6).JSS(20)

COMMON hS(1aO)#ZVARLPSL~Q
0 A IA ilC 18/h6kl H
U A TA i LA N K/ 6 H
DU 99 1I1 &2 0

C mI N( I r 0.0o

AMAXI I) a 0.0
49 CON? INUL

X L 1LI 0 .0

D~( ) 0 0u

Y(jI a .u

ai 0 .0
I xIhs ( I ) a 0

dS( I):*

Sii( I );1LAIK
NS ( I ) &u
SMAX( I )=-j
SMAXIC I)"uULANI(

110 CUN? I 14UL

k!ý5 CuNIINUC

LI'SLU G

NbS I M p 40

C MINIMIZI. SUM C(J)&XCJ)
C CONSTRlAINIS ARC dl(I)*!SUM ACIoj)*X(J) GE ZkRu

RLAO 90400M,N, ISS.LSCol1AR, ISCMAX, ISCFHN0IVzKi3A4h~

9000 FURMAT(! 13,1 1*4,4iJ3,rI2.4,2A6)
PKINT 9V99)
PI N T 9 0 U1 M N I hSS L 5 C AR # S CM A X I S C FK HN0P Z K8A R

Fat1
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14-16-71 16.614 RAM OLCISION MOUEL

SURHOUrINE RAM

*HI o l12
90U1 FORM'~ ( 1,pX*F12.4.J3.V1~2.4.1X,2A*)

m I m I 1 il

PRNIT 90Uu.M.N
9010 FORM41 (JIIOMxI4,9X#2NUvIJ)

PRINT 9v99Z

9991 FURMAI (It-
Q992 FORMAl (1110)
9')9.3 FORMAT (1141)

l FRST .0

PHIfNT 9991

PRINT 9!i99#CJJl

I0 ( U 2 .' !4t . I U 10ON t

R I NT h9Y92

'.60 HON I N 1 9 6 0 0 .(4))jI

21i CuN I I NUL

f (L tiA R .T0., Q0 T0 .3 00

U A R u .1
DU a7~ I 1N

.10 1 St0. u CAiii~D J(0 2i~~;~ 00 10 m0

jj i j :: j.1

I I HQ 0 * I , C J1,AN

Thl -'l jLA ['N C MPL-K
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1~-15-71 lb.614 HAM [JLCISION MOD)EL

IrSUkJI4UlIN*L jAM

N hI MPNixIMP I
II (L.t1.JU) uu U i 1016

Jz IAN'S H

10 7 5 M l( J):5I
I I (NUf .NL.2)GU 1 0 1 U 7
jR t4 r .s a t) Ci , ( b ( ) Ski(N~) ),*Kxl1 *L )

C , CI t ~H liMiUVJUU LINEAR PRwOGRAM

10)6 CALL SiIHPL~(11,N*,MU. ,CkiK XL.DJh, XX.YUJNUP)
If( Ns ImilPOE. I ) Gu 10 1 1U91
lPtINf 9V9j

1018 FUHR1AI/////14X*.1JNLP SOLUTION roib13#4)
1090 11 z 1 * IbPOST

G K U (I) ~i- u MEANS UII~j LESS ThiAN LBAR

c L Q ri EA NS I NF 114l 1 1

C Ew MLA NS I kJUuLt

C C u 6 ME A N' Uklj LF lZiAk

;t (KO(H) E.6.) GU 1 0 1500

13 9 )LU 13 50 1JrI #N

1 N) (J).41 N U

Ii I N JU I.LQ.C.UhU 10 1450

(L L

1() NS u .L L )tiSL I U
tI f L u9 . )j TO 1400U

L) S(J II, -j L A L

S( L ) 2 - J

1 ý0 ki T oSW~L 1 UU 4O 1) ULj1 (1 ii St aI i

NS /K S
J ,5

I- NS. J.- i~
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12-18-71 16.63.4 RAM ULCISIOI4 MOUEL

SuiaR0UTINEI RIAM

150 Hl15uto1~L 3 )*l ( 3

If (4bS(I P1-dl(l)).LE90o.OU5) GO 10 lb99
It (ti-MU-L1.ISC9MAX) 00 10 152U

Ou 1510 IMMISei

DO 1519 Jxl,N
1510 Al I*J)uA(1#1#.J)

DO l5bO JU1,N
ZJNN XxI ( 3
16 (JH(J)#GI[.(.N)) UUZb

If (J"i(j)*GI.l) ZJ'4GQ.

1550 A(M#1.J)ZiJH

Ab'( M )a kH C .
DL' 1575 KvI.L

It (K1.LL*0) UV) 'I 1515

c ) N uI I NUL(.

1599 lf(KO(1)*kO.6)G0 10 3109

19S0 C ON I I NUL

900 r Z S
r a d ý, ( M)

9U' 0 5 u 9lu jalsh
II CNS(J)9t 0.0) GO to viaQ
If(L)(j).LI*1O) GO TU '110

910 CU41 INU&L
IlCF.t .ZUAk) GO 10) 240k)

1F(V.GLU.U) t3010 '120

915 Go 10 2400
9 ie0 uu 9.5u a I # M u

V,2 ads ( I)
Du 92!p5 ', N
If(ms(J).koQ)GO 10 925
If (D( J) LI.TII) GO TO '125

Z5 CUNY ENUL
iF(f2oLI.UmQo 00 1091S

AL



SUBR0'ITINt RAM

0i CUN I INUL
ROONULD UUAL SULUIIUN FLASIUiLE

tI:pI = r. 11 P * I
if ( M.L.U.MU) GO IU 940

H i l I).-ZKBAR-ZtbAk

1) U4 Y i J
945 SMA X(J S ( J

0O) 95' *1. J-

X 364 1
%MAXH(IF )2uLkNK

SJQ pm A

9CuN T i 4 J 1 kU)

Pi U IL.UJ GU 10 9 y 9

C30 NKGIN 0 ~ A IHlU

UI U J'3 J 1

Ii f I S P41, i L L 0 0 10 3) UO (r 0 J
K ;t 10?~

j (1 0N I tj r ji

Ii (IS JLU.ZUJ IGo IUi 31UO

c (IttGINN. OfUNAND.L. IIN ICON$I)Or 9
191 11 s , I L aA( I.) ULt.U .030 TO v u

19I CUN1 *NU I

195 1 II (II 0 4 60 ,0 19I

II
I_ I~ I,2~<{ S: I I 0U0t0
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I.2 7 1 16.614 RAM DkCISlON4 MOIJEL

SUH#4OUTINE RAM 9 I

1999 N S(fJ) U

S (L ) -J

Ix!NS(J) =-j
2000l CuNJ INUL

C .1.S AMA) 4

0 u 1921 1 1. IS

I, Cs s ( I ).Eu.iltUO TO 1921

T( K1) a I

J K 2 1 KI.~ S S)

C MI N( I) a 1 UU I C

IH(NS(J2)oEU.U)(,U TO) 19?3
lb G( CJZ A L r CAIN( I) IMI NCI)W'C(J2)

1923 CON II NUL

I [ST - ZIE5T + CMIN( I)

If (ZT t:S I. uE . Iu A NGO TU 3700

ZrES~T a * iE 5T C CMI N K2)I

JA 2 K?*KSS * -1

Ib(N;(lie)oE~i.U)UO TA) 1925)
U (iTES1+C( ?).LToZ4AR)L;O TO 1925

NSCA2)

S ( L) I ie

I X I NS( 12A 12-12
10 Z5 Cup,) I NUE

Z I ES1 v ZIEST *CMlh(K2)
1924 CUNlINUI-

C TL51 J ANU 6
DAU 19 30 jI , M
Uu ti S (j)

0 u 19341 .i IK1

II' h iK2eK.S - (S5 ~ 1)
J K zK2eK!SS
AMAX(t.2) L-1.0D1Ah

IA(NS(K.3),.EQ0)0O To) 19JJ

lf(A(J.IC3).(iT.AMiAX(K2))AMAX(K2bnA(JDKJ)

U:A



1 1811RhD~lIN OE

SUUINOUTINk HAM

K 4 P It I )
Q 4 - AMAX(,K41

Ki4f#K~iS v (NSS - 1.)

J$~T 1945t~i
11 1 W# ( *1dIa t tg U 10K.9 3

I N 5 12 U

Wp(L aU#AMW
19 4 ONI I *

19-30 CuN It .UL

D u TI~ 19 6 441

IIt K2*K5

D fU 19413 11KJ
I F NS(I1),EiU.U GQ U94

Ll w LI * I
Li4 a 11

1.941 CwNl I NUEF. If(LI..Nk.1)UO YU IY44
IF (ZS+C(L2)*Oh.Z8AH)OU TO 3700
Du w 943 12 x i ,m
IE(I2vLk~bICWNli(iU TO 1044
IF( I,1 , 1.CCN.ANO.I2.LE,1IGON*I$S.%) )UO IQ 1943
0 v 4S( 12) 4 A ( I?#L2

DU 1945 1ja8., 1 SS

IAmAX( 14) to . I
I K a 34sK'S v (KSS * 1)

If (A( 12, l6)vGT,AMAX( Ii) )AflAX(I4J a A( 12,141
1940 aUNT IINUL

0x0 -A M A XI4 1

~ 1945 CUNTIrNUL

.44
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l-18a- 71 16.,61 4 RAM OtC1SION MUOEfL

SUaKOUr1NL HAM (

Cif(u. L T .Ii,0)GO 10 3 7 L'
GO I u 1y4.j

1944 IfHHS(I?)*A(I2*L2),LT*O0*)GO TO 4706h

1943 C UN II Ntil
NS(2 L 2
L *L*

IxINSUL2) aL2

Ls r S * C(1.2)
DO 1942 J #l

1942 6S(J) 2 US(J) + A(jsL2)

1940 CuN I I NUL)

IV(lS.GIL.LdAR)GO 10 I7O00

I I =ICON 4 1

C A BLTTE)k SOLUTION 14AS oLEN FOUND)

2320 CON i I N U i
It' (M.~u.tiU) GO TO 2S40

C RaLV!SL bCI) AND USC I) USING NEW ZS

2325 d5(l)zItb(I)+ZS-ZKWAI~'i8AR(
2340 ZiiAI~uS-lKHAII

23to0 SMAX(J)vS(J)

GU TO 3JOUU
C AUGMENTATION STLP

IVISC.ýu.u) GO 1IO2415
It C IfHSI .NE.U ) GO TO 2415

00 2410 Jz1.N

I i NS ( J).LQ,) GO TO2410

Ii (D(J) .GL*U*99S09)Jl8J
I i(J1.EOuU) 00 TO 2410J
~J2 c JIJ - 1)/KSS I

11 1JSS(J2)9EO.1)GU TO 2410
L = L '1,
NS ( J)30
S ( L J JI
IXINS(J) Zj

45(42) 4 * 1.1,

2 4 0 8 5 i )RdS( I)*A( 1.4)
2 41 U CuN7INUL

2 44:o C INU

_7 --- --- -.
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12-1 B-71 16.*614 HAM DLCISION MODEL

SURROUTINE RAM

2HHO~~.U 5it uI 0 C~U SS NAXCI ICHNN U t..

IO (43 K K NýoUO YoK1

GU10(N24K)UJ GTO29

CKAH CG#4 ).%# .UG IHM IN C FUMSSMA(CAX(IN)#**v
24 It aC C I*C0 N)C4INC

0U M MA A XC=M!.
UU Z40 r.L.,KlO 23
DiAX a U.U1

CMIN 0 .UiLU0

I K J3*KbS - (IsS' - 1.)

Ou 24?9 K*Iis.JK
li(NSiK),L~U. )U TO 24329

I F43 C &)NTINLIIA~a(K

1) 1 1I = 4 X )!
I k(J1) IIF*.J2)G~O U 10 2430

Ias J?5'isS o (KSS -1)

L~ AA(J2) * 1K IAU
U u 2431 L3KnjIK#
Ir(NS(L2).LU.U)0o 0 2436112

lf C( ). t* MI )QJ o 43

X M N xC t4
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1.2-lb-71 16.614 HAM DE:CISION MODEL

S116ROUTINE RAHi(~

I ( A (I l L 2) *UT.*AMA XC .) ) )A MAX(CJ') ) AC I * Z

0 0U I CUNTI 14UL
u zu * AMAXCJ5b1

oOOO CIuNIINUL

If(U.jL. U.0)LlU TO 2434

Ou TO 24J!ý
2 4.J6 .1 V(HS(I)*A(I,jZ).I6E.090)Go TO ?4,34

Gb IU 2 4

2 43J3 CuN II NUE
It Z 5C iJ1 )*Ll.Z0AR)GV TO 2434

2445 N S(J1 0
L L4 1

SC(L) -Ji
GU 10) 2432

2 4 J4 N tiJ 1 0
L L I 2
IXINS(JX) isJ1

(zJ1 I 1)/KSS I

I'b, L iS C CJ I
1) u 2 6 u0 1zI IM

2600 kiý(I) a HS(I) *A(l,J1)

IVCN0P.t(J.5)CJU 10 1910
K I d

I S ( I *EU91)(iO TU 2610

2610 C 04T IN U i
If (K I. NL .U)UO TU Z432

VC(LS.GL.li8ARlGv 10 6/00
(U 11) 2.12u

4i300 NUPIUNUI'Tt1

P H I N I YV9 Y2

t 3310 FuQlMAtC14X.I3J,lXA3HrbASItdLL SOLUTION VuUND,3X,2HLr.

sF13.942
3305 K 0

It S(S I ).LE*U )tiO 10 3.3UL
W K K I

TC):,)

j 3u 1 CUN I I N 1) :
S.50 4 PRI NT .3o~u,(TýJ),JrlK)
36U0 FuRtjAr(14X~lQI5)
3 7u 0 NkATHuNFA1H*1

$710 1ICCSe(L).Hj.UiLANK)GU r0 3903C"

0 "".1r~' ~ ~ '~' ~''~'
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A ~ lZ1-1lb-71 16.6l-4 RAM ODiCiSION MODEL.

SU49OTINEHAM

NJ S ( Ji ) ( z (L

j Sj I I)S

Z ý & L S - C ( J)

3725 L3,(I~LtuiS( I)-A( jg)

37J5 Sti(L)SL3LANK

I F (L.01l.0) GU 10 3710

c FJI NIS HE.1
pRI N T 9991
P WI NT J! 7 5u

3750 FUkMAI(/////llX*3UN iMPLICII LNLIMkRAI[0N COMPLETE)
P ý I NTf 3139, i4ISM NHUN

j749 F U R M A //JIX&25H C0EMHCIENT OFi RISK IS m,F9.6)
NlUERmNlAIH*NlAlH-j
PkI NI 3d5U.NUI1, NSiMP NI TkR

JS!)C F.JRMAT(12X,22HNU. FkA~lklLk SUIbLTIUNS,I5/
I 11X # 10H LgV CALLLhISt~aN TIMkS/

0Li 3740 Jfl, N

$7010 S(J)&
Vu 3442 J91.,N
K:IAHS(SMAX(J))
It (K.EU.U) 6U 10 3744

3742 S -K)

J744 DUi 4746 Kzl.N
I S (S'K)NE - ) UO TU J746

3746 CUNTIINUk

Do 38-35 J'1, N
MUAARS(ISMAX(J))
IF (GSCh),LToUU) SMAX(j)&.SNAX(J)
11 (SMAXCJ).GT.0 ) Z9A(ý&Z6AR.CS(K)

ld35 CUNTIt4UL
P14INT 3a4vZdAR

J8$4U FvRMAT(11X#2djIIg HL OPTIMAL VALUEi uF Z IS a~ff13.4)
.JtuU0 GO J81,1 h,N

.~0 TC(K):u
U U J8Z6 Kzl#N

4820 Ii V SMAX(~o.GI..i) TCKI.)3p4

P N T-do-(~ p il N



18G

14-16-71 16.614 HAM UIECJISON MODEL

SuuROuTINL HAM I-

IV(NOIP.NE I )GU 10 50O

1) u 1J63 1910,ICON

PRINT 3tsJ.ifT
$J62 FuRMAI (I'lo.4)

~384J CUNTINUt
C END Uf UUIPUT. LOUK FUR ANOTI4LR PRObILEM NUW
!Poo RETURN

c CUMPLLMINI ANti UNuEWSc.0H8 LAST REMAINING E:NTRlY IN S.
3900 SU(09861

S C L ) a -5c L)
JzIAUS(S(L) )
It (S(L)*UI.O) GO TU J950
J2 z (J - 1)/iKSs * I

J= J2@KSS - C(SS - 1)
J4 a J2oKýS
Du 419u1 KnJ3,J4
Ir(K.LO.J)Gu 10 ~3901
tic IXINS(K)s.'l.(-K))G0 10 3901
J~s(Jz) a U

IXINS(J)
ou J925 jul.m

Gu io 191 u
J9~U1 CUNI INUL

GU 10 3 71 u
.S9tU P KIN T 4V51
J9ý1 Fu,(MAT(21H ENRON NONE WCl9 ZERO)

GU0 To 500

6 WORDS OF MEMORY UbiEU 6Y THIS COMPILATION

_.7 77



1~1-7 1664RAMLcSiUH INý SIMPLE

0XL H' JN . Xu
RLAL ~().().L()*I(1) l

RLAL L( lbU.16U)
REAL A(40,100)

DIMINStUN Nf(LBU)
RIAL AA.AIJ1.dU,CUSI *UTRCOSTTEXI'.TPIV,1YXULU.XX.YX

INTLGLN IIAIN4C. IRITLR.J.JTK.KBJLL.MN.NJT2
I NTL~kR NIU1T,NUM1VN.NVER# IJMtPV

Lu GI CA L T.CIUVEIN

L U 1U IA L t*INV.FrHZ#sCKii COMMON hS( id0) 2,0AR, LPSkO
C SET INIIIAL VALUES, SkT CONSTANT VALULS

V INv=.rALSE.

I I L 8 uu

Lt'SLUzLPSLQ*X

W tINhIPV 2 0

If'(INfLAG.ElO.U) GU TO 141UIC I~tit'0L CURiRLCT rkI4PERAIURE ON kOWS
FF ~R Z= TN 01:
U U 1960 Lrl ,M

130 IiCMS(L),tO.NF(L))OO TO 1955

1V(m S( L ) *Nr CL) .GTo.Ogo 04.CM(L) .EU.0 ANIJ. X(L ) OE.0.))

= I stLI.IF (Ni (L).NL.o) GO TO 1925
1920 1 IJH G )I .u ) QU1 r io u

IF (MýCL).Gl.U.ANU.JtNCL)eGE*C-ti)) GO 10 19SU
It (MS(L)sLl-uoANiU.JH(L)oLTC*(M)) GO TO 19541

19 e Du 19;e6 Jal,m1=1926 C NIIN*

X I ")a.X( I)

JtiL: Jii L)
~~ IF CJ~iL.UL.(-hi) ~JH(L)E-L-M

I F CJHL Lr.I N) JH La -L
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1?-18371 16.642 RAM UECISION

SUUM0UTINE 5IMPLE L

Gu 10 1 y5U
19.30 J I -I

IF (Ms( i).Gl~u) ou T0 1931
J I : jr ~-M
CuSTw1 e-CIJSI

19.31 ENcl.
GU TO 6.3U

c UL CULUMN(JT)
19.* SCH=.iAL5L.

I~ i(C US I#tiT *0. G U 10 19 3w

19.45 GO TO luDo

c SLLEC; ikOW(IH)
19436 If (I1.NL-.o.ORSCH) GO TO 194U

S HIUE.
19.38 Etix-EN

DO 19.37 JZ1DM
Y (.1: Y (

193-7 CUNTINUL
GO T0 1945

1940 IF((SCH.AND.Ab$S(CtJSI).GTTPIV).OA.IR.L0.0) GO TO 198
#0

1941 1 F ( EN*U,*Oo) 00 10 19460
Uu 1942 Js1,M()
yf(j)3 y ( j

1942 CUNJIlhUk
1945 GO 70 Yul

C PIfVOT(IH, j I
1950O Nf4l.)cM5( L)
1955, I1(JlI(L).LT~d) 60 To 1960

IAXJH(L 3

190CUNT I NUL
FFRL=.FALbE.
GO TO 910

CO START Wil SIMO6LETON bASIS

1410 DU 14U2 J1,sN

1402 CUNrINUL
Fl RZs.FAL5E.

1400 U0 1 41.11 I121pM

NFi( I )uM=( 1)

N* - I -h !(I

1401 C UN I I NU~
C. C8k A T& I NVERSk FROM KU5 £14 JH (STLP 7)

167 13 0 VLIRm. HUE.

~~ NUMVRe~uMVH. C

E~77



t L-i t-71 16o642 RAM UJLCLSI0N
SUUINUUTI?.E SIMPLE

I k I(;*. r*L5E
~JiJo.
OiJ 1113 Ili.m
o0 1151 J1.om
E ( j 1 );;u.

1151i CUN T I HU
I (J~i( I )L I (-Ii)) OU TU 1111

II(JiI(I) *GITu) Ji( I )uO

P t I )cUIX I I = 11 (II

p I +.1.

1113 CU II UL I

IFU.UIlJl J EU.U)GO TU 10

1114 H IY.L.TY G

C sI i Q T
LIU4 C I 1114 :IL

Ii C INN .) 9COS 0 ToI) OP ( I

I I JH ( I ).E.0 OR* X I NL.EO.UN. RABU V) )LE .TPI Y GU

I R

1119 CU tI .NUL.U OT

FI NVu 11 U5~

11U5 CUHMNIIN INET AIIL,4

~1119 11 kIH. L.UI .T O

F IN z T( L

N U P___ U k N 1 9 # P E

119-IA(1k NET ALL,4
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8- 8- 71 16,b42 RAM ULCISON

SUBROUTINE SIMI'.E

5uJ U CN I I NUL

Ca F INU MINiMUM HL"UUC U COST (STEP S)

59Q J ru

i8 u 7u1 j!:I N

If (KU(J).Ne.01 GU TO 701)

U I ~C ( ')
DO 3O0 :1,m

)I1 VT*A(J, I )*P( 1)
3u3 CuNIINUL

II (II.L, .8H) GO TO 701

701 CoN [I tJti
11u Yu.4! I:1.1-ti

It kJt1( I ,LT U) GO TO 702
Ii (P I ).LT.i]8) Go TO 7U3

I• ((f ,-P(I ))GL.d8) UO 10 702

u I ,-P( I )SJI:.-I-M
G) TO 7u 2

70.) 8ki=P[ I)

702 CUNT INUL :

C UST c 1U

I (JT Eu.U)UO TU O,)
I I I T L-k UL.NCUI)Gij 10 160
I Il: L I IL:R * 1 ..

If' (JI .L I~u)GU lu o3Q.li

C HcGIN SU8I1UUUINL GET COLUMN(JT)
600 U 00 U 1 I- "L1 M

610 CUN6I I NU

JAiJT*JA.JT.)

GU [U 6a4u
6 0 J12:-JT

If (JT,-2.LL M) GO TO ,£],3
J f?=JT2-M

0l1 DO 632 Il, M

632 CUNT I~ 0iu1
640 Y j¶) I ,J12)640 YMA1''u,0

_ _ _ _ _•,..'/ ' :•• q, • ''• : _ _ _ _•__ _._ I



I1e-16-7 1 16. 642 RAM Ui:CISION

D t 62u I z I
YmAX=AMA~l(AHS(Y(l)).YMAX)

620 C u hI I NUk

V (F r k Z) G 0 1 0 1932
It (VLH) G0 TO 1114

RCOSYZYMAX/bii

"k (TifIt.ANaiJlIU.GL*.(TPIV)) GO TO 203

10 0 O A L I VIV

10 U2 0 u 1UU03 1 a ,M

4 A- Y(I

C u N IIN E

II I.tý.O) U0 TO 10200

A A = U~

1010 C UN II NULI.' 10O It (FFRL) GO TO 1936
II W IHJu ) iO TOI 2 0?

CO PIVOT ON (IND.JT) (STEP 6)

I9u3 ( j.~ If AIN 1.) A011A 0

C 14EG IN SUt$IOUI I Ný PIV0 T( I RJT)
90 0 t~jmiliV2NI;MIV*l

IF CJI.UT.U) i(U(JT)rniH
Y I.y C I H
Y (IHI) z- I

It kuo iU..)4i TO 9U4

1 00 90(, 1 =1.

906 C UN I INUL

904 CuNI Ir'Ut

y LOX ( I U

Dzzz U 93 L

X LL I)
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12-18-71 16.642 RAM D.CISION

SUBROU1INE SIMPLE

912 X( I = XOL0 4 XKY Y( I)
9U8 CUNI IItu

X I H) XY

C END OF PIVOT
OGJnOUJ* XYOCOST
It (VLHJ GO TO 1102

C EXCHANGL ROWS It SLACK PIVO0Eu IN WRONG RUW
I (JI.GT.*0,ORJTdoEQoIR) GO T0 907
XYmX IR)

X([R)=X(JI2)
X( JIZ )BXY

XY:L( IRJ 1)
EX IR, Y)E(JL2. ( I

E(JT2, I )aXY
909 CuNhIlNkiE

I A-2JH ( J I ZS.... Jv(JT2 )=J [

J ti IR) A
KHI|A I R

9U7 INVC=INVC41
C Tu STIP I IU NOT INVERTING, TO STEP 7 It INVERTINg

I ( -F R Z) GO TO 1950
I F ( IJ.GOq8AR) GO TO IOU
IF (FINV) UU 10 1ZO0

910 1t (INVC.GE.NVER) GO TO 1J20
G U 10 lUu

CO END OF ALGORITHM, SET EXIT VALUES
207 1t (RC05ILLE(-1UUO,)) GO TOUO23

C INVINI1T SOLUTION

GO 0 250
100 K O m

c PHOULkH IS•CYCLING PERHAPS
160 K= 4

P li 111 161,LPSEU

1oi FORMAT (31HOIIEHA1ION LIMIT EXCEEDED ON LP, 4'
SGO 10 250

C FLASIULL OR INFEAS8IjL SOLUlION
2 U 3 K=0
.50 Du 1399 J: P,N

XX' U , U

IF (K8J.NL,U) XXsX(K8J)
XL(J) = XX

1399 CUNI INUL
K U 1 )K

•__ KU(2)aIliEN

K- U 2 1. .1- .E R. .. • . .

• • '' ' ' ii I I - iAi;
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1ý-i8-71 16,642 RAM DEC s ION

Sudo4OUT INE S I PLE

K U 1 4 1 N u V G
KU(b)aN(IMIVR

RE TURN
19oO Uý (NUP.Eu.U) PRHINT 1981&LPSEUpL.IR#SCH,COS',
19b1 FURMAr( J~iULP,14.I2H FAIL, SLACIA.D3h4H I~~j5 SCHa

*Llo.H Cz.119.6)
Ii (IH.Nk~.O) UO TU 1941.
OU TO 141U

=~ h DI

.7 WURiiS OF MEMORY USED UY THIS COMPILATION
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM

FINAL OUTPUT

S~ .- _ _ ._
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L P S OL UIT10.4 c14413.914J . ---.

* 1 i7L 'z) ... 71 t' FuI -,l r 4 Z i44 47
6 14 is_--- 44 511 59 70 77 .8 93

S105 11J I ? 3 1 J J 151 16o 2 1 1 56 14 2 177

A 1 . 44 o1 59 70 77 b6 93

3 FtASI L 0 lL U II UN FUdiIN D Z: 14433.kg7l

105 Ila 1Z3 133 151 166 1's2 174 156 23

4 F E A 5 1I ILrI SOLI1 T I O 'N ,LO ND Z= 14430,5254

6 14 313 44 50 59 7U 77 b0 93

. . .... . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . ... . i -

i~I ......-

5 rEA |IoLl SOL r'I!UN F'uIi,,D Z= 14425.IJ34i77-T6 1.4 33 44 5 0 59 70 7.7 90 174

*6 15-6L6~ -1' 0 ?. 921 115 1.31 11.3 123 151* __ ___....- .-. .- --...... .. ,

6 F LA SIrLi S 0L S UJI I 0A FU • 0i Z= 1442.J* t•O --

6 14 '3 44 5u0 5*0 70 77 90 174 -

10.6 2.1 .j. 1) 1... 142 158 113 1.3. 153.

7 FLAS 1 t(L17[ IL S1 U!! L14 Fl0 11l L: 1)4 42 2 18*
6 14 ,a3 44 4 f) 59 1 1 74 94- - 3 ,_._,

140 2 3 /7 105 133 15Su 90 113 1 1 122

S....... .... .I.. ... Z -- 14 ,4.2 4 ;8 t.2 -
6 14 ,3 44 5,J 6U 174 0Q3 133 160

23 1__4_5 7 i 90 11:3B... .... ... . ~ ~-~_-.--~--

~,.. ~i



-- •i 196 1

i I a .P I C I I

I :

I I ,

i i i C

C V

I " ' I j I
I sII I Iu' ,

'MC]

M L5

F- 1

'I ":I '1'
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HtFFC1ri SUL TRSK F JRR ISK 7E EL

C AtF FI GI rl1 1)'R F yJtI KAT : 9 0 0 IU 17 _ __ __ __ __

i4........ii.Li.ii F A M__M ULJ E k u AT L ti ') H $9.0

flAXIM k uli W F.L UY~e d I LTSA0

LýPtCTc~ Liii r CCL E COSTS 13467 .5
-VArIlAr;,L UV LIFE U;YCL(: COSTS 2uJI?50.'J

S I A -1)A [EV IA TI Uii UF LIFE UY'ULL COSTS: 14Z'.2

E X P [-C TC6R~ A Nl I, C JTS .3462.'

V A:I A hC OF R A.4 D 0 CUS IS 4692 0. 0
S kIAI qA~ ti u EV I A TI 1~ W.U AllD) 1) COSTS :221.2 _

FX ~ l- VVA ) r 0
V-A I? I A'i. C t F Vi -- . PC RA *T.. 5 0

s1 1ix ) A R U L) C-VI A r Ih 'ii F F A i L 0, ET Q A T 3. J 4 *6

vA I A'C G -F W t- bu'1 e9 cl9 . U

LXPLGI oEl IiA- TIME IU R'iFI 15b.1dT

_________ ~iA C~uF L..A~ i.U~L~L..I ~i.! .: ý1 2., 7

SIAtIi, ii~o IEV IAT10i O)F MfTR 12.4

... .-~--. __ EXPECIFEU A'iAILAtIILI U
vARIA.\CkI uF AVAlLA-ilLiIY u.30009.j7

I.. -- -____ IA' 1 AR L- 'F- v I r i u j 0F A~ V A L A R I L I T Y = I 00.

-. 0



THE WJIT IMAL qJV3!YSYL-. AL.L'CA.T I OS ARE

jsu 4 iY S I F . I LtykL I S 5

,Ubsys!Em 7 LEVEL IS 6

SUUS5YST&i 9 LEVEL IS 5

SUiiSYSTi. It LEVICL IS 6

sut3sysIE~i 19 LEVEL IS 35

____ f 14 -LLVL . L S-2LL
su~ijSYSE~l 15 LEVIEL IS 7

SU SYS I E 131 LEVEL IS 9

S 0 lS yS 1E 11 L L iL I S 4

$.I, SE Z7 LVE k- S -.
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ij.

-. 1 . CD C3 to CD co ;

I

- .

L .4C. IQ, m aLC hZ) an J% CD &I& ~ ~
I" -2 -! 'a , v.

r4-4 V1 i= .4Vý .. 4

Jb .

=N I= .% LJJ9

A a% --

z I* :c *mc z 0 =;
d ; -7 -a* 0 Z

N .0
N 'W '0 0 m cc W

.-- IN:, 0 3

A'I

ji.
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w Lz .a z a * * * 0

13 -Z.

ri , 0 oI o C a 0 aC a 40 m C , D C

.4 N4 I 4N

ca a a to CI a- m @ -K -a.a

0I 0., ::, W2a 0 .a
06.a

Z L. xeo a ccj *

N' a( sw cr 0 0' LA.,~ l c~

Z 1. cm a- M :-

CD- C- C

W5 w lr I l Ica I :-j Ir0.
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